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Abstract

This thesis examines the poetry and critical writings of the US Modernist poet, Louis
Zukofsky (1904-1978), focussing on his conflation of the ideas of Spinoza and Marx in
his poetic practise. It surveys Zukofsky’s poetic and critical writings, but pays specific
attention to the long poem, “A”, that spanned the majority of Zukofsky’s writing life. The
contention of this thesis is that “A” develops a Marxist politics that derives from his
reading of Marx through the critical lens of Spinoza.
This thesis differs significantly from the current critical discourse surrounding
Zukofsky’s work, which argues that while he is evidently and even dogmatically a
Marxist in his early works, he is distinctly different in his later works. The consensus
view is that Zukofsky began his writing life trying to develop a political, Marxist mode,
but this was later replaced by a mode derived from Spinoza that was concerned with
ethics, and not politics.
Further, these two distinct philosophical paradigms are considered to correspond
to two different poetic modes: the Modernist and Postmodern. It is widely believed that
accompanying the turn away from politics and towards ethics as the foundation for his
poetic practise, Zukofsky’s work increasingly displays characteristically Postmodern
techniques: the lack of an authoritative lyrical subject; a widely connotative approach to
meaning-making; privileging the subject of the reader. Again, this is closely identified
with the progression of “A”.
This thesis attempts to challenge these critical assumptions: rather than allow for
distinctions between ‘early’ and ‘late’, Marxist and Spinozist, political and ethical,
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Modernist and Postmodern works, as though Zukofsky lived two lives as a poet, it
proposes a model for conceiving his life’s work as a progression towards developing a
scientific and subject-less Marxist discourse that was derived from conflating Spinoza
and Marx.
The work of political philosopher, Louis Althusser, is utilised in support of this
approach: the example of Althusser illustrates a radical Marxist reading of Spinoza, and a
Spinozan reading of Marx. This is particularly helpful because it defines an appropriate
vocabulary and model by which to read Zukofsky’s work. This thesis contends that
Althusser and Zukofsky offer similar understandings of Spinoza and Marx. It also argues
that Zukofsky’s poetry is always politically Marxist, and poetically Modernist and
scientific.
The implication of a critical vocabulary that does not require the application of
Postmodern theories to explain the poetry is as follows: rather than deferring to
Postmodern ideas, it is possible to understand phenomena such as a residual lyrical ‘I’,
and Zukofsky’s seeming infinitude of language, in relation to Spinoza and Marx alone.
This represents a demonstrable shift from the existing critical discourse surrounding his
writing.
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Introduction: A Note on Methodology

[T]he meaning of philosophy, to borrow a phrase from Derrida, is
originally deferred, activated only later, even much later, by an encounter
with other philosophies (Montag 14).

The poet Louis Zukofsky has received more critical attention in the years since his death,
in 1974, than he ever did during his life. This has mainly to do with the posthumous
publication of his life’s work, the poem “A”; and only recently has the entire body of his
work been published, some of it for the first time, by the Wesleyan University Press.1 It is
apparent from even a cursory glance that his works are difficult: “A” is a poem that
continues over 800 pages, Bottom: on Shakespeare is a critical essay comprised almost
entirely of notation and quotation, and Le Style Apollinaire/The Writing of Guillaume
Apollinaire is written in French with English quotations on one page, and on the facing
page the same text appears in English with French quotations. Zukofsky was an
enigmatic writer, to say the least.
As the epigraph from Montag contends, it requires a period of attention and
reworking for a philosophy’s original meaning to be ‘activated’ – a period through which
it is brought into contact with other philosophies. This is certainly the case with
Zukofsky, as critics have considered his work in relation to the theoretical perspectives of
1

The Wesleyan University Press has published a six-volume collection of Zukofsky’s
critical work: The Wesleyan Centennial Edition of the Complete Critical Writings of
Louis Zukofsky: Vol. I A Test of Poetry; Vol. II Prepositions +; Vol. III and IV Bottom:
on Shakespeare; Vol. V Le Style Apollinaire/The Writing of Guillaume Apollinaire; Vol.
VI Contributions to the Index of American Design.
4

Derrida, Wittgenstein and Adorno, amongst many others. Yet, his work seems to sit
awkwardly alongside these philosophies, as though it has been moulded to fit their
schemas. It could be argued that the relative critical attention that has been paid to
Zukofsky’s work in recent times demonstrates conclusively what the work is not, and
perhaps in this way allows an alternative meaning to be ‘activated.’ In this respect, the
current thesis has two propositions: it attempts to reconsider the dominant view that
Zukofsky’s poetry is divided between early and late periods, and to instead examine it as
a homogenous totality that develops towards its final articulations; to underscore this it
proposes to examine how Marxism develops within the work from start to finish,
logically developing from humanism to later scientific discourses of Marxism. In this
way, it seeks to ‘activate’ Zukofsky’s poetry and poetics.
This thesis will examine the poem “A” as a development and application of
Zukofsky’s key critical formulations, expounded in his essays. It will also propose the
poem as a means of understanding Zukofsky’s wider works, to which the current thesis
refers. The central tenets of this thesis are:

1. Louis Zukofsky developed a scientific Marxist discourse which he applied in
the practise of poetry.
2. The scientific Marxist discourse was developed by deploying Spinoza as a
critical lens through which to reread Marx.
3. In his poetic practise this manifests as a refusal to interpellate individuals as
subjects, and thus his poetry denies the primary function of ideology, which is
directed towards making subjects of concrete individuals.
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This will be undertaken in three broad methodological steps. The first is to describe and
develop the problems that are being redressed by this thesis: this will be done in the form
of a literature review in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 will contest some of the claims of the
existing literature and develop the idea that Zukofsky’s practise is a continuation of the
Modernist project of Pound and Eliot, supporting Hugh Kenner’s suggestion that
Zukofsky never deviated from a formulation of poetics developed when he was twentyfour, and that “by the time he was twenty-six, the rest of his life’s work had been roughly
laid out” (qtd in Terrell 145).
The second methodological step will be to establish the terms of a response to
these problems. This will be done in three parts: in Chapter 3, Zukofsky’s early Marxism
will be discussed to establish familiar terms and concepts, and to act as a marker against
which to measure the development of his late Marxism; Chapter 4 will discuss the
possibility of conflating Spinoza and Marx to justify the development of Zukofsky’s late
Marxism; Chapter 4 will also propose a new vocabulary that adequately accommodates
Zukofsky’s late Marxism as it developed from Spinoza.
The final section will attempt an application of the proposed new vocabulary and
its ideas, in reading “A” and related poems. Chapter 5 will develop key ideas of Louis
Althusser in relation to Zukofsky, providing textual demonstrations from Zukofsky’s
poetry in support. Chapter 6 consists entirely of exegetical analysis, applying the new
vocabulary and ideas to “A” and related poems. Inevitably, this methodology is not
strictly contained within the chapters as described here, but must be apparent from one
chapter to the next as implied, expanded upon, and recalled.

6

The current thesis seeks to ‘activate’ the political philosophy of Louis Zukofsky,
and in so doing, attempts to restore his place as both a devout Modernist and Marxist.
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Critical Perspectives on Louis Zukofsky

i.

Louis Zukofsky is one of the most difficult Anglo-American Modernist poets: his
language is often abstruse and his work can be interminably erudite. His long poem, “A”2
– over 800 pages, 24 sections, 46 years, at times “two voices,” at others four or five
voices, indexed and arranged to George Frideric Handel’s Harpsichord Suite – has
garnered the most critical attention amongst Zukofsky’s considerably larger body of
work. Because of its complexity, there has been much speculation as to how best to
critically appraise it, and the most common interpretable methodology that has emerged
is to locate one or more, distinct lines of demarcation in this long poem – ‘divide and
conquer’ has been a fruitful way to rein in the powers of the poem. It has been apparent to
many critics that a distinction must be made, somewhere between the beginning and the
end of “A”, in order to explain its radical transformation over twenty-four movements.
There is obviously a marked difference between the humble, literal and understated
beginning of

A
Round of fiddles playing Bach.
Come, ye daughters, share my anguish

2
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The title of the poem, “A”, is always contained in quotation marks.

Bare arms, black dresses,
See Him! Whom?
Bediamond the passion of our Lord ("A" 65)

and the elaborate final, two act, 242 page, five-part score, “L. Z. Masque.” The question
is simple: how is one to account for so large a transformation? One answer may be
located in Zukofsky’s own late account of the poem, from 1967. He describes it as:

a poem of a life – and a time […] not to fathom time but literally to sound
it as on an instrument and so to hear again as much of what was and is
together; as one breathes without pointing to it before and after
("Foreword To "A" 1-12" 228).

The poem follows all the modulations that mark a life through time: “A” was written
between 1928 and 1974, spanning the best part of a century and a lifetime. Obviously
social and personal influences extended over such a long period determine differences in
poetic theme, technique and tone. As Ahearn attests, Zukofsky never envisaged that the
poem would extend over such a long time – rather, he saw it as an expansion of the
earlier work, ‘Poem beginning “The”’, and “an intermediate step to something truly epic”
(Zukofsky's "A": An Introduction 38). Whether or not Zukofsky intended this, the poem
did continue through the years, and cannot help but be marked by the passage of time.
Accounting for the poem’s dramatic differences in this manner does not divide the work:
there are no distinctions between the poetical modes the poem enters and exits, because
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the parts of the poem are contiguous like the parts of the life. Difference, conceptualised
in this way, rather than demarcating separations, is a positive quality, unifying the detail
of the poem over the course of a lifetime.
Though this approach to the work appears both sensible and obvious, it is widely
overlooked by critics. By systematically locating divisions in the work, temporality is
marked as a series of disjunctions and not as transmutations or continuities. There is very
little uniformity to this method, however, with each critic locating his or her division
conveniently in relation to an external (and often highly ideological) assumption. Further,
there is no consensus, and each divergent division reveals an equally divergent agenda.
There is thus a great diversity amongst the critical literature: Quartermain, in Disjunctive
Poetics, has identified Zukofsky’s as a ‘disjunctive poetics,’ that connects the practise of
Stein to the L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E writers; Tim Woods, in The Poetics of the Limit, has
claimed that Zukofsky’s turn towards ethical philosophy mirrors Adorno’s development
of negative dialectics; Comens, in Apocalypse and After, has radically argued that
Zukofsky gradually became depoliticised over his writing career and founded
Postmodern poetics; Stanley, in Louis Zukofsky and the Transformation of a Modern
American Poetics, has traced a line of influence running from Zukofsky to Olson, viewed
through the lens of Derrida. Consistent throughout these approaches is a methodology of
disjunction that does not act so much to locate the reality of the poem – the real
conditions under which it was formed or by which it functions – as it allows a particular
interpretation of the poem to emerge. Disjunction secures the poem’s service to some
agenda outside of its scope and purpose, well beyond its pages and well beyond
Zukofsky’s own experience. “A” leads a second life in its critical reception.
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It can be argued that Zukofsky himself in many ways facilitated this in the manner
of the poem’s publication. “A” was published in sections – such as “A” 1-7 or “A” 1-12 –
and he often made demarcations that encourage disjunctive readings to emerge – the
demarcation of “A”-9 ‘first half’ and ‘second half,’ for example has spawned diverse
critical speculation. However, Zukofsky’s tendency to publish “A” periodically had more
to do with the length of time the entire poem took to write than it did with any critical
division that he himself envisaged. To have left the poem entirely unpublished until its
completion would have been impractical (Zukofsky was anyway a marginal, littlepublished poet); it would also have radically decontextualised large portions of the poem,
because “A” is a poem very much written in, of and for its own time.
Rather than marking various intervals in the project, serialising the poem indeed
helped Zukofsky to (eventually) achieve its unity. The ability to present the poem in
smaller sections enabled a large degree of hindsight when it came to aggregating the final
product. Years of critical attention the poem received from the poet and others (albeit a
particularly restricted audience during Zukofsky’s own life), allowed the various parts of
“A” to be edited before they found their final resting place in the epic structure of the
poem.3 The various versions of the different sections in Zukofsky’s notebooks at the
Harry Ransom Archives (Austin, TX), crossed out, scribbled over, published and republished, are testament to this process. As Marcella Booth suggests:

3

See Marcella Booth “The Zukofsky Papers: The Cadence of a Life,” Celia Zukofsky
“Year By Year Bibliography of Louis Zukofsky” and Barry Ahearn Zukofsky’s “A”: An
Introduction for detailed accounts of Zukofsky’s publications and revisions.
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The fact that Zukofsky worked the poem in blocks, “A” 1-4, then “A” 17, suggests that the single movements were always in a sense both
prompted and controlled by the larger design. The [Zukofsky] manuscripts
reveal his struggle for the form of each movement, but that struggle was
always governed by an awareness of what the longer form “A” 1-24
demanded (396).

The sheer amount of time the poem took to write created certain divisions, but these
divisions contributed to the larger structures of the poem, and allowed a higher degree of
unity to be achieved. That is to say, to manage the whole poem was, for Zukofsky, to
manage multifarious individual, but intricately related structures. This accords with key
elements of Zukofsky’s stated poetics – for example, when he defines his ‘objective’ as
“the arrangement, into one apprehended unit, of minor units of sincerity” ("An Objective"
13). “A”, then, demands to be examined as an integrated unity.
The methodology of division, imposed by critics to cope with this structurally
diverse and complex poem, is representative of discernible ideological viewpoints. These
critical accounts have been especially useful in identifying concrete denotative
significance within the poem’s seemingly impenetrable range of references; at other
times, under the banner of Postmodern or post-Structuralist theory, these accounts can be
viewed as speculative. Common to all, is a methodological division of the poem into
more or less distinct parts.
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ii.

The first extended critical account to divide “A” in this manner was that of Barry Ahearn,
and it was this approach that established the terms for two tendencies – to understand the
poem by either referential or structural divisions – that have remained dominant among
Zukofsky critics. In accordance with Zukofsky’s own conception of “A” as a “poem of a
life,” that ‘sounds’ time “as on an instrument,” Ahearn provides a critical engagement
with the poem in terms of historicism and reconstruction. The result is what could be
described as a prefatory index to much of the poem’s content. As Ahearn states, his
account is “a history of the poem’s growth” (Zukofsky's "A": An Introduction xi). To this
end, Ahearn imposes historical demarcations, dividing the poem into four clusters: “A” 17, “A” 8-12, “A” 13-20 and “A” 21-24. These roughly correspond to four distinct
periods: the years spanning 1928-1930, 1935-1951, 1960-1963 and 1967-1974. Within
these historical divisions, Ahearn identifies varying modes of composition (though the
term mode here is generally applied to all the materials and objects of the poem, its
overriding themes, the methods of its composition, and its internal structural affinities,
because “A” never diverts from a ‘collage-mode’). The modal demarcations he ascribes
appear as follows: “A” 1-7 deals with various deaths and resurrections from Zukofsky’s
personal life and cosmology; “A” 8-12 develops the techniques of appropriation and
quotation that persist throughout his work; “A” 13-20 works to establish a reclusive
familial realm of private languages based in a Spinozan conception of love; “A” 21-24
variously navigates the reader toward Zukofsky’s other poetic and critical works, or lulls
the reader with their musicality, and culminates in the final pastiche arrangement of “L. Z.
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Masque.” This is an abridged account of Ahearn’s book, which accounts for minute
references in detail, accruing significance for them in their repeated coincidences
throughout “A”. However, in this description, the demarcations he cites are obvious.
Ahearn made one final division in his approach to “A”, broadly dividing the poem into
the ‘first half’ and ‘second half’. In his account of “A”, however, Ahearn still accepts a
conception of the poem as attaining an ultimate, unitary significance.
Ahearn commences his account with the conception that, although “Zukofsky
insisted that “A” (and his entire body of work, for that matter) was a unit, we can detect
different principles of unification operating in different parts of the poem” (200-01).
Ahearn’s division of the poem into four separate, generally thematic concerns is more or
less in accordance with Zukofsky’s own critical approach. The further shift he identifies,
however – from the ‘first half’ to the ‘second half’ of “A” – involves what he perceives to
be an altered mode of exchange, from an “objective/subjective rotation” to what he
identifies as “freer patterns” of exchange (207). Ahearn contends that the
phenomenological perspective of the poem significantly changes: the first half of “A”,
movements 1-12, functions according to a system of binary exchanges, generally
garnered from a reading of Marx and Spinoza, epitomised in the lines “Natura Naturans –
/ Nature as creator, / Natura Naturata – / Nature as created” ("A" 22-23); the ‘second
half,’ however, movements 13-24, shifts to a highly flexible mode, wherein “We find
botanical, physiological, ornithological, zoological, and mineralogical details guiding
“A”’s formation” (207). Despite shifting his analysis from binaries to multifariousness,
however, Ahearn maintains that there is a central unity to the work, which the ‘flexible’
phenomenological perspective of the ‘second half’ only serves to reinforce. Ahearn uses
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the term “unifying material” (210) as a blanket reference to the details comprising the
‘second half.’ Further, this is not exclusive to the ‘second half’ of the poem, because, he
maintains, this “unusual approach to the structuring of [the] poem” is in fact “apparent
from the very beginning of [“A”]” (210). What makes the poem’s two halves different
from one another is not how the poem is structured, but rather, the degree to which this
mode of structuring comes to dominate and supplant the dichotomy of a subjective and
objective interaction – the binary exchange – that was ascendant in “A” 1-12.
Ahearn identifies four of these ‘unifying elements’ within the poem: they are
“structural, thematic, imagistic, and verbal similitudes” (214). This recapitulates what he
had earlier contended were the four modal divisions (resurrections and deaths, collage
and appropriation, a reclusive familial realm, and Zukofsky’s other poetical and critical
works) within a more concise framework. The referential details that he had earlier
extracted from “A” are now revealed as a highly intricate, structural organisation of
resonances, each recalling its precursor and projecting forward to the next.
To conceive of “A” in this way is a precise reflection of what Zukofsky worked so
carefully to craft. There is textual evidence for the fact that the poem is structured around
a policy of inclusion, resulting in the resonances Ahearn identifies. In “A”-6 the elusive
character, Kay, asks if “The song – omits?” only to be informed that, “No, [it] includes
Kay, Anybody” ("A" 23). Elsewhere, in his essay “An Objective,” Zukofsky defined
poetry explicitly as: “The desire for inclusiveness – The desire for an inclusive object”
("An Objective" 15). This led to a compositional mode that Zukofsky imagined to
resemble the fugal form – the poem “A”-8 concludes with these lines:
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Forgetting
I said:
Can
The design
Of the fugue
Be transferred
To poetry? ("A" 38)

What Ahearn does, therefore, is to conceive of the poem in accordance with one of
Zukofsky’s earliest and simplest analogies for his poetic practise: the fugue. This musical
metaphor demonstrates the mode of composition apparent throughout “A”, wherein
significance is accrued from multiple contexts, producing a series of resonances
throughout the poem that unify diverse and disparate elements.
While Ahearn attests that there are four unifying elements, it is more accurate to
follow Zukofsky’s own measure of it from A Test of Poetry where he outlines three. He
says: “The test of poetry is the range of pleasure it affords as sight, sound, and
intellection. This is its purpose as art” (A Test of Poetry vii). “A”-6 demonstrates this
approach, immediately involving the poem in fugal play at these three levels:

Environs, the sea of –,
Grace notes, appoggiatura, suspension,
The small note with or without a stroke across the stem ("A" 21).
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The complex interplay between visual, phonic and intellectual levels can be seen in these
lines. The phonetic (‘-ons’ and ‘s...of’) and metrical (the two iambs of ‘-virons’ and ‘sea
of’) patterns of the first line are replicated in the second line by the two words, ‘Grace
notes.’ The second line also creates variance, with the further play of these sounds found
in the word ‘suspension’ – in accordance with the pattern of the first line, there are three
syllables here, including an iamb. Further, the line creates a literal sense of ‘suspension’
by creating a closed rhyme sequence lasting from ‘environs’ to ‘suspension,’ which
isolates, or ‘suspends,’ the third line; this is also isolated by being the only complete
proposition in the stanza. Yet, this third line, too, articulates a variance of the sound
sequence – again, the prevalent sounds in ‘small note,’ ‘or,’ ‘without,’ ‘stroke’ and
‘across’ resonate with the preceding lines. There is a matrix of “sight, sound, and
intellection,” as Zukofsky says, each intricately bound to the other. This is his first
measure of his work.
This kind of patterning is also clear in the way that music, particularly that of
Bach, is incorporated throughout “A”. Bach is apparent from the poem’s opening lines
(“A / Round of fiddles playing Bach”) which compare two historical versions of Bach’s
St Matthew’s Passion: “a performance of Johann Sebastian Bach’s St. Matthew Passion
(Matthäuspassion) at Carnegie Hall in NYC on Thursday, 5 April 1928, the eve of Good
Friday [and] the work’s initial performance conducted by Bach himself on Good Friday,
15 April 1729 in Leipzig” (Twitchell-Waas "Notes to "A"-1").4 In “A”-6, introducing
Bach allows the musical equivalent of the fugue to emerge, but St Matthew’s Passion is
sustained as an image throughout all of “A”: it is included as what Zukofsky refers to as a
4

An annotation to Zukofsky’s works is available at Twitchell-Waas’ Z-Site: the current
thesis has used this site for much of the detail of the poems and essays.
17

‘particular’ – “J.S.B.: a particular, / His Matthew Passion, a particular” ("A" 24). This not
only draws a connection between “A”-6 and the poem’s opening lines, but as ‘particulars’
they have a function within Zukofsky’s poetics; his poetry transforms materials – in this
case music – to resonate with his wider structures and theory, as Ahearn attests.
Supposed fragmentation and inclusiveness are two characteristics of Zukofsky’s
poetry, particularly “A”. However, both are deployed to achieve the poem’s sense of
unity. Far from dividing the poem, its flexibility and multiplicities are integral to its
underlying unifying structures. The poem is not fragmentary, but gives an impression of
fragmentation because of the very complex ways that it relates details to each other.
Ahearn provides the first significant model for reading “A”, structured around
methodological divisions that recover the recurring and coinciding details of the poem’s
overarching unity. However, subsequent critical approaches have appeared to diverge
from this model. The general approach to “A” has been to insert one or more divisions
into the poem in order to grapple with its epic nature: for Ahearn this division proves to
be a useful tool for comprehending such a long and seemingly diverse poem. However,
while Ahearn places his demarcations clearly in the service of the poem, the tendency of
many recent readings has been to divide the poem so that it demonstrates an external
critical framework, regardless of the concerns inscribed in the poem itself.
It is possible to explain this tendency through an examination of the ‘cult’ of
Zukofsky that has sprung up among subsequent generations of experimental US poets
who have made a claim to Zukofsky’s legacy, including the Black Mountain school,
Beats and recent L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets. In many ways, correctly or not, Zukofsky
has been identified as the precursor to a Postmodern American poetry, with its
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interrogations at the level of the signifier and its emphasis on structure. With this has
come a critical framework that, for the most part, seems to sit awkwardly with
Zukofsky’s own critical formulations. It can be argued, for instance, that rather than
engage with a Formalist or Structuralist discourse as the basis for a Postmodern poetics,
Zukofsky altogether and consciously rejected the tenets of this approach: to have
embraced its assumptions, for him, would have undermined the very act of denotation
that Zukofsky’s inclusive poetic object performs. It is therefore questionable that many of
the critical accounts of Zukofsky employ a vocabulary borrowed from post-Structuralism.
They can do so only because they employ a methodology of division.
Comens (1995), Perelman (1994), Quartermain (1992), Rifkin (2000), Scroggins
(1997 and 1998), Stanley (1994) and Woods (2002) – the only book-length studies
specifically dealing with, or substantially including a discussion on Zukofsky – all begin
their enquiries by following closely the distinction between the ‘first’ and ‘second’ halves
of “A” that Ahearn had so carefully designated. For the most part, however, these critics
do so without Ahearn’s regard for explaining an underlying unity; instead, they
extrapolate the meaning of the poem in relation to external theoretical tendencies.
Comens provides an example of this method in his attempt to remove any semblance of
the Marxist politics on which “A” is predicated. It is worth looking at this exceptional
case, because it demonstrates how critics, structuring “A” around divisions, can expose
the poem to a seemingly endless process of theoretical speculation.
Comens divides the poem at the final point at which he deems Karl Marx an overt
presence in the poem – “A”-9, the last time Marx is mentioned by name in the poem –
and argues that from this point, the lyrical ‘I’ of the poem disappears. He does this with
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the same points of reference that Ahearn used to locate a “gap between the self and the
family” (Ahearn Zukofsky's "A": An Introduction 207) in the first and second halves of
the poem – the “transformation of ‘Zukofsky the loner’,” as he describes it, “into
Zukofsky the family man” (207). However, while Ahearn admitted that this was his own
critical demarcation, and was useful insofar as it helped to determine unifying principles
that underlie the poem, Comens argues that he is not imposing this shift, but that it was
Zukofsky’s own intention to include it. In Comens’ reading, a recalcitrant lyrical ‘I’
signals the manner in which Zukofsky moved away from Modernist poetics, and laid the
foundations for a Postmodern approach. To achieve this, Comens employs a strange
military analogy of Modernist ‘strategy’ and Postmodern ‘tactics,’ to distinguish these
two tendencies. His approach disrupts any claim that “A” makes to unity, first by
symbolically removing the authoritative subject of the poem, but then by literally
removing the poet, deeming that “the self is implicitly imagined [only] as a strategic
entity” (168) in “A”. That is to say, Zukofsky had no mastery over the poem, but reduced
his own role to “Apparent claims to strategic authority,” that are in fact only “partial
formulations, or temporary representations, that constitute momentary seizures, so to
speak, of discursive power” (161). Thus, he finds no determinable meaning at the heart of
“A”; because the poet’s representative, the poetic ‘I’, is not apparent in the work, the poet
must relinquish control. In his place, a tempestuous and flighty ‘tactician,’ who makes no
claim to meaning-making emerges. To this end, Comens contends that, “Rather than
attempt to master chance and make language ours, “A” embraces words ‘hourly
shifting’” (178). More concisely, Zukofsky gives the poem over entirely to Postmodern
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intertextuality, and post-Structuralist connotative theories wherein the reader is the site of
the production of literary significance.
Comens, in this instance, is quoting from a passage of “A” that paraphrases
Samuel Johnson’s Preface to A Dictionary of the English Language. His interpretation,
however, seems a misrepresentation of Zukofsky’s lines, which read as follows:

To explain requires the use of terms less
abstruse than that which is to be explained
and such terms cannot always be found. Words
hourly shifting, names have often many ideas, few
ideas many names. But every art is obscure
to those that have not learned (?) it ("A" 395).

What Zukofsky is stating here is the ability of language to record scientifically in spite of
an ever-shifting lexicon. This has come directly from Johnson’s Preface, where he admits
that there are difficulties with the “hourly shifting” of words – for example, in certain
instances, “no words can express the dissimilitude” between two senses of a word’s
meaning, and sometimes, “[t]he original sense of words is often driven out of use by their
metaphorical acceptations” (Johnson 15-16). However, as Johnson suggests, such a
circumstance is obvious to “those who have joined philosophy with grammar” (16).
Moreover, just as things can be “intuitively known, and evident without proof,” he
continues, “so nothing can be defined but by the use of words too plain to admit a
definition” (13). While it is clear that Zukofsky is talking about the tendency of language
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to move beyond what is recorded – for example, by Johnson’s dictionary or by his own
poetry – it is not appropriate to conclude from these lines that he is founding a
Postmodern mode. Zukofsky, as did Johnson, maintained throughout his critical essays
that, in spite of the fact that language is a signifying practise in which connotation may
come to dominate, the poet works in a denotative, and as much as possible, scientific
mode – and not, as Comens suggests, to the perpetuation of connotation. As Zukofsky
states in “A”, still quoting Johnson: “I set limits to / my work which would in time be
ended / tho not completed” ("A" 396). In other words, Zukofsky believed that it was a
poet and his poem that must intervene in a language, and not language that interrupts the
poet’s meaning-making. This is contrary to Comens’ conclusion that, in the case of
Zukofsky, “words are always in excess of reason” (Comens 178).
In Comens’ account of the poem, then, it would be impossible to discern any
guiding principle at work in “A” – as, for example, Ahearn had intimated. Least of all
would this principle be political: politics is discursive, and at best, discursive power for
Comens is only “apparently” and temporarily seized by the poet in “A”. Even when faced
with the poem’s overt political didacticism in the first twelve movements – in which
Zukofsky quotes heavily from Marx, Lenin and Stalin – Comens concludes that, “One
danger of a movement such as “A”-10 […] is that its strongly stated, overt politics may
dominate the poem – as if the poem’s purpose were, finally, political” (Comens 157). In
actual fact, “A”-10 is a highly political poem; it was written in 1940, the fall of France to
Germany that year commemorated in the opening lines:

Paris
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Paris
Of your beautiful phrases
Is fallen ("A" 112).

It is also dedicated to the fighters of the Spanish civil war that ended the previous year – a
poem to both “French people, [and] Spain’s dead” (114). The most political aspect,
though, is its critique of the Catholic Church, which Zukofsky accuses of colluding with
the Nazis. He writes:

All the people of Paris
Mass, massed refugees on the roads
Go to mass with the air
and the shrapnel for a church
A Christian civilization
Where Pius blesses the black-shirts (112).

He is referring either to Pius XII (1939-1958), who, as Cardinal Secretary of State, signed
a concordat with Nazi Germany in 1933, or the earlier Pius XI (1922-1939), who had
signed the Lateran Treaty with Mussolini, and instigated the 1933 concordat with Hitler.
Either way, the critique is clear: the Catholic Church is complicit. As he later accuses the
Church:

The death of millions visible
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Corpus
Of the trade of arms
The profits of oil
A vicar of Christ sworn to traitors
His priests who thrive on silver
More ashamed beaten to sleep beside lashed Jews
Than to abet murder (116).

His accusations are made more pronounced by the fact that Zukofsky has structured this
poem around the Catholic Mass according to the following sections: Kyrie, Gloria,
Credo, Sanctus, Benedictus and Agnus Dei. They are included in “A”-10 as follows:

Kyrie
Kyrie eleision
They sang
The song passes out of the voices
one whisper (112-113)

[...]

People people
But you record it
Christ!
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Glory on high
and in earth peace (113)

[...]

Credo

I believe

Shame (116)

[...]

Holy
Holy is Sylvie
A little girl
Paul and Hélène’s daughter (121)

[...]

The capital of France is Vichy

Blessed is the new age-old effervescence (123)
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[...]

And the people
Grant us the people’s peace (123).

The poem is therefore an indictment of the role of the Catholic Church in events that
unfolded up to the fall of Paris in 1940. Such things cannot be considered aside from the
poem, and the poem’s purpose cannot be considered anything but political. It is not
political because of the overstated Marxism that Comens cites – its references to “The
International Brigade” (118), “The Eighth Route People's Army” (117). It is political
because it takes a direct political position against the Catholic Church. However
deliberate and scathing its political critique is, though, according to Comens the poem is
only a series of ‘tactical responses’ to various problematic situations arising from a
language that exceeds the boundaries of the poet’s reason: because the poet does not
control language, he is therefore unable to deploy his politics through language.
“Reality,” Comens asserts, “as we read “A”, is neither referent nor product of the text”
(151): reality, rather, is produced in the encounter between a reader and the poem, and a
reader will make whatever meaning of the poem they will. Consequently, all semblances
of Zukofsky’s firm political commitments and ideological ruminations are entirely
displaced.
In this case, the rupture Comens identifies between the ‘first’ and ‘second’ halves
of “A” undermines both the poet’s political position and the poem’s discursive force. The
poet, it is argued, must recoil when he is presented with a language that his reason cannot
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master, and this invalidates Zukofsky’s attempt to discuss his overt Marxism in his
poetry. In Comen’s formulation, the production of meaning does not originate with the
poet, but emerges somewhere between a reader and language. The methodology of
division is essential to the success of this reading, which dismisses Zukofsky’s
ideological commitments by splitting open his meaning to create an interpretative space
in which Comens can insert his own ideology, through a guise of theory.
This demonstrates the power that methodologically dividing “A” has – this
approach can harness the discursive power of the poem to a viewpoint to which it does
not, in reality, speak. Critics of Zukofsky all wield this power to varying degrees.
Another example of this, and one which is made along strikingly similar lines of
division to Comens’, is Rifkin’s analysis, in its description of how “A” moves away from
the political discourse apparent in its early sections, and exhibits Postmodern tendencies.
She says:

Zukofsky’s later work retreats into the more controllable domain of home,
family, and a language that would purge itself of what Jean Baudrillard
has called a ‘system of objects’; an interrelated set of possessions through
which the poet seeks to accrue a self-mastering, timeless subjectivity […]
withdrawn from the world but never fully distinct from its values; rather, it
transposes them into a closed space where they can be recycled ad
infinitum (Rifkin 76).
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Again, Ahearn’s original divisions — the retreat into the familial realm, the two halves of
“A”— have been introduced; however, here, as in Comens, these demarcations are used
in the service of a critical framework outside of the poem’s referential order. Rifkin is
attempting to broach the gulf that exists between Zukofsky’s work and the generations
that took him as their forebear. While there are, of course, connections between, for
example, Zukofsky’s “A” and Charles Olson’s Maximus Poems as Rifkin contends, it has
to do with Olson’s admiration of Zukofsky and not any similarity between their actual
poetry, or the principles underlying their practises. The question of influence is difficult:
those poets that came after Zukofsky can rightly claim to have been influenced by him.
However, the degree to which two poetical practises accord is difficult to establish: in
attempting to make a tradition where there are at best threads of influence, Rifkin must
radically alter both Zukofsky’s poetry and poetics to bring them in line with later
movements. This requires employing a critical discourse that cannot be found in
Zukofsky’s work in order to describe that work. It seems strange, for example, for
Zukofsky to be described as “a disinterested (Olson might say ‘neuter’) experimentalist”
(77). Essentially, the picture Rifkin depicts is Zukofsky as a poet in whose work are
displayed typical post-Structuralist linguistic concerns; further, because the later
generations of poets to whom she compares Zukofsky do owe a large debt to postStructuralism and did reconfigure Zukofsky within their own poetical paradigm, Rifkin
can assert that this is, in fact, a characteristic of Zukofsky and thus a ‘tradition’ is
apparent. However, this is far from the figure of Zukofsky who shunned Formalist
assumptions altogether.5 As with Comens, the essential methodological trick Rifkin

5

Zukofsky rejects Formalist influenced practises: he distinguishes his practise from
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performs is to divide the poem into two distinct halves, and this opens an interpretative
space in which to deploy her own critical framework.
The exact language of such explanations may vary – for example, Perelman
describes “A” as shifting from “the contingent chronology of [the poem’s] author to the
spatialized existence of eternal matters: the writer in time is to be lifted beyond time”
(Perelman 183). However, the approach of a number of critics proceeds along the same
lines as that of Comens and Rifkin: the poem is divided into two halves and an external
critical vocabulary is deployed in the interstices. Such an approach would seem to sit
poorly with Zukofsky, a poet who had once pleaded the following:

I try not to read into things, I try to read, which means that if the page
doesn’t have it any imagination on my part as to what I might read into it
has no significance. I hope everybody would read me the same way – that
is, not wonder whether I was afraid of a draft as I am at the moment, but
just read the words ("For Wallace Stevens" 24).

iii.

The biggest problem that the methodology of division faces is that it contradicts how
Zukofsky viewed his own, and others’, work. For him an author’s work was not
divisible—the parts could not be separated and compartmentalised. As discussed earlier,

Structuralism, discussed later in this chapter with relation to Barthes, and Surrealism, as
discussed in Chapter 2.
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in one sense this was because the work was unified by a life and any semblance of
difference was easily explained by a life’s modulations. Zukofsky considered an entire
life’s work in this way, as a single body spanning time. The way that he came to view
Shakespeare’s work is exemplary of this. In Bottom: on Shakespeare Zukofsky conducts
an analysis of Shakespeare’s work under the premise that, “in the case of Shakespeare his
words show it, [they] are his life” ("Bottom a Weaver" 167). A poet’s works are, in other
words, his autobiography.
A clear example of this is “A”-17: titled, simply “A CORONAL,” and with a
dedication “for Floss [Williams]” ("A" 377), it was written on the occasion of William
Carlos Williams’ death (March 4th, 1963). The poem is an arrangement of poems and
wider writings from both Williams and Zukofsky, as well as excerpts from their
correspondence and from Williams’ correspondence with Celia Zukofsky. Arranged in
historical order, the poem demonstrates how a life is literally transferred into poetry,
confirming Zukofsky’s declaration that a poem and a life are inextricably linked.
Williams makes a similar observation when talking of Zukofsky’s poem “42” from the
collection Anew. Williams says: “In this poem, all Zukofsky’s art, that is to say, his life,
has fruited” (W. C. Williams 169).
The question is how a life is transformed into poetry and in what ways it must be
altered by poetry in order record it: it is a question of the effect of poetry as the record of
a life. Perhaps an apt description of this is the following from “A”-17:

That song
is the kiss
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it keeps
is it

The
unsaid worry
for what
should last (386).

The poem is a worry for what should last, and the mode by which it does this is highly
unusual: for example, it transforms Williams into:

C
a cove call it
Carlos:
smell W
double U
two W’s,
ravine and
runnel ("A" 383-84).

It reduces the poet to words alone, just as it does all matter. Or, as Zukofsky describes
this in “A” in relation to Von Mander’s paintings of Shakespeare and Johnson, “the literal
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sense of the painter suggests the identity of his models” (387). Zukofsky’s own, strange
autobiography,6 Autobiography, is composed according to this premise. In it, he describes
how, “As a poet I have always felt that the work says all that needs to be said of one’s
life” (Autobiography 5): just as the life is connected, one moment to the next, so too then
must the works be considered.
Zukofsky makes stringent demands for a unified approach to his work: repeatedly,
he stated a belief that “A man can’t help himself, anymore than Shakespeare could help
himself, from saying the same things over and over. The idea is to say them so that
people always think you’re saying something new” ("Interview" 242). In “A” he restates
this exactly through a correspondence with the poet Lorine Niedecker:

Each writer writes
one long work whose beat he cannot
entirely be aware of. Recurrences
follow him, crib and drink from a
well that’s his cadence – after
he’s gone ("A" 214).

It is no surprise to find, then, that when he came to examine Shakespeare, he says that “It
is simpler to consider the forty-four items of the canon as one work, sometimes poor,
sometimes good, sometimes great, always regardless of the time in which it was
6

Zukofsky’s “Autobiography” is made of twenty-two musical pieces arranged by Celia
Zukofsky, along with eighteen of his short poems, and five small paragraphs of
‘autobiographical’ detail.
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composed, as so, despite defects of quality, durable as one thing from ‘itself never
turning’” (Bottom: On Shakespeare 13). Zukofsky was willing to reduce all of
Shakespeare’s work to the quest for a single definition. Specifically, he sees
Shakespeare’s work as seeking “a definition of love that the learning of the later
(specifically English) Renaissance had forgotten: the definition of love as the tragic hero”
(Bottom: On Shakespeare 3). More significantly, however, as Hugh Kenner notes,
Zukofsky’s reading of Shakespeare is a directive to read Zukofsky in the same way
(Kenner 922), and the entirety of his critical and poetical work must be considered as one
continued articulation of a single theme.
The divisive methodology of critics goes against this directive in two ways: first,
it separates Zukofsky’s poetic works from his critical works. Comens, for example,
claims that ““A” itself resists Zukofsky’s explicit formulations of its poetics” (Comens
146), and Kenneth Cox also suggests that there is little evidence of the critical concepts
that Zukofsky developed in his essays throughout his poetry, that his critical canon is “a
distant view dimly visualised [and] never formulated” (Collected Studies in the Use of
English 245). Establishing a division between the critical and poetical works is crucial to
being able to impose an external critical framework onto Zukofsky’s poetry: in order for
a new critical space to be established, Zukofsky’s directives for reading his (and others’)
poetry must be removed. However, the divisive methodology resists Zukofsky’s plea for
a unified approach to his work in another decisive way: as discussed above, this
methodology deliberately portrays “A” as a disjunctive poetical practise, when it clearly
was conceived as a homogenous project, and as a part of a wider project which
encompassed Zukofsky’s entire poetical and critical output. (One needs only to look at
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the major fugal analogy of “A” to understand its guiding principles.) Such critical
approaches to the work as those discussed here are not reflective of anything Zukofsky
explicitly formulated in his poetics. In fact, his explicit statements about poetry resist
such an approach in very self-conscious ways.
There are two explanations for why this circumstance arose. The first is historical:
Zukofsky is such a problematic figure, that there simply has been no epoch in which he
could remain intact as well as important. To allow him to be important has necessarily
meant that his work has needed to be sanitised, which is to say, Zukofsky’s Marxism has
necessarily been removed from formulations of his poetics. The second explanation is
that Zukofsky’s response to the tenets of Structuralism is problematic: it is both selfconscious and eccentric.
It is interesting to compare Zukofsky’s critical reception with the following
description from Louis Althusser, regarding pre-Marxian, historical enquiry:

Before Marx, what one could call the ‘History Continent’ was occupied by
ideological conceptions derived from religious, moral or legal-political
sphere – in short, by philosophies of history. These claimed to offer a
representation of what happens in societies and in history. In fact they only
succeeded in masking, within distorting and misleading concepts, the
mechanisms which really do govern societies and history. This
mystification was not an accident: it was linked to their function. These
conceptions were in fact only the theoretical detachment of practical
ideologies (religion, morality, legal ideology, politics, etc.) whose
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essential function is to reproduce the relations of production (=of
exploitation) in class societies ('On the Evolution of a Young Marx' in
Althusser Essays in Self-Criticism 151).

The critical reception of Zukofsky, too, can be viewed in terms of the ‘theoretical
detachment’ of ideology. For critics,7 a poet with Zukofsky’s affiliations, enigmatic
identity, and influence on later generations of poets, is one that has had to be rationalised
and subsumed within a hegemonic ideology. Zukofsky was an inherently contradictory
individual: he was a theoretical Marxist prone to such Marxist lyricism as, “The measure
of all use is time congealed labor” ("A" 196). His politics put him at odds with the
traditional Anglo-American Modernists that he belonged to, yet his avant-garde poetic
practise puts him at odds with the American Communist Party and their conservative and
prescriptive literary standards, as he describes them, their “Lamenting, / Foreheads
wrinkled with injunctions” ("A" 3). He was a Jew whose philosophical guidance came
from reading the excommunicated Jewish philosopher, “blest Spinoza,” ("A" 175) and
not from the older Jewish generations of his father and grandfather, with their “aged
heads” and their “beards’ familiars” ("A" 12) with whom he was also at odds. Early he
championed scientific Marxism, a historical materialism “which immediately attributes
all society / To its economic basis,” ("A" 91) in a time of ideology and propaganda. He
advocated a denotative poetic practise where words “are absolute symbols for objects”
("An Objective" 14) at the height of Formalism. Zukofsky’s mentor was the disgraced
7

The critics referred to are the critics discussed above (Comens, Rifkin et al) who have
specialised in Louis Zukofsky, and not those other, mostly North American critics who
occasionally discuss and refer to Zukofsky’s work. Amongst these latter critics, there is
significantly less of a tendency to wipe the work clean of Marxism.
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anti-Semite and exiled fascist Ezra Pound – he was the “Sonny” to Pound’s “papa”
(Ahearn Correspondence 164). Finally, he was, and continues to be, a poet of profound
influence for the generations of North American poets that followed, and also one of only
a handful of Americans who have managed to have an influence on recent generations of
French poets.8
The contradictions evidenced by this description partially explain the
misrepresentation of Zukofsky: how could this dissident be adequately brought to the
attention of academic culture with all of his apparent contradictions intact? To put it
another way: in what context would it be acceptable for a figure such as Zukofsky to exist
and flourish? This was evidently not possible within his own lifetime, which endured
through the McCarthy era and the subsequent Cold War, but with little or no critical
appraisal of his work from either the political left or right. In the current climate, too,
though Zukofsky has garnered some degree of critical attention and importance, it is hard
to see any compatibility between the ‘historical’ Zukofsky and the political left or the
poetical avant-garde. That is simply to say that contemporary critics have not adequately
represented his explicitly Marxist poetics. As Perloff contends, it is easier to see how
Zukofsky has been lauded by recent French poets such as Anne-Marie Albiach, Pierre
Alféri, Jean Frémon, Serge Gavronsky, Joseph Guglielmi, Emmanuel Hocquard, Claude
Royet-Journoud and Jacques Roubaud (Perloff 2): he provides a version of American
Modernism that is more compatible with French intellectual sensibilities than the
generation that preceded him. She writes:

8

See Marjorie Perloff “Playing The Numbers: The French Reception of Louis
Zukofsky.”
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Zukofsky, by contrast [to Eliot, Pound and Yeats], was the son of a poor
Jewish pants presser, who grew up on New York’s Lower East Side and
whose first language was Yiddish. A Communist during the thirties, he
wrote an elegy for Lenin, and “A”-9 [...] is made up of phrases and
sentences from Kapital. The perspective of his writings [...] is liberal and
humane – as open to the problems of urban poverty as to the glories of
English literature. In France, where intellectuals and poets are almost by
definition on the Left, “A” thus provides what may be a more palatable
diet of Poundiana than the Cantos themselves (Perloff 19-20).

Contrary to Zukofsky’s reception in France, English-speaking critics have been more
hesitant to glorify and testify to what is a difficult biography, and the poetic and political
affiliations that Zukofsky presents. This has obviously played a huge role in the current
perception of Zukofsky as a poet who has the utmost command of poetical language and
its formal structures, but in whose work there is no discernable, let alone Marxist,
meaning. As one critic argues he is a poet in whom “one discovers meaning not in the
final act of realization, but in the process of understanding possible meanings” (Stanley
122). This kind of reduction of meaning in his poems to an interpretative possibility – a
typical post-Structuralist engagement, wherein the communion between a reader and a
language transcends the actual text – leads to the displacement of the poet and his
politics, and is exemplary of the existing critical literature. Alongside this are accounts
that intensely reconstruct the formal mechanics of the poetry: while these prosodic
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analyses can be brilliant in their insight into and accuracy in describing poetical
structures, they add nothing to understanding why such structures exist in the poetry.
While this explains one aspect of Zukofsky’s reception, there is another reason for
it: Zukofsky’s response to the central Structuralist assumption that the signifier and the
signified of language are only arbitrarily related is both highly self-conscious and
problematic. There are two elements to his response: first, he devised an inclusive poetics
that was supposed to function as an exclusionary principle; second, he removed the
Structuralist problem of meaning making altogether, demanding that poets work with a
strictly denotative conception of poetic language.
One of the chief tools that Zukofsky used to overcome the Structuralist problem
of language was to imbue his poetics and poetry with what is best described as acute
relational significances. This created a strange situation: as Ahearn has rightly
commented, the “network of form [in Zukofsky] is not a lack of form; if anything it can
be argued that “A” is too orderly” (Zukofsky's "A": An Introduction 215). That is to say,
it is precisely the acute sense of orderliness in Zukofsky’s poetry that has allowed postStructuralist discourse to assume prevalence over the work. As Perelman has suggested,
“[Zukofsky’s] reticence and his focus on language make him a candidate for structuralist
and post-structuralist readings” (171). To put it another way, Perelman goes on to say:

Syntactic possibility, semantic suggestiveness, and realised form are so
prominent that it is easy to focus on the richness of meaning that the
writing provides – as if ambiguities and multiple possibilities
automatically accrued in some ideal readerly account – and to forget the
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other side: the lack of actual readers, the absence of social impact, the
obscurity of the language (Perelman 184).

The kind of ‘richness’ that Perelman refers to is well evidenced in the opening epigraph
from “A”-22, which reads:

AN ERA
ANY TIME
OF YEAR (508).

This kind of semantic and visual suggestiveness is what makes Zukofsky appear
amenable to post-Structuralist theories. The sound patterning of the passage is eccentric:
each line contains three vowels, with two words per line using basic consonant sounds
that reflect and refract the vowels – an era / any time / of year. Zukofsky typically
arranges sound into the most minor units of phonic significance that language will yield.
Then there is the confusing interaction of temporal referents, of ‘an era’ and ‘a year,’
both of which seem more or less specific in distinction to ‘any time.’ This is a strange
intellectual grouping, and again, is typical of the suggestiveness of which Perelman
speaks. Finally, there is a degree of visual suggestiveness; as Leggott discovered in
Zukofsky’s notebooks, the physical layout of the words on the page highlights both the
Latin, anno (year) on the left margin, and aer (air) of the right margin, as well as
recalling (across the first line) aera (‘an item of account’) (Leggott 34-72). Obviously
there is a lot happening in this small, seemingly innocuous passage of six words, yet this
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is how Zukofsky writes, and is what one encounters at every moment of “A”’s more than
800 pages. The problem that Perelman alludes to, though, is less to do with difficulty but
with where a reader draws the line between accessing what is included in the referential
scope of the poem (presumably without having access to his notebooks for clarification,
as Leggott does) and mere speculation. Altieri has stated that the collage is an “objective
notation [...] not dependent on the interpretive will” for synthesis (Altieri 31). One of the
problems of reading Zukofsky is that while this concept is readily applied with regard to
Zukofsky as a neutral composer, such a stance it has not been extended to the role of the
reader or critic. The reader of Zukofsky should not take the suggestiveness of the collage
mode as an invitation to deploy their own interpretative will – the objects should have a
dialectical synthesis,9 as Altieri puts it, without the will of the reader.
The same ambiguity that is inscribed within Zukofsky’s linguistic practise extends
to encompass other areas of his poetics. It is much the same case as when talking of the
poem’s unity: unity could only be achieved by holding a seemingly contradictory
conception of the poem as a series of parts, and this discrepancy has allowed for the
impression of disjunction to arise in critical works about Zukofsky. In the case of
Zukofsky, a hyper-realised form and meaning has given rise to the impression of an entire
lack of form and meaning. The reasons for this are inscribed in Zukofsky’s poetics of ‘an
objective.’ While these poetics claim to be an inclusive poetical practise, they are
inclusive only to a certain extent – the poem does not include everything, but only those

9

‘Dialectical’ is a misnomer, though, because the ideas Zukofsky works with are not
from Hegel (except very early in Zukofsky’s career) but Spinoza. A more appropriate
description is that the poem exposes ‘necessary structures’ which relegate “interpretive
will.”
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things that pertain to the (single) definition it seeks. The processes of the poem must
therefore exclude all else. This is summarised in Zukofsky’s metaphor of a ‘lens’:

An Objective: (Optics) – The lens bringing the rays from an object to a
focus. That which is aimed at. (Use extended to poetry) – Desire for what
is objectively perfect, inextricably the direction of historic and
contemporary particulars ("An Objective" 12).

‘Rays,’ refers to the relational scope of an object, which in this case are being restricted.
The physical movement of the lens is very important to note: a lens brings the rays from
an object to a focus; relations emanate from the object (much as connotations emanate
from words), and the lens acts to restrict them. More precisely, the lens asserts a limit to
the emanation. What Zukofsky’s practise actually attempts would appear opposed to the
connotative practise advocated by post-Structuralist theoreticians such as Barthes and
Derrida.
Far from being a restrictive linguistic mode, the post-Structuralist approach
attempts to expand the field of the poem’s reference to potentially include anything
because it emphasises a coincidence between a reader and a language. However,
Zukofsky demands that his practise rather contracts the field of reference. While ‘an
objective’ may include “a thing or things as well as an event or a chain of events” ("An
Objective" 12), it is not a call for a rampantly connotative mode of meaning-making.
Zukofsky’s poetics struggles against any such transcendental readings. This is
understandable for a poet whose chief influences were Marx and Spinoza – arguably the
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two most radically materialist philosophers in history. However, the tendency amongst
critics has been to overlook what is, in the work, “meaning.” The restrictive mode has
been completely assumed an expansive mode because of its inclusiveness. What critics
have taken to be significant, then, is not what the poem includes, but rather what is
invoked, in the negative sense of being excluded, in making the poem’s meaning. A
situation has thus arisen wherein Zukofsky’s true meaning has literally been deferred,
producible only after its encounter with a body of criticism that deems that meaning
transcends the text. In fact, according to Zukofsky himself, the poem’s meaning is
radically inscribed in its relational structures imposed by a restrictive poetical practise.

iv.

Zukofsky’s poetics are enshrined in a problematic relationship with language. If the
restrictive process of defining objects that Zukofsky advocated is problematic, then the
second part of his solution to the Structuralist problem is even more so. Zukofsky
intentionally and necessarily omitted the Structuralist problematic from his poetics. In
fact, he deals with the whole matter in a single, off-handed remark. He says: “The
economy of presentation in writing is a reassertion of faith that the combined letters – the
words – are absolute symbols for objects, states, acts, interrelations, thoughts about them.
If not, why use words – new or old?” ("An Objective" 14). In this way, he hoped to have
put the Structuralist assumption to rest: if language does not transmit objects intact, then
it is of no use. When faced with the gap between objects and the language that describes
them, Zukofsky refuses Formalism and Structuralism, privileging meaning over problems
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of meaning. This is a particular requirement of his materialism – his Marxism. It was for
this reason that his mentor, Ezra Pound, provided such a viable poetics. Pound had stated:

I believe that the proper and perfect symbol is the natural object, that if a
man use ‘symbols’ he must so use them that their symbolic function does
not obtrude; so that a sense, and the poetic quality of the passage, is not
lost to those who do not understand symbol as such, to whom, for
instance, a hawk is a hawk ("A Retrospect" 9).

Both Pound and Zukofsky compose with a language in which the signifier and what it
signifies have a natural, necessary, and not arbitrary connection; words are absolute
symbols for objects, states, thoughts and interrelations. This sounds very similar to the
post-Structuralist conception of poetry: “[poetry] tries to transform the sign back into
meaning; its ideal, ultimately, would be to reach not the meaning of words, but the
meaning of things themselves” (Barthes Mythologies 133). However, the two practises
are, in fact, significantly different. The difference is that Zukofsky and Pound start from
an assumption that the signifier and signified are united, whereas Barthes describes a
process by which poetry “clouds the language, increases as much as it can the
abstractness of the concept and the arbitrariness of the sign and stretches to the limit the
link between signifier and signified” (Mythologies 133). That is simply to say that
Zukofsky’s linguistic conception is not a “regressive semiological system” (133) that is
posited only in relation to an original semiological system and that cannot be conceived
independent of it. Zukofsky works outside of any conception of semiological systems
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altogether. Ultimately, it is more likely that this stems from his Judaic/Hebrew tradition:
he had made a point of stating that, “In Hebrew the word for word is also the word for
thing. The roots and stems of grammar are foresights and hindsights so entangled that
traditions and chronologies mean little if not an acceptance, a love of certain, living
beings for words as seen things” (Bottom: On Shakespeare 104). This approach poses one
very important problem, though: it is a response to problems posed by an arbitrary and
conventional language, though it defiantly denies admitting such problems into its
description. It is an approach that in many ways has removed the cause of which it is an
effect. Obviously, such a situation leaves a great imbalance. This has created a seeming
overproduction of meaning. Jean Baudrillard has described the following phenomenon of
meaning-making under a capitalist system of production:

It is no longer a matter of critical process; crisis is functional. It is always
a matter of causality, of imbalance between causes and effects, and is (or
indeed is not) resolved in a new arrangement of causes. As far as we are
concerned, however, it is the causes that are obliterated and that become
indecipherable by making way for an intensification of the process in a
void (Baudrillard 29-30).

Similarly, Zukofsky’s poetry seems devoid of any determinable meaning, because
meaning is in abundance. This overproduction of meaning is the direct consequence of
removing the cause (the arbitrary linguistic sign) to which the poetry and critical writings
respond. For this reason, critics have been left no alternative except to consider “A” in all
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of its formal certainty; there appears nothing else to grasp except the infinite play of its
various structural levels. Having removed the cause, the poetry achieves no synthesis
with the reality of which it speaks, and the effects (the words and their forms) have the
appearance of autonomy. The problem to which Zukofsky’s linguistic model responds is
invisible, so his response is never illuminated against it, and therefore an improper
relation is assigned to it. The Structuralist model is required to make sense of Zukofsky’s
poetry, but not in the manner that critics have reinserted it as the basis for his poetics.
Rather, it must be reinstated as the problem that he attempts to overcome: without the
question of connotation a true understanding of the mechanics of Zukofsky’s poetics
cannot be gained. The real problem is that his poetics necessarily involved the removal of
this question, because if it was to be taken as true, and were words incapable of
transferring objects intact to the reader, the possibility of writing would be annulled.

The problems that face the critics of Zukofsky are manifold, and explain his current
critical reception as the founder of Postmodern American poetry. The poetry appears
fragmented, especially in the case of a long poem like “A”. Compounding this is the fact
that historical demands meant that “A” had to be published intermittently in sections. It
was always his plan, however, for the poem to be considered as a whole. In fact, in his
own critical appraisal of others’ work, his method was to consider entire bodies of work
as single units. Despite this, it is apparent that critics divide “A” at one or more points,
opening a space in which they apply an external critical framework to the poem. There
are several factors influencing their need to do so. First, Zukofsky is an enigmatic poet,
whose affiliations and ideologies are difficult to rationalise. Added to this is his self-
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conscious response to the arbitrariness of language, which poses two problems. First, the
poetics appears to expand its field of reference infinitely. However, it is an explicitly
restrictive practise: the poetics attempts to restrict the referential field of its language, and
to focus upon particular objects and the words that define them. Second, in order to write
like this, Zukofsky had to conceive of words as having natural, and not arbitrary, relations
to objects. This required entirely ignoring the arbitrariness of language, or, in other
words, removed the problem to which the poetics responded. This created a perceived
overproduction of meaning, which led critics to mistake it for a Structuralist poetical
mode, when in fact it was its opposite. For Zukofsky, a word and the object it represents
must be connected naturally. As he says: “The revolutionary word if it must revolve
cannot escape having a reference” ("An Objective" 15-16).
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Louis Zukofsky: American, Marxist and Modernist

i.

The assumption of the existing critical approaches is that Zukofsky re-conceives the
Anglo-American Modernist mode, and in the process creates Postmodern American
poetry. It has been argued that this is not the case, and that, in fact, to call Zukofsky a
Postmodern involves radically altering his work and measuring it by criteria external to it.
There are two ways in which Zukofsky might be considered Postmodern, and both were
invented retrospectively: one consists of the appropriation and alteration by a later
generation of American poets of Zukofsky’s poetics, and the other was that devised by
critics to disseminate their theories. While it is clear that there are discernable differences
between Zukofsky’s poetics and other Anglo-American Modernist poets, this fact is not
necessarily indicative of his movement toward a Postmodern poetics. Rather, it points
toward his struggle to appropriate the Modernist mode and attach it to an aesthetic
suitable to the political left; Zukofsky did not evolve Modernism to develop Postmodern
poetics, but aligned the already existent Modernism with Marxism. His move in this
direction may appear to link his poetry to the various poetical Modernisms that flourished
on continental Europe throughout the early parts of the 20th century – such as Cubism and
Surrealism. However, Zukofsky was careful to distinguish himself from these movements
in his critical writings. Again, these conclusions disrupt a Postmodern approach which
would see him portrayed as an experimentalist whose poetical concerns fell entirely on
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the side of signifiers and connotation. Although Zukofsky’s poetics was unique, it was
not because of its development of American Postmodern poetry; it was, rather, unique in
its development of a mode of American Modernism that was politically Marxist.
From his earliest poems, Louis Zukofsky was aware that he was following the
example of his Modernist forebears. His poetry of the late 1920s and the 1930s stands as
a testament to the young poet finding his place among them. In 1927, upon completion of
his “Poem Beginning ‘The’,” Zukofsky first approached this older generation. Zukofsky
sent the manuscript of this poem to e.e. cummings, and later submitted it for publication
in Ezra Pound’s journal, Exile – Pound, in turn, put Zukofsky in contact with fellow firstgeneration Modernist poet, William Carlos Williams (Scroggins The Poem of a Life: A
Biography of Louis Zukofsky 61-64). Thus, the younger poet had made contact with the
poets in whose footsteps he was treading, presumably in an effort to establish a clear
lineage to his work.
Zukofsky’s first published poem, “Poem beginning ‘The’,” however, demarcates
a boundary in his relationships to the preceding generation of Modernists. This poem was
clearly written to identify with their Modernist practise, in one sense, but also to distance
his poetical practise from theirs: “‘The’,” as he says, “was a direct reply to [T.S. Eliot’s]
The Waste Land” (Correspondence 78). Zukofsky derisively mocks and parodies both the
tone and techniques, as well as the self-importance of Eliot’s poem. Parodying Eliot, who
had indicated line numbers to his poem, numbering every tenth line, in his poem
Zukofsky allocated numbers to every line. Further mocking what he obviously saw as
contrived elements in Eliot, Zukofsky replicated the manner in which Eliot had
acknowledged the sources of his Modernist quotations: Zukofsky writes, “Because I have
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had occasion to remember, quote, paraphrase, I dedicate this poem to Anyone and
Anything I have unjustifiably forgotten” (All 11), before listing almost fifty sources. His
references include, “Horses,” “Modern Advertising,” “Myself,” “Where the reference is
to the word Sun, E. A. Robinson’s Children of the Night” and “The French language,” to
name but a few. Zukofsky even went so far in his parody as to thank Eliot himself for the
following lines (in my italics), taken from “The Waste Land” and The Sacred Wood:

24

Kerith is long dry, and the ravens that
brought the prophet bread

25

Are dust in the waste land of a ravenwinged evening.

26

And why if the waste land has been explored,
traveled over, circumscribed,

27

Are there only wrathless skeletons exhumed
new planted in its sacred wood (12-13).

Further, Zukofsky makes fun of the ominous and suggestive titles that Eliot had given to
the five sections of his poem (The Burial of the Dead, A Game of Chess, The Fire
Sermon, Death By Water and What the Thunder Said): Zukofsky’s (six) sections bear the
following titles: First Movement, ‘And out of olde bokes in good feith’; Second
Movement, International Episode; Third Movement, In Cat Minor; Fourth Movement,
More ‘Renaissance’; Fifth Movement, Autobiography; and Half-Dozenth Movement,
Finale and After. The final effect of Zukofsky’s poem, then, is to transmit his critique of
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Eliot’s verbosity, by the flippancy of his own satire. Zukofsky’s poetry would never again
have such a tone of mythologising and self-important grandeur, because this is not his
own voice, but rather a parody of Eliot. Overall, it is clear that in his satire is contained a
declaration of the younger poet’s distrust of his Modernist precursor’s pontification.
In his own words, Zukofsky described to Pound how the poem was: “meant to
avoid T.S.E[liot]’s technique, line etc (tho I see how much more lucid it is than my own)
occasional slickness, but intended to tell him why, spiritually speaking, a wimpus was
still possible and might even bear fruit of another generation” (Correspondence 78-79).
Or, as Zukofsky continues, as the “the positive [gets] the better of the satire in the
opening First movement,” the poem was supposed to leave the reader “merely with the
promise of the last lines trans from Yehoash – ‘shall be’” (79). Zukofsky had conceived
of a more extended project to fulfill the task of delivering on Yehoash’s promise: as he
says, “‘A’’s intention was to make that promise good” (79). Thus, while in tone and
technique, “Poem beginning ‘The’” began as a clear exercise in mockery, it soon grew
into something larger. If “The” was Zukofsky’s response to Eliot’s (and the preceding
generation’s) Modernism, Zukofsky would attempt to provide an alternative to the dire
predictions and fatalism of Modernist poems such as “The Waste Land,” or “Hugh
Selwyn Mauberley,” Pound’s own response to World War I and the sense of decay that
followed (Sutton 15), which receives mention in “The,” also: “And why, Lord, this time,
is it Maurberly’s / Luini in porcelain” (All 12). In fact, “The” catalogues all manner of
canonical Anglo-American Modernist works: “Why is it Lovat who killed Kangaroo, /
Why Stephen Daedalus with the can of / ash” – D.H. Lawrence and James Joyce (12);
“And the dream ending – Dalloway! Dalloway” – Virginia Woolf (13); “O the Time is 5 /
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I do! / O the Time is 5 / I do! / O do you take these friends as your loves / to wive, / O the
Time is 5 / I do!” – Cummings (13).
However, it is Eliot’s “The Waste Land,” that epitomises Modernist practise, and
that therefore comes under sustained attack from Zukofsky’s satire. His appropriation of
“The Waste Land” takes the role of the narrator as its point of departure. Zukofsky’s
narrator is not the authoritative and apocalyptic voice of Eliot’s poem, but rather a
youthful, impassioned Jewish poet coming to terms with his relationship to America, the
adopted homeland of his parents. Questions of this subject are at the fore of the poem.
Zukofsky writes of the “Graven images forbidden to us” (14), in reference to the
forbidden practise amongst Jews of making images of Jehovah; elsewhere he invokes the
image of excommunicated Jewish philosopher, Benedict Spinoza, “grinding lenses” (14).
The poem, in fact, as well as being a catalogue of Anglo-American Modernists, is also a
catalogue of Jewish artists, thinkers, and religious figures – Franz Werfel, for example,
the Czech-born German Jewish writer; and the Yiddish poet Yehoash, born Solomon
Bloomgarden. Moreover, the Jewish lineage that Zukofsky proposes in this poem is
generally those Jews who tried to reconcile their Judaism with wider philosophical or
artistic traditions. While Spinoza is probably the most notorious of these, there are other
examples – the reference to “Plato’s Philo,” (All 17) for example, is to Philo of
Alexandria, a Jewish philosopher who tried to reconcile Jewish beliefs with 1st century
Greek philosophy, particularly Plato and the Stoics (Mautner 422). Yet (and this is most
important), the poem does not provide this Jewish canon as an alternative to Eliot and the
Modernist canon. Much as Philo reconciled Judaism and Greek philosophy, so too does
Zukofsky propose the two canons of thought in the spirit of reconciliation. Any
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difference to be found between Zukofsky and the earlier Modernists is a question of two
distinct generations of Modernist practise. The poem is built around quotations and
images of transition and regeneration. The opening quotation from Chaucer, “And out of
olde bokes, in good feith” (12), from “Parliament of Fowls,” is such an example. It reads:

For out of olde feldes, as men seith,
Cometh al this newe corn from yeer to yere;
And out of olde bokes, in good feith,
Cometh al this newe science that men lere.
But now to purpos as of this matere To rede forth hit gan me so delyte,
That al the day me thoughte but a lyte (Chaucer 101).

This theme of regeneration permeates “The,” and Zukofsky makes images and themes of
renewal central to his poem: the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ (line 24); the
renewal of Odysseus in Joyce’s Stephen Daedalus (lines 28-29); the Renaissance
(particularly in the fourth movement). The poem’s regeneration is born, Zukofsky
declares, from the “Residue of Oedipus-faced wrecks / Creating out of the dead” (12).
However, while Zukofsky drew significant distinctions between his own practise
and that of earlier Modernists, “The” does not adopt a negative stance toward Eliot’s
technique. Though the tone is overwhelmingly satirical, Zukofsky actually relies entirely
on the Modernist parataxis of Eliot and Pound, and this continued right throughout the
writing of “A”, for which Eliot’s use of quotation and collage provide a compositional
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model. Zukofsky’s criticism, then, is directed rather at some other element of Modernism.
In his essay, “An Objective,” Zukofsky ponders:

The poet wonders why so many today have raised up the word ‘myth,’
finding the lack of so-called ‘myths’ in our time a crisis the poet must
overcome or die from, when instead a case can be made out for the poet
giving some of his life to the use of the words the and a: both of which are
weighted with as much epos and historical destiny as one man can perhaps
resolve. Those that do not believe this are too sure that the little words
mean nothing among so many other words ("Poetry" 10).

That is to say, what Zukofsky distrusts in the older generation of Modernists is their
verbosity, the grandness of their narratives encapsulated in the grandness of their
language. The point he is making is a political one: the older Modernism is involved in
‘myth-making,’ or, in other words, the falsification of material reality. This is nowhere
more apparent than in the deliberately emotive images of a poem such as “The Waste
Land.” Standing opposed to such poetry, Zukofsky is continuously in his work “brought
back to the entirety of the single word which is in itself a relation, an implied metaphor,
an arrangement, a harmony or a dissonance” ("An Objective" 14). It must be made clear
again that Zukofsky is not (in this as elsewhere) being a Postmodern. That is to say, this
distrust of the false reality of Eliot’s ‘grand theme’ is not a move away from metaexplanations of the world per se – he was writing, after all, some of his most belligerent
Marxist poems at this time, including “Song – 3/4 time,” “Mantis,” “29” (“Glad They
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Were”), and “A”-8, “A”-9 and “A”-10.10 Rather, what is made apparent through the
practise of these principles is that he distrusts the older generation because of what their
apparent grandness conceals: chiefly Eliot’s anti-Semitism and Pound’s Fascism. Myth,
in their practise, is invoked to disguise an ideology by falsifying reality; as for Barthes
and Brecht it is a mere function of ideology in that it disguises real relations. Although
Zukofsky’s mode exactly replicates Eliot’s, the difference is that it analyses his
propensity to hide his politics behind invented myths. Though his poetry functions at an
infinitesimal level of language, this is not a Postmodern move against a meta-discourse
such as Marxism. It can be viewed, rather, as a critique of the politics of the older
generation of Anglo-American Modernist poets.
What is pertinent at this early stage in Zukofsky’s work is the task of how to
appropriate the Modernist mode for the political left. Michael Davidson proposes the
question that Zukofsky faced in these terms:

if Pound’s ideogrammatic method could be placed in the service of
Mussolini’s fascism or if T.S. Eliot’s impersonality could be used to
legitimate cultural imperialism and classicist anti-Semitism, what did it
mean for second-generation sons of Jewish immigrants to employ the
same techniques in the service of progressive social views? (Davidson
522)

10

All of these poems are discussed in this chapter and Chapter 3.
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This driving impulse can be found throughout Zukofsky’s early work, including “A”. As
Burton Hatlen puts it, “A” was conceived as “a sustained effort to write, within a poetic
mode that derives from Pound, a democratic and socialist response to the elitist and
fascist political epic that Pound himself was writing during the 1930s” (Hatlen "Art
and/as Labor: Some Dialectical Patterns In "A"-1 Through "A"-10" 206). As discussed,
Zukofsky himself points out that “A” was supposed to “deliver” on the promises of
“The.” His early work was therefore a continuance of the Modernist project of the
generation immediately preceding him: “A” was not conceived as a break with the mode
of Modernist technique, but was an attempt to claim it for the political left.

ii.

The basic problem that Zukofsky, a poet of the political left faced, is that poetry, and art
in general, belong exclusively to the domain of bourgeois culture. Poetry, particularly the
kind that Zukofsky was writing, appears to be at odds with the specific problems of the
working class. Essentially, Zukofsky had a bourgeois poetical practise, but one which he
sought to reconcile with the proletariat. In more explicit terms, “Zukofsky’s response to
social crisis […] is often conducted in formal terms that seem at odds with the material
under consideration” (Davidson 523): this should come as no surprise, given his
grounding in the high Modernism of Pound and Eliot. The Poundian, collage composition
makes extreme demands of its audience – they must be able to distinguish quotations
within the poet’s own narrative, be able to locate their original source, and finally assess
their relative significance to the poem. Though this practise came under Zukofsky’s
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satirical gaze in the acknowledgments to “Poem beginning ‘The’” it still formed the basis
of his own poetics. Pound’s Modernism is culturally elitist, strictly the domain of the
educated bourgeoisie, yet Zukofsky had conceived of “A” as a poem in this mode, taking
as its subject class struggle.11 His poetry of this period is bound within this paradigm of
dissociation – on the one side, bourgeois art and culture, and proletarian politics on the
other. In “A”-1, the narrator of the poem finds himself in the middle of this problematic
paradigm: lines 1-81 align Zukofsky poetically and politically.
Having just attended a recital of Bach’s St. Matthew’s Passion at Carnegie Hall,
the speaker steps out into the street, moving from the world of the bourgeoisie and into
the world of the proletariat:

And as one who under stars
Spits across the sand dunes, and the winds
Blow thru him, the spittle drowning words –
I lit a cigarette, and stepped free
Beyond the red light of the exit.

The Usher faded thru “Camel” smoke;
The next person seen thru it,
Greasy, solicitous, eyes smiling minutes after,
A tramp’s face,

11

Hatlen notes that when “A”-7 was first published in 1937, James Laughlin described it
in his notes as “an epic of class struggle” (Hatlen 207).
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Lips looking out of a beard
Hips looking out of ripped trousers ("A" 1-2).

The tramp is startlingly and surprisingly juxtaposed with the bourgeois crowd that the
narrator has been, until now, complicit with. They are described derisively as follows:

Nothing,
About me, the voices of those who had
been at the concert,
Feet stopping everywhere in the streets,
High necks turned for chatter:
[…]
And those who perused the score at the concert,
Patrons of poetry, business devotees of arts and letters,

Cornerstones of waste paper, –
“Such lyric weather” –
Chirping quatrain on quatrain;
And the sonneteers – when I consider
again and over again –
Immured holluschickies persisting thru polysyllables,
Mongers in mystic accretions;
The stealers of “mélange adultère de tout” ("A" 2-3).
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The speech of the audience from the recital is full of affectation: they feign an interest in
art, in “recessional architecture,” the “lovely soprano” and “Poor Thomas Hardy” – just
as the narrator finds others who feign solidarity with the proletariat:

And on one side street near an elevated,
Lamenting,
Forehead’s wrinkled with injunctions:
“The Pennsylvania miners were again on the lockout,
We must send relief to the wives and children –
What’s your next editorial about, Carat,
We need propaganda, the thing’s
becoming a mass movement” (3).

In these opening passages, Zukofsky mounts a three-tiered critique against the
bourgeoisie in general, the politically conservative American Modernist poets, and the
literary establishment of the American Communist party. This establishes the parameters
of his poetical and political allegiances.
The bourgeoisie’s superficial interest in culture is exposed by their words and
tone, and this critique can be extended to include conservative American Modernists. As
Twitchell-Wass notes,
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the poets L[ouis] Z[ukofsky] has in mind here [the ‘sonneteers’ and]
through the rest of this passage can be reasonably identified as the major
groups of conservative modernists, who were at the height of their
influence on contemporary American poetry at the time […] Robert Frost,
[…] Carl Sandburg and other mid-west poets associated with Poetry
magazine, […] Robinson Jeffers and Yvor Winters (Notes to "A"-1).

Through the conjunction, “And,” Zukofsky groups them in with the bourgeoisie, and the
critique of the one is implicitly applied to the other: “Cornerstones of waste paper,”
“Mongers in mystic accretions.” What appears at stake is reality and its mystification at
the hands of the bourgeoisie and their poets. T.S. Eliot comes under fire again, here, for
he is the stealer of Tristan Corbière’s, mélange adultère de tout (North 83).12 Here, as
elsewhere, conjunction is the tool through which Zukofsky draws parallels, and teases out
the relations between the sources and references of his collage, and so passes comment.
This critique is extended to include the proletarian literati, epitomised by Mike Gold
(“Carat”), proletarian novelist and editor of The New Masses (an aesthetically
conservative socialist literary magazine). In the same way that the bourgeoisie were
disingenuous in the appreciation of Bach and Thomas Hardy, so too are Gold and his
interlocutor in their concern for the striking miners; the self-importance of the “next
editorial” and the need for “propaganda,” take precedence over the direct action one feels
that Zukofsky would prefer.

12

Eliot had titled one of his poems from the collection Poems (1920), “Mélange adultère
de tout.”
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This passage puts the bourgeoisie, and both conservative and proletarian
literature, at odds with the harsh reality of the 1920s. The impoverished tramp is as
incongruous with bourgeois culture as the brutality of the 1928 Pennsylvania miner’s
strike is with Gold’s editorials and party propaganda.13 Zukofsky has situated the poem in
the space between bourgeois culture and proletarian politics, both of which are equally
conceited in the relation they bear to material circumstances. All of the characters
involved in the scene outside Carnegie Hall are blinded by ideological self-interest to
their material context, and this is their problem. What becomes apparent, then, is that the
poet must commit himself to the cause of the proletariat not in words alone but in action –
and he must do so in such a way that the material reality is respected, and not in a form of
socialist realism, but in Modernist collage. This is a radically different conception of the
Modernist project from that of his forebears, and forms the basis for Zukofsky’s
Objectivist poetics, with its demand for the maintenance of a strict reverence for
materiality. As Burton Hatlen contends, Zukofsky and the other Objectivists tried to go
“beyond the image to re/discover the object itself” ("A Poetics of Marginality and
Resistance: The Objectivist Poets in Context" 37).
Throughout the early poetry, Zukofsky is clearly struggling to make the
Modernist project into the Marxist project. Increasingly, throughout the 1930s, he
overcame this difficulty by espousing a humanist Marxism. This will be discussed

13

The Pennsylvania miners were subject to routine beatings, court injunctions, evictions
and general losses of civil liberties were common. They were faced with opposition from
the mining company, the judicial system, police and sheriffs’ department. See Eileen M.
Cooper, James P. Dougherty, Irwin M. Marcus, "Confrontation at Rossiter: The Coal
Strike of 1927-1928 and Its Aftermath," Pennsylvania History 59.4 (1992). (Cooper et
al).
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thoroughly in Chapter 3 of this thesis (with particular reference to a theory of production
and alienation) but it is worth looking at the how this was conceived in the interstices of
bourgeois culture and proletarian politics, as this is a significant foundation of the early
poetry, particularly the early portions of “A”.
Without doubt, the Poundian collage mode is an elitist aesthetic, and it would
appear that Zukofsky, in his writing of poetry, did not contrive to overcome this:
Zukofsky’s poetry is densely littered with references, be they extensively direct (or, more
often, indirect) quotation from unidentified, primary texts, allusions to a hermetic,
historical narrative of events and people, or the shifting syntactical rules that facilitate
musicality in his poetry. As Hatlen observes, the Poundian collage “implicitly demands
an audience of cognoscenti” ("Art and/as Labor: Some Dialectical Patterns In "A"-1
Through "A"-10" 232). In his declaration of poetics, Zukofsky had outlined his
compositional mode as following, “inextricably the direction of historical and
contemporary particulars,” clarifying that “historic and contemporary particulars may
mean a thing or things as well as an event or a chain of events” ("An Objective" 12). It is
a convoluted definition, to be sure, as the example he provides testifies: “i.e. an Egyptian
pulled-glass bottle in the shape of a fish or oak leaves, as well as the performance of
Bach’s Matthew Passion in Leipzig, and the rise of metallurgical plants in Siberia” ("An
Objective" 12). The risk that such a poetics runs is of being well beyond the reach of the
proletariat – that is, Zukofsky’s poetry may be at odds with working class interests. To
overcome this, Zukofsky had to rethink the relationship between culture and economy,
and the role poetry played in this. To do so required the pursuit of an overtly teleological
and humanist Marxism.
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It is easy to see, when reading “A”, how it could be construed, as Burton Hatlen
states that:

In demanding an educated audience, such poems by implication exclude
‘the masses’ […] Zukofsky has written an overtly Marxist poem, an ‘epic
of the class struggle,’ but he has cast his poem in a form that ostentatiously
displays indifference to the ‘common reader’ and that makes no attempt to
address on ‘their’ level those workers that “A”-8 celebrates as the agents
of history ("Art and/as Labor: Some Dialectical Patterns In "A"-1 Through
"A"-10" 232-33).

This was precisely the concern that Zukofsky struggled to overcome throughout the
1920s and 1930s: he was not unaware of this problem, which stood to potentially
undermine his entire project. Indeed, much of the poetry of the period explicitly deals
with the implications of proletarian politics and bourgeois poetics. The rigour of the
Modernist mode, however, was not wholly negative: while it does, as Hatlen contends,
make the demand that “if we haven’t read Capital or the Degradation of the Democratic
Dogma, we should do so without delay” (232) – which could be seen to be negative in its
exclusivity – the reverse side of the argument is that the poem could become (somewhat
of) an instruction manual for a proletarian revolution; the poem is a repository of
revolutionary thought, and could serve to educate the proletariat. This would seem to fit
well with Zukofsky’s earlier critique of his bourgeois contemporaries, who were involved
in falsifying reality. His poem would reveal the real social relations that lay at the heart of
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capitalist production, rather than mystifying (or ideolog-ising) reality as Eliot had in “The
Waste Land”. This constitutes Zukofsky’s first attempt to reconcile the problems of
bourgeois aesthetics and proletarian politics in the early portions of “A”. “A”-8
demonstrates the importance of education to the revolution – in it, Lenin appears, rallying
the working class to:

Learn, learn, learn!
Act, act, act!
Be prepared, well and completely prepared
To make use, with all our forces,
Of the next revolutionary wave.
That is our job ("A" 91).

Education is necessary: as Zukofsky goes on to state, “to determine the facts does not /
mean to give up the struggle” ("A" 91). On the contrary, to ‘determine the facts,’ to
become familiar with Capital or the Degradation of the Democratic Dogma (and the rest
of the myriad revolutionary texts collected, annotated and appraised in “A”), is the
necessary, preparatory stage of revolution; to learn is to ready oneself for action, and so
make full use of “the next revolutionary wave.”
Poetry has this sense of being the foundation of education throughout his wider
work. In the essay “Poetry” he had described the process thus: “Education begins with
poetry, is strengthened through proper conduct, and consummated through music.
‘Education begins with’ – looked at either as process or structure, poetry apprehending,
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intense, disinterested, informs skills and the intellect” ("Poetry" 4). Zukofsky is certainly
not the first poet to propose poetry in this way: Sidney much earlier had said what
amounts to the same thing, that poetry “hath been the first light-giver to ignorance, and
first nurse, whose milk by little and little enabled them [nations] to feed afterwards on
tougher knowledges” (Sidney "An Apology for Poetry" 4). Zukofsky, however, casts this
within a Marxist light. Indeed, Sidney makes an interesting comparison to help
understand Zukofsky’s thought – for Sidney, the poet’s role was a mixture of the Greek
poiein (‘to make’) and the Roman vates (‘foreseer’ or ‘diviner’); in Zukofsky’s poetics
the poet was both producer (in the sense of his craft coming from the proletariat) and
dialectical philosopher (able to see through the mystification of capitalist ideology to the
inevitably unfolding historical dialectic which would eventually result in proletarian
revolution and dictatorship). It is important to note these two defining characteristics of
Zukofsky’s early development of the poet’s role in class struggle, as they are significant
conceptual categories with which he defends his poetry against the charge of bourgeois
culture.
To simply contend that poetry educates the proletariat does not belie the inherent
contradiction that poetry exists almost exclusively within, and is consumed almost
exclusively by, bourgeois culture – in spite of any claim the poet may make that they
present, and represent, the interests of the working class.14 To defend poetry against the
charge of bourgeois culture requires the development of a dialectical and teleological
Marxism. “A”-8 is based around the conception that even though “The ‘left’ really /
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The fact is that the small audience that Zukofsky did have was not what could be called
‘the masses’ of the proletariat; indeed his poetry was not widely published by the
proletariat journals.
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Thinks, the international is a faithful Penelope,” the reality is that the “International does
not weave / during the day / To undo its work during the night” ("A" 91). Zukofsky’s
Marxism in “A”-8 is clearly teleological, as this quote evidences, in that it awaits the
inevitable conditions under which the International will triumph. And again, Zukofsky
does not ignore the implications of this for poetry, as he notes that this conclusion is
brought about by “such Marxism / Which immediately attributes all society / To its
economic basis” ("A" 91). This statement reintroduces the dichotomy of bourgeois
culture and production, within the interstices of which the poet and his representations
exist.
In the Preface to Capital,15 Marx states that “the sum total of relations [to means
and mode of production] constitutes the economic structure of society – the real
foundation, on which rise legal and political superstructures and to which correspond
definite forms of social consciousness” (Marx "Preface" 84). As has already been
discussed, Zukofsky’s definition of poetry was based upon a “desire for what is
objectively perfect, inextricably the direction of historic and contemporary particulars”
("An Objective" 12). In “A”-6 he adds the following to this definition: “History: the
records of taste and economy of a / civilization” ("A" 26). To reassess his poetics in terms
of Marx, then, is to say that his poetics is based upon the integral of taste (the bourgeois
form of culture which exists in the superstructure) and the economic (which is the real
base of society). The poem records these particulars (which for Zukofsky are comprised
of details of existence taken from experience, quotation, found linguistic objects,
conversations – verbal units of all kinds), exposing the discrepancies between the real and
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Preface to the second German edition.
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the ideological. Particulars, fundamentally, account for the bourgeoisie’s experience of
culture, and the working class’s experience of economy. The practise of poetry is
implicitly caught between the two, because “Poems are only acts upon particulars” ("An
Objective" 18).
It is upon this conception that “A”-6 is directly based. The poem emerges from a
montage of the struggle between the economic, and the cultural and ideological levels of
particulars:

Preparing to receive the captain of industry,
Emptied a full wardrobe and, after he came,
Said – “My dear Magnus, here, entirely to yourself,
’s a closet for your suspenders.”
By Mazola, on Riverside Drive –
The heyday of revivals of western movies
[…]
New York, and then desolation.
The steel works of Gary.
At Lake Michigan in Chicago
[…]
“You see this road thru the desert,
They call it a highway.
The Lincoln highway.
It’s time this country forked up
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Coin for roads.
[…]
in peace times
You’ve got to use things,
Keep ’em in circulation
(L. Zukofsky "A" 28-33).

The poem is a cinematic sweep of the American industrial and cultural landscapes of the
early 1930s, and confirms Zukofsky’s claim for “the brode proletarian basis of “A”-6”
(Correspondence 96). More importantly, though, is that from this milieu emerges the
embodiment of the struggle – a dialogue between Henry Ford and Vladimir Lenin.
Zukofsky literally stages a battle between the forces of Capitalism and Communism
within the dichotomy of culture and ideology; as Ford states, “Industry itself is a part of
culture,” and so too, he continues, are grammar and beauty ("A" 26) – two classical
measures for the poet. Cultural and economic forces contain the entire craft of poetry, or,
as has been argued, poetry balances representing the proletariat, on the one hand, while
existing within the bourgeois cultural sphere on the other.
To overcome the huge gulf between his art and the proletariat, Zukofsky had to
reconfigure the space that poetry inhabited. This involved positioning both the work of
the poet, and the poem itself, within a cultural and economical dichotomy. By conceiving
the poem as exposing the mythical, ideological appropriation of reality by the
bourgeoisie, the poem negated its own status as a bourgeois cultural product. Thus, it was
possible that the poem could serve the cause of the proletarian revolution – its capacity
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was to educate, to expose ideology, and to ready the proletariat for its revolution. A belief
in a dialectical teleological history is essential to this formulation of the poem, and
reveals that the basis of Zukofsky’s early Marxism is humanism. However, it also
represents the first attempt he made to wrest the Modernist poetical mode from the
conservative (fascist and anti-Semitic) Anglo-American Modernist poets.

iii.

Zukofsky’s response to Modernism has a markedly different politics to that of the
generation that preceded him – his is a Marxist Modernism. However, these divergent
political foundations do not mark two distinct traditions (namely, the Modernist and the
Postmodern): Zukofsky was a Modernist by any measure of his aesthetic, albeit of a
second-generation, and a Marxist. This should not be taken to imply that his poetics are
therefore similar in any way to European modernisms, as must be construed by the
Postmodern critical approach.16 As cases in point, Zukofsky vehemently rejects both
Surrealism and Symbolism as poetic models. Rather than follow these (and other)
European modernisms down the path of pursuant signifiers, exploiting as much as
possible the gulf between the signifier and what it signifies, his poetic project was
dedicated to the reunification of words and objects. In this sense, his poetics are very
much in the Poundian tradition, though their economical-political foundations are
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Erroneously, all of the qualities that the Postmodern approach uses to distinguish
Zukofsky from Anglo-American Modernism are derived from European Modernist
tendencies.
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completely opposed. The following description of Pound may well serve as an apt
description of Zukofsky:

Pound’s economic project, which is to return the signs of wealth back to
their material basis in human productivity, in work done and goods
produced, is one with his aesthetic project, which is to reestablish the lost
connection between the order of words and the world, to repair the chasm
between signifier and signified (Morrison 18).

Like Pound, Zukofsky sought to overcome problems of capitalist production by
broaching the gap between signifiers and what they signify, between words and objects –
the gap, for him, to put it in the explicitly Marxist terms with which he would come to
regard it, between the social relations and the exchange of commodities. This deference
to the economic sets Pound and Zukofsky apart from their European counterparts, whose
aims were, for the most part, concerned with problems of ontology rather than economy.
Zukofsky’s poetics must be examined in relation to both Surrealism, which he overtly
rejected, and French Symbolism, which he more implicitly rejected, so as to properly
assert his unique Marxist-Modernism.
The first thing to note is that, like Zukofsky, Surrealism was concerned with the
bourgeois consciousness; however, the two responses could not be more different. A
similar difference can be seen between Imagism and Symbolism. Albert Gelpi
summarises this as follows: “Imagism represents the attempt to render the objects of
experience, Symbolism the attempt to render the subjective psychological and affective
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states” (Gelpi 12). The difference between Objectivist and Surrealist poetics is a second
generation of this distinction. Essentially, Surrealism sought to rupture the bourgeois
consciousness and contest its claims to universality by bringing it into contact with the
imaginative, psychological forces of the individual mind; Zukofsky (and the Objectivists)
sought to reveal the bourgeois consciousness and contest its universality by bringing it
into conflict with the economic, material reality of the proletariat. Tim Woods describes
Zukofsky’s response to Modernism and the demands of proletarian politics thus: “The
attempt to resolve this dilemma leads Zukofsky to make language the site of his politics.
His poetry shifts from the private consciousness of the epistemic ‘self’ to the social
production of signification – from consciousness to language” (Woods 13). Surrealism,
on the other hand, remains very much concerned with a private consciousness, “the
depths of our mind” and the “strange forces” therein “capable of augmenting those on the
surface, or of waging a victorious battle against them” (Breton 10). This difference
manifested in the approach to the linguistic sign – Surrealism propagated the gulf
between word and object, while the Objectivists repaired it. This marks a fundamental
difference between a poetics that uses words as symbols and a poetics that uses words as
objects, for Surrealism and Objectivist poetics, respectively.
Zukofsky explicitly engages this difference and contests Surrealism’s symbolic
practise in his correspondence and in his poem “‘Mantis’,” and its accompanying
explicatory poem “‘Mantis,’ An Interpretation.” In these two poems, Zukofsky
distinguishes between Symbolism, and what he describes as “the simultaneous, / The
diaphanous, historical / In one head” (All 80) of his own poetry. Essentially, Zukofsky
takes a prominent symbol of Surrealist art and literature, the mantis, and reconfigures it
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through the Objectivist mode to return it to the world as a linguistic and material object:
what is made apparent is that there is a distinction between a symbolic, subconscious
connotation, and a factual, historical denotation.
In his essay, “Petalbent Devils: Louis Zukofsky, Lorine Niedecker, and the
Surrealist Praying Mantis,” Michael Golston demonstrates that the figure at the centre of
the poems, the mantis, is appropriated from the Surrealists for whom it had taken on an
iconic significance (Golston 329). Providing a chronology of the appearance of
Surrealism in and around North America in exhibitions and publications of the 1930s, he
concludes it was the French Surrealist and social theorist, Roger Caillois, “who provided
the immediate impulse for the “‘Mantis’” poems” (329). Golston provides evidence to the
effect that, in an article entitled “Le Mante religieuse,” published in May of 1934 in
Minotaure, Caillois provides much of the historical and biological detail that is reworked
in Zukofsky’s poem (328-29). Particularly obvious in this respect are the following
details from Caillois’s article:

the mantis, when questioned by children who are lost, shows them the
right way by extending its finger, only rarely, if ever, misleading them
[…] On the same subject, Eugene Rolland (Faunes Populaires de la
France, vol 13, p. 117) refers to Regius, Mat Medic. (p. 32), but the
popular nomenclature he collected is particularly interesting: sometimes
the mantis is called an “Italian girl” or a “phantom,” and less explicably a
“strawberry” or a “madeleine” […] According to [the Hottentots and the
Bushmen] the supreme deity and creator of the world is precisely the
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mantis (Cagn), whose loves are, it seems, “pleasing,” and it is especially
attached to the moon, having made it out of one of its old shoes. […]
Among its other avatars, it is worthwhile to point out that when killed by
thorns that once were men, and eaten by ants, it was resuscitated, its bones
having been put back together again (Caillois qtd in Golston 330-31).

In “Mantis,” Zukofsky reworks this material in the following manner:

Don’t light on my chest, mantis! Do – you’re lost,
Let the poor laugh at my fright, then see it:
My shame and theirs, you whom old Europe’s poor
Call spectre, strawberry, by turns; a stone—
You point—they say—you lead lost children—leaves
Close in the paths men leave, saved, safe with you.

Killed by thorns (once men), who now will save you
Mantis? what male love bring a fl y, be lost
Within your mouth, prophetess, harmless to leaves
And hands, faked flower—the myth is: dead, bones, it
Was assembled, apes wing in wind: On stone,
Mantis, you will die, touch, beg, of the poor.

Android, loving beggar, dive to the poor
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As your love would even without head to you,
Graze like machined wheels, green, from off this stone
And preying on each terrified chest, lost
Say, I am old as the globe, the moon, it
Is my old shoe, yours, be free as the leaves (All 73-74).

Reading this, the parallels between Caillois’s and Zukofsky’s figuration of the mantis are
obvious – there can be no doubt that Golston has identified the source of these stanzas.
What is less obvious, though, and what Golston contends, is that this collage paraphrase
is made as a critique of the Surrealists’ symbolic practise.
In 1935 Zukofsky and Pound had a heated correspondence that included a brief
discussion of Surrealism and “‘Mantis,’ An Interpretation.” The scenario of the
correspondence was as follows: Zukofsky had written to Pound about Jerry Reisman with
whom he was writing a screenplay of Joyce’s Ulysses, stating that, “we got a young man
here who can be as good as Cocteau & the Surréaliste scenarists if luck favors him”
(Correspondence 161); taking exception to the mere mention of Surrealism, Pound
replied that “Surrealism meaning the yester year frog variety is a painter’s show / what
fahrtin literature has it got(?)” (162), to which Zukofsky responded, “There’s no use
wasting yr. time calling me down about surrealisme – if you had read Mantis, An
Interpretation, you’d have found out I think pretty much as you do about surrealisme –
but you haven’t read it” (165). The consensus is that Surrealist literature is of little (if
any) worth. This, according to Zukofsky, is spelled out in “‘Mantis’, An Interpretation.”
The criticism of Surrealism in these poems centres on the figure of the mantis; as
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Golston concludes from the aforementioned coincidences between Caillois and
Zukofsky’s “Mantis,” Zukofsky “is not so much encountering a mantis as he is
encountering a ‘Mantis,’ i.e., a text” (Golston 331). While this echoes the terminology of
a Postmodern approach, what is here meant by ‘text’ is quite specific – the mantis that
Zukofsky encounters is the mantis in Surrealism, not the psychological symbol of the
mantis, but the mantis in various literary, artistic and mythic contexts. Golston attempts
to demonstrate how Zukofsky performs an “Objectivist transformation” upon what he
calls “the surrealist lyrical object” (343) – essentially, the transformation from “an object
that immediately inspires irrational fear and attraction by operating directly on the
unconscious,” (332) that can “only be gauged from a position outside of history” (343), to
“a text”(331) that “also leads to the possibility of historical and political interventions”
(332). What matters is that there are two distinct epistemologies here: in the Surrealist
mode, objects affect “the psyche at the level of the neurotic complexes,” while in
Zukofsky’s poetry objects are “resolutely sensual and textual” (336). More importantly,
when Zukofsky uses the information gleaned from Caillois’s article, he is sequestering
the symbol to transform it into fact. As he states in “‘Mantis,’ An Interpretation”:

But the facts are not a symbol.
There is the difference between that
And a fact (the mantis in the subway
And all the other facts the mantis sets going about it.

No human wishes to become
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An insect for the sake of a symbol.

But the mantis can start
History etc. (All 78).

The poem resists the symbolic function as much as possible – the mantis is a material
fact, and as such it “can start,” or participate, in material history. Only in this sense can it
conceivably be advantageous to the proletariat (an aid to fulfilling the teleological
historical process that will result in the dictatorship of the proletariat as promised by
Marx). To do this, though, language must be resolutely denotative – as the prefatory
quote to “‘Mantis,’ An Interpretation” reads, “or Nomina sunt consequentia rerum, /
names are sequent to the things named” (All 74). This has clear resonances with Pound’s
demand that “if a man use ‘symbols’ he must so use them that their symbolic function
does not obtrude” ("A Retrospect" 9). This, however, is not the extent of the influence of
Pound on Zukofsky’s critique of Surrealism. Pound had also written of two species of
image:

[image] can arise within the mind. It is then ‘subjective’. External causes
play upon the mind perhaps; as so, they are drawn into the mind, fused,
transmitted and emerge in an Image unlike themselves. Secondly, the
Image can be ‘objective’. Emotion seizing upon some external scene or
action carries it in fact to the mind; and that vortex purges it of all save the
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essential or dominant or dramatic qualities, and it emerges like the
external origin ('As For Imagisme' qtd in Gray 69-70).

What Pound is here distinguishing between is thinking as a consequence of external
things and thinking with them. Zukofsky’s treatment of things as facts obviously parallels
this second description.17 In terms of a phenomenology, the two descriptions are
significantly different; while the subjective image has its origins in the mind, the
objective image has its origin in the “external.” It is this latter description that both Pound
and Zukofsky aspire to. In it, the space that separates mind and object is reduced, and the
external “scene” moves as fact to the mind. As Zukofsky states in “An Objective,”
“Writing occurs which is the detail, not mirage, of seeing, of thinking with things as they
exist, and of directing them along a line of melody” ("An Objective" 12). By contrast, the
subjective image, with its origin in the mind, has a psychological, symbolic function. It is,
in Golston’s words, the Surrealist ‘lyrical object.’ Whereas the objective image is an
effect of the object – i.e. the image and the object are one and the same – the subjective
image is an effect produced in and by the mind. The subjective image is brought about by
an effect of the mind, and the external object emerges ‘unlike itself,’ weighted, say, with
a wealth of psychological significance that it does not inherently possess.
In this way Zukofsky is a world away from the European Modernists that all have
what can be loosely described as a Structuralist assumption – that is, their linguistic
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Even the terms of discussion are parallel: both Zukofsky and Pound distinguish
between symbols and facts.
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model is based upon a system of differences18 (Breton, for example, wants to distinguish
the psychological affective language from bourgeois realism).19 Furthermore (following
Pound’s “proper and perfect symbol”), for Zukofsky, “writing is a reassertion of faith that
the combined letters – the words – are absolute symbols for objects, states, acts,
interrelations, thoughts about them” ("An Objective" 14) and not an explicitly
psychological practise.
If Zukofsky’s poetics is resolutely against the Surrealists, it is equally distinct
from French Symbolism. As has been discussed, Zukofsky had founded his poetical
practise in the interstices of bourgeois culture and proletarian politics and responded to
this problematic paradigm. To discuss this he used a more general frame of culture and
economics, defining history as “the records of taste and economy of a / civilization” ("A"
26). That is to say, his poetics struggled with an integral of taste (bourgeois culture) and
the economic. As Hatlen observes, “in bourgeois society, the art to which Zukofsky looks
for a way of ordering the particulars of history is ultimately a question of ‘taste,’ and the
moment we begin to think about the ‘tastes’ of the bourgeoisie we are plunged back into
the absurd” ("Art and/as Labor: Some Dialectical Patterns In "A"-1 Through "A"-10"
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This is not to say that the Surrealists are Structuralists in the same way that Saussure is
a Structuralist, but both begin from an assumption that there is a gulf between reality and
language.
19
To take another example, Victor Shklovsky’s ‘de-familiarisation’ is based in the
Structuralist assumption that there is difference between habitual language and literary
language. As he states, “The technique of art is to make objects ‘unfamiliar,’ to make
forms difficult, to increase the difficulty and length of perception because the process of
perception is an aesthetic end itself and must be prolonged. Art is a way of experiencing
the artfulness of an object; the object is not important” (Shklovsky 20). Again, this is
dissimilar to Zukofsky, for who, first, the object was of supreme import, and second and
most importantly, for who language was not a system of differences but a system of
similarities, where relations fluoresced between words and objects.
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216). Zukofsky was fully aware of this – one needs look no further than his definition of
taste from “A”:

Tastes: Men of forty kiddin’ themselves in blue overalls
With little blue and red trucks.
Septuagenarian actor’s personal locomotive
For retired estate which his boy day dreams realized.
De gustibus bespeaks…the sparrow…pecking
at something unmentionable ("A" 27).

“De gustibus non est disputandum (there is no disputing about tastes)” is the absurd
definition that Zukofsky applies to bourgeois culture. Approaching taste in this way puts
his poetics into direct conflict with French Symbolists, for whom taste is of supreme
importance.
Taking their lead from Edgar Allan Poe, the Symbolists had postulated a divided
universe comprised of categories of the Intellectual, the Moral and the Beautiful, that
corresponded to an appreciation of truth, duty and taste, respectively. Poetry, for them,
resided entirely within the realm of a beauty. For the Symbolists, “the Poetic Principle
lies, strictly and simply, in human aspiration towards a supernal Beauty, and the
manifestation of that principle is in an enthusiasm, an excitement of the soul” (Baudelaire
"Further Notes on Edgar Poe" 107-08). Charles Baudelaire had taken this directly from
Poe’s definition of poetry:
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It is no mere appreciation of the Beauty before us – but a wild effort to
reach the Beauty above. Inspired by an ecstatic prescience of the glories
beyond the grave, we struggle, by multiform combinations among the
things and thoughts of Time, to attain a portion of that Loveliness whose
very elements, perhaps, appertain to eternity alone […] a certain, petulant,
impatient, sorrow at our inability to grasp now, wholly, here on earth, at
once and for ever, those divine and rapturous joys, we attain the but brief
and indeterminate glimpses (Poe 204).

Because poetry resides within the realm of Beauty, it thus corresponds to an appreciation
of Taste. As Poe defines it (a definition that the Symbolists subsequently borrowed), “the
Poetry of words [is] The Rhythmical Creation of Beauty. Its sole arbiter is Taste”
(205Poe). Evidently this cannot sustain a proletarian poetics as it takes as its “sole
arbiter” the one bourgeois category that appears so absurd. As has already been
discussed, taste is combated in Zukofsky’s poetics by an explicit commitment to (what
are in the Symbolist vocabulary) truth (the material reality) and duty (responsibility to the
proletariat).
This duty or responsibility to the working class that Zukofsky maintained
throughout his work is further in conflict with Symbolism. For Zukofsky, the problem he
faced with the proletarian class was that their interests were in direct conflict with the
bourgeois interests represented by poetry. For the Symbolists, the proletariat is
problematic for entirely different reasons. In Poe’s conception of beauty, a poet is only a
poet insofar as he is bound by a dual conception of joy and impatience – of at once, being
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aware of a supernal beauty, yet being equally aware of its material absence. As
Baudelaire describes it, it is a “rapturous enjoyment, but at the same time implying or
involving an equally exquisite sense of Deformity, of disproportion” (Baudelaire "Further
Notes on Edgar Poe" 104). In the poetry of Baudelaire, Arthur Rimbaud and Paul
Verlaine especially, the subjects of their poetry represent this disproportion. What is most
disproportionate to modernity in their poetry is the proletariat. Thus, in the (then) modern
age, the proletariat is a symbol of the absence of a supernal beauty in the material world.
Modernity is an integral part of the Symbolist formulation:

beauty is always and inevitably of a double composition, although the
impression that it produces is single – for the fact that it is difficult to
discern the variable elements of beauty within the unity of the impression
invalidates in no way the necessity of variety in its composition. Beauty is
made up of an eternal, invariable element, whose quantity it is excessively
difficult to determine, and of a relative, circumstantial element, which will
be, if you like, whether severally or all at once, the age, its fashions, its
morals, its emotions. Without this second element, which might be
described as the amusing, enticing, appetizing icing on the divine cake, the
first element would be beyond our powers of digestion or appreciation,
neither adapted nor suitable to human nature (Baudelaire "The Painter of
Modern Life" 3).
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The supernal beauty that Poe speaks of and which Baudelaire takes to be the heart of
Symbolist poetics, is complemented in the material forms of modernity. However, beauty
is a dual proposition, composed of, on the one hand, the joyous knowledge of it, but on
the other an awareness of its absence in material terms. The proletariat unites these
disparate ideas – it is a material element that complements the eternal element of beauty
by being so disproportionate with it that the absence of beauty is highlighted. The
proletariat class is reduced to the role of signifying the material absence of a supernal
beauty. This is hardly a revolutionary proletariat poetics.
There is a final implicit difference between Symbolism and Zukofsky’s
Modernism; as with Zukofsky’s other poetic criticism, this centres on the connotative
portion of the linguistic unit. For the Symbolists, again taking their lead from Poe, poetry
required “some under-current, however indefinite, of meaning” (Poe 226); for them
poetry “is the excess of the suggested meaning – it is the rendering this the upper instead
of the under-current of the theme” (226). What is prioritised, in other words, is the
connotative potential, or the symbolic function, of language. As T.S. Eliot describes
Symbolism, in “From Poe to Valery”:

All poetry may be said to start from the emotions experienced by human
beings in their relations to themselves, to each other, to divine beings, and
to the world about them; it is therefore concerned also with thought and
action, which emotion brings about, and out of which emotion arises. But,
at however primitive a stage of expression and appreciation, the function
of poetry can never be simply to arouse these same emotions in the
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audience of the poet […] In the earliest poetry, or in the most rudimentary
enjoyment of poetry, the attention of the listener is directed upon the
subject matter; the effect of the poetic art is felt, without the listener’s
being wholly conscious of this art. With the development of the
consciousness of language, there is another stage, at which the auditor,
who may by that time have become the reader, is aware of a double
interest in a story for its own sake, and in the way in which it is told: that
is to say, he becomes aware of style […] At a third stage of development,
the subject may recede to the background: instead of being the purpose of
the poem, it becomes simply a necessary means for the realization of the
poem (Eliot 38).

Essentially what he is describing is an increasing self-consciousness of language in the
poem. In this conception of the poem the subject of the poem assumes “a different kind of
importance: it is important as means: the end is the poem. The subject exists for the
poem, not the poem for the subject” (Eliot 39). That is to say that the object does not
matter, for the poem is a self-realising form. As has been discussed, Zukofsky is
vehemently opposed to such an approach to language. This is precisely the ground upon
which he rejected Surrealism, and further, the Structuralist assumption (which lies here at
the heart of Symbolism) was explicitly omitted from his formulation of a poetics. In no
way, therefore, is it possible to reconcile Zukofsky’s poetics with Symbolism – they are
simply incompatible poetical models.
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There is a strong case to be made for the political role of the symbolic function as it is
herein discussed. The program of both Symbolism and Surrealism, to use Shklovsky’s
words, is to make poetry “attenuated, tortuous speech” (Shklovsky 28). In terms of a
political motivation, while such a practise runs the risk of being, as Tony Bennett points
out, “unmotivated,” only “promoting a renewed and sharpened attentiveness to reality”
(Bennett 31), it can also, as Theodor Adorno postulates, figure politically: “Art is able to
utter the unutterable, which is Utopia, through the medium of the absolute negativity of
the world, whose image is the composite of all that is stigmatized as ugly and repulsive in
modern art” (Adorno 48). Symbolism and Surrealism both hover somewhere between
these two poles. However there are grave problems with both of these conceptions as
Zukofsky had figured in his own poetics. Chief among them are the importance of taste,
which is an absurd bourgeois notion, and the aspiration toward a supernal beauty that
necessarily involves neglecting material reality and the proletarian consciousness.
Zukofsky’s Marxist Modernism was not in any way similar to those of the various
European Modernist movements. Instead, it was a poetics firmly grounded in the AngloAmerican Modernism of Pound and Eliot, but which contested it on political grounds.
What Zukofsky developed was a Marxist alternative to Pound’s epic, based in the
Poundian principles of Imagism, but saturated with a leftist (specifically humanist
Marxist) politics. Zukofsky spent the early 1930s trying to claim Anglo-American
Modernism for the political left, but this did not force him to embrace the alternate
Modernist models on offer in Europe. Unlike the Europeans, for Zukofsky, “the
revolutionary […] cannot escape having a reference. It is not infinite” ("An Objective"
16). This is markedly different from the privileged connotative practises of Symbolism
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and Surrealism. However, where Pound’s Modernism was in the service of fascism and
anti-Semitism, Zukofsky’s was a truly revolutionary word, derived, throughout the 1930s
and 1940s, from a teleological, humanist reading of Marx.
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Configuring Zukofsky’s Early Humanist Marxism

i.

If Louis Zukofsky was a characteristically Poundian Modernist poet, with a Marxist
politics, this neither brought him closer to European modernists like the Surrealists who
made claim to a Marxist/Communist Modernism, nor to the American Communist
Party’s literary establishment of the 1930s and 1940s. Rather, Zukofsky maintained a
correspondence with a few poets (Pound, William Carlos Williams and Lorine Niedecker
are the most important) and a loose affiliation with a group of fellow poets under the
rubric of ‘Objectivists.’ This makes him a strange candidate for whom to ascertain a
Marxist, historical context: his closest literary relationship was, after all, with a devout
and outspoken Fascist.20
Raymond Williams has described three types of revolutionary writer: first,
“writers who precede a social revolution, who directly or indirectly expose the values of a
society that needs radical change, and who sometimes succeed in articulating the
consciousness that will surpass it” (R. Williams 318); second, “literature created in and
by a revolution: the works of a disturbed and heroic, a transforming and liberating time”
(319); and third, “[w]ithin that society [created by revolution], if literature is to live, the
moment must come when the experiences of liberation and transition are not enough to
20

The relationship to Pound was not without problems, though – Zukofsky never forgave
Pound his politics. Their correspondence reveals the fragile threads that hold together
their relationship as it traverses, argues and negotiates two opposed ideologies.
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write about” (319-20). Zukofsky did not, as history and his biography attest, write a
‘revolutionary’ literature by any of these measures, though he certainly imagined his
writing as a prelude to a revolution. Instead, it is best to view him as a Marxist poet – that
is, a poet in whose works are found radical examinations of Marx’s thought, engagements
that change over time, but which always begin from the point of reading Marx. In many
ways, it is this that makes his poetry difficult, and not his always-complex linguistic
structures; even when the reader penetrates the linguistic surface of the poetry there is a
complex subsurface, predicated entirely on coming to terms with Marx. Zukofsky
deserves to be examined in his historical milieu of the twentieth century – his poetry
traverses the Russian revolution, Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin, Mao’s China, and deeply
engages the domestic politics of the USA from the 1930s through to the 1970s. However,
this comprises only part of the task of reading Zukofsky: the other is to read through
these historical events and understand the complex political philosophy that frames this
narrative.
As discussed in the first chapter, there is a tendency for critics to divide
Zukofsky’s work in order to conquer it (so to speak): what follows should not be seen as
another attempt of this kind. This chapter will document what is referred to as Zukofsky’s
‘early Marxism,’ while Chapter 5 will introduce Zukofsky’s ‘late Marxism.’ Throughout
this analysis, one element remains constant: “A”, and the entire body of Zukofsky’s work
is informed by a reading of Marx – as Beyers has said: “if in any line of “A” Zukofsky
truly repudiates Marx, I have not seen it (or understood it if I saw it)” (Beyers 84). There
is this difference between the ‘early’ and ‘late’ Marxism, however – Zukofsky begins
with a Marxist model that is teleological and humanist, bearing the remnants of the
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Hegelian dialectic, but finishes with an alternate model, one that is immanent and refuses
to interpellate subjects, having substituted Spinoza for Hegel. The radical differences
between the supposed early poetry and the late poetry that have been isolated by critics –
that are generally taken to equate Modernism and the formation of the Postmodern,
respectively – are herein reconciled under the auspices of reading Marx. Zukofsky did not
pursue two careers as a poet, one with Marx and one without Marx, but his reading of
Marx evolved to eradicate its problematic aspects, namely that teleology and humanism
appear to be concepts at odds with a materialist philosophy.
In Louis Zukofsky’s early work, spanning the years 1923 until around 1950, his
Marxism is characterised by humanism and ideology. According to Louis Althusser,
humanism is defined,

in the sense adopted in Marx’s early works, where the proletariat in its
‘alienation’ represents the human essence itself, whose ‘realization’ [sic]
is to be assured by the revolution; this ‘religious’ conception of the
proletariat (the ‘universal class’, since it is the ‘loss of man’ in ‘revolt
against its own loss’) was re-adopted by the young Lukács in his
Geschichte und Klassenbewusstsein (Althusser For Marx 221-22).

It is clear that this conception maintains a large degree of teleology: as Althusser
observes, it is a remnant from the Hegelian dialectic, the aufhebung, and the Hegelian
geist or ‘human essence.’ Revolution, brought about by dialectical contradiction, assures
the realisation of this human essence. When Marx had said that with Hegel the dialectic
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“is standing on its head” and that it “must be inverted, in order to discover the rational
kernel within the mystical shell” (Marx Capital 103), he did not rid himself of these
teleological elements; rather Marx reverses Hegel’s order of the ideal and the real, to
begin with the real, with the ideal as a mere reflection of it (102). This is what Althusser
refers to as ‘personal-humanism.’
‘Ideology’ is herein meant in two senses. First, in terms of Althusser’s definition
of ‘personal-humanism’: “The critique of Stalinist ‘dogmatism’ was generally ‘lived’ by
Communist intellectuals as a ‘liberation’. This ‘liberation’ gave birth to a profound
ideological reaction, ‘liberal’ and ‘ethical’ in tendency, which spontaneously
rediscovered the old philosophical themes of ‘freedom’, ‘man’, the ‘human person’ and
‘alienation’” (For Marx 10). Second, as Althusser writes, “by the fact that the practicosocial predominates in it over the theoretical, over knowledge. Historically, it precedes
the science that is produced” (Brewster 252). Three aspects of Zukofsky’s early reading
of Marx are tightly entwined: personal-humanism is itself ideological, characterised by an
emphasis on freedom, man and alienation. Zukofsky’s early poetry, then, will be
conceived within this triptych. There are many instances in the early works that espouse
Communist ‘propaganda,’ where Zukofsky wears his politics on his sleeve. Less blatant,
however, is the mode through which Zukofsky attempts to transfer a humanist philosophy
into his poetry, by conceiving of a labour-defence of the poem, and also by granting it a
privileged, epistemological vantage.
As early as 1925 (Zukofsky’s first poems were written in 1922) (C. Zukofsky
385) Zukofsky had begun to directly deal with Marxism in his poetry. The main
characteristic of these early poems is that they are ideological insofar as they privilege the
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subject, and attempt to secure the identity of the poet against the flux of history.
“Memory of V. I. Ulianov,” (1925) found in 29 POEMS, is the first obvious example: it
is, quite simply, an elegy to Vladimir Ilytch Lenin who had died the previous year. The
early poems that engage Marxism tend to do so overtly, as evidenced in the other
significant Marxist works included in this collection, “D. R.” a dedication to the Mexican
leftist Diego Rivera, “During the Passaic Strike of 1926” and ‘“The Immediate Aim,”’
whose opening line reads, “Other than propaganda” (All 61). These belligerently titled
poems are indicative of Zukofsky’s relatively unsophisticated engagement with politics at
this time in his development as both a poet and a Marxist. However, a poem such as
“Memory of V. I. Ulianov” exposes an interest that Zukofsky maintained right up until
his final poems: namely, how Marxism could rescue the individual from the throes of
history that threaten to obscure him.
From the poem’s opening lines, an anxiety regarding history is foregrounded:
“Immemorial, / And after us, / Immemorial” (All 23). By the poem’s end, this concern
remains: “And we in turn / Share now your fate / Whose process is continual”(24).
History and time are regarded as unending processes that are sources of anxiety for the
poet; what the speaker longs for to allay this fear is connection with others, or a sense of
community. As he postulates, “Single we are, tho others still may be with us / And we for
others”(23). In search of connection, the speaker attaches his own fate to that of the
recently deceased Lenin (Ulianov), who assumes the form of a star or guiding light:
“Lighted in your glow;– / We thrive in strange hegira / Here below, / Yet sometimes in
our flight alone / We speak to you” (23). Connection means being in some way outside of
historical reality or the impermanence of mortality – that is, linked to something that
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persists beyond death. By this means Zukofsky attempts to relieve an anxiety that has
more to do with his own mortality than with Marxism. He acknowledges that he is above
all worried about death when he introduces the following logical schema into the poem:
“Eclipsed the earth, for earth is power / And we of earth. / Eclipsed our death, for death is
power, / And we of death” (23). The premise of the poem is simple: history condemns
individuals to obscurity unless the individual is great, like Lenin, or their fate is attached
to something that will endure beyond their death, like the triumph of the proletariat (the
recondite ‘we’ of the poem, that looks to Lenin for guidance). These are the two motifs
that characterise the early poetry’s treatment of individuals as subjects in history:
connection and greatness.
Connection as a theme is manifested in a variety of ways. Importantly, it is
apparent in the literal poetical practise that Zukofsky deployed: written meticulously and
deliberately, “Memory of V.I. Ulianov,” for example, fulfils the demands of connection
by uniting Zukofsky with wider poetic traditions. As Robert Haas has observed, the poem
is written “in an idiom that touchingly straddles two eras, two dictions, two styles of
feeling” (Haas 60-61): both Victorian and Modernist styles are appropriated by Zukofsky
– as Haas says, ‘immemorial’ “is Tennyson’s word,” while “the fact that the word is a
line” (59) comes directly from the free verse of Pound and Eliot. Throughout his early
poetry (here, for example, and as was the case with “Poem beginning ‘The’”) Zukofsky
uses appropriation to assert an individual identity, but also to situate his practise in
relation to tradition. The art of appropriation makes a dual proposal: when used ironically
(as it was in “The”), it can distance the poet from others, asserting his individuality in the
historical present; when used earnestly, it is an homage that connects the poet with
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historically disparate traditions. Very early on, then, Zukofsky privileges the poet as a
subject and seeks to secure his permanence by raising his practise above and outside of
history. Both the individual as a subject, and individuals as subjects connected to each
other in community, are explicitly asserted in the composition of the collage poem. The
poet is protected from the obscuring and eradicating forces of history by just this practise.
But Zukofsky further explores how an individual can be rescued from history in
his continual identification with great historical figures. As discussed, Lenin assumes the
role of a guiding light throughout the poem, a “star” that shines “thru all the leaves / Of
elm”, the “Star, of all live processes,” as he is described (All 23). By the end of the poem
the speaker’s anxiety concerning his historical insignificance has abated, because he has
united himself to not only all those that live, have lived and will live, but more
importantly he has tied their collective fate to that of Lenin:

Now and again you fall,
Blow dark and burn again,
And we in turn
Share now your fate
Whose process is continual (All 24).

There is a truly Hegelian identification at work here, as Haas observes: “an orienting
figure’s life and death as a polestar […] gives historical time a form. The great man, as a
way of ordering history, echoes Hegel” (Haas 63). Eric Mottram has identified a similar
tendency in Zukofsky’s “sense of a life-force in great men” (Mottram 87). In other words,
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Zukofsky’s early conception of Marxism had in it this relic of Hegel – it marked an
historical spirit through individual thoughts and actions. What Hegel had seen in
historical figures such as Napoleon and Alexander was those “whose vocation it was to
be the agents of the World-Spirit” (Hegel 31); great men embodied the necessities of the
world-spirit at a given moment of its unfolding. Hegel writes:

Such individuals had no consciousness of the general Idea they were
unfolding, while prosecuting those aims of theirs; on the contrary, they
were practical, political men. But at the same time they were thinking
men, who had an insight into the requirements of the time – what was ripe
for development. This was the very Truth for their age, for their world; the
species next in order, so to speak, and which was already formed in the
womb of time. It was theirs to know this nascent principle; the necessary,
directly sequent step in progress, which their world was to take; to make
this their aim, and to expend their energy in promoting it. World-historical
men – the Heroes of an epoch – must, therefore, be recognized as its clearsighted ones; their deeds, their words are the best of that time (Hegel 30).

Throughout his development Zukofsky similarly identified with ‘World-historical men,’
great men whose influence was, to a large extent, trans-historical. Lenin, Shakespeare,
Henry Adams – and to a lesser extent Stalin, Pound and Apollinaire – all assume this
mantle throughout “A” and related works: Zukofsky dedicated entire book-length studies
to Apollinaire and Shakespeare, a Master’s thesis to Henry Adams, and his critical and
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poetic works are littered with countless references to all. In this sense Lenin marks the
presence of something as eternal as history itself, and Lenin21 is continually pitted against
capitalism as the hero of the early portions of “A”. He first appears in “A”-6, in the
heated exchange with Henry Ford. Intruding on Ford’s diatribe about consumer
capitalism, Lenin reminds the reader that:

“It is more pleasant and more useful,”
Said Vladimir Ilytch,
“To live thru the experience
Of a revolution
Than to write about it” ("A" 30).

Lenin is directly quoted five more times in the first eight movements of “A”.22 The
crescendo of this is the quotation in “A”-8, which runs for three pages (page 90 to 92) in
Zukofsky’s typically abridged form. Zukofsky’s Marxism is thus inscribed within a
teleology of which Lenin is the embodiment: such individuals are historical markers that
serve to gauge the progression toward a final end, the dictatorship of the proletariat.
In the light of this, Zukofsky’s failure to achieve any wide reputation as a poet is
even more pronounced. From his correspondence with William Carlos Williams (192821

It is worth noting at this point that for Althusser, too, Lenin is the embodiment of
Marxism: “Between his structuralist reading of Marx and his theoretical project proper,
Althusser practically endorses only Lenin’s brand of Marxism, whilst all intermediary
positions […] are consigned wholesale to the same history of error” (fn 20) Axel
Honneth, "History and Interaction: On the Structuralist Interpretation of Historical
Materialism," Althusser: A Critical Reader, ed. Gregory Elliott (Oxford: Blackwell,
1994).
22
See “A”, pp.32, 59, 60 and 90.
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1962) it is clear that Zukofsky struggled with what Ahearn has aptly called “public
apathy” (Ahearn The Correspondence of William Carlos Williams and Louis Zukofsky
xiv) throughout his life – in 1960, he wrote to Williams:

The older I get the more I fall back quietly on my work for solace and
don’t expect miracles for another how many years, if – from society. But
that’s the wrong attitude too, noble (? no – bull) to myself as it is. At least
half of the truth is that society has no right to have buried good work ever
since the Objectivists Anthology and before – for about 35 years […] For
as you know the literary market works like all of our society by whims and
fashions – and that the good gets out at all is God’s whim along with his
others […] And there are anthologies 1945-1960 of The New American
Poetry etc when no one so much has bothered to think of publishing a
collected short poem of me. Sure I can go on and work despite all that –
despite the latest printed rejection slip as this morning from the Hudson
Review of <two of> my Catullus translations – most of the time I refuse to
bother – but I thought they’re so damn interesting from the point of view
of the play of sound and passion – I might as well. But to be resigned only
to work can bury us, and as you know ultimately our society also (The
Correspondence of William Carlos Williams and Louis Zukofsky 525-26).

“Memory of V. I. Ulianov” revolves around the same anxiety concerning history that is
apparent in this correspondence. This is also a primary driving force behind the early
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conception of “A”, which seeks to master the unending process of history, and in so
doing secure the poet’s identity against its flux. Zukofsky’s 1967 “Foreword” to “A”-1 –
12 explains:

“A”
a poem of a life
– and a time. The poem will continue thru 24 movements, its last words
still to be lived. Bach is a theme all thru it, the music first heard in 1928
affecting the recurrences or changes as may be of the story or history.

After 40 years of the writing and still with it, it is easier to say here it is
than explain what seems to me to be clear. It comes to as I have said
elsewhere (somewhat differently):

not to fathom time literally but to sound it as on an instrument and so to
hear again as much of what was and is together, as one breathes without
pointing to it before and after. The story must exist in each word or it
cannot go on. The words written down – or even inferred as written over,
crossed out – must live, not seem merely to glance at a watch ("Foreword
To "A" 1-12" 228).

History has many guises in Zukofsky: it is both a marker of time and the measure of a
life; it connects events and establishes meanings; it is diachronic as well as synchronic;
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above all, it is a conception of the poem. This conception of history is composed from
disparate sources. Upon inspection, history is ‘All-American,’ dialectical, scientific,
teleological, materialist and literary. It displays all the qualities of being both ideological
and humanist, centering as it does the ‘human-person’ in a radical teleological-dialectical
process and which correlates to an ethical-poetical practise. To elaborate Zukofsky’s
idiosyncratic definition of history requires a return to the elements from which it is
composed. The first of these is apparent in Zukofsky’s essay, “About the Gas Age”:

The man who taught me most about history – I was saying to Dr. Goodell
the other day – was Henry Adams. Drawing an analogy between Willard
Gibbs’ rule of phases, the second law of thermodynamics, and history, he
saw the attractions of events happening in the human mind – you know,
the old business of action and reaction and looked at it
thermodynamically. There are three states of existence: one is solid,
another is liquid, and the other is gas. And all thru history: it’s so simple,
not like 22 societies, as per Toynbee. […] There is the solid state, and
there is liquid, and there is gas. It’s the same with the materials of poetry,
you make images – that’s pretty solid – music, it’s liquid; ultimately if
something vaporizes, that’s the intellect ("About the Gas Age" 169-70).

What Adams sought, as Zukofsky suggests, is an account of history capable of
mathematically predicting events by using regular, proven laws. This is not to say that
Zukofsky subscribed wholly to Adams’s theory of history – he never believed, for
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example, that the history of the world was moving toward a heightened state of entropy.
As he says of Adams’ theory: “Prophecies always come true; they depend on
interpretation of facts, and human beings are persistent interpreters […] Truth is not the
standard for judging Adams’ essay. ‘Phase’ is at least a true picture of Adams’ mind, if
not the ‘facts’” ("Henry Adams" 224). In the same way, this is a ‘true picture’ of
Zukofsky’s mind, and the kind of historical questions he was grappling with: after all,
Adams is, for Zukofsky, “The man who taught me most about history.” History, at the
very least, was teleological in Zukofsky’s formulation of it, and this emphasis on
teleology is also apparent in his Marxism.
In “The Dialectics of Nature,” Friedrich Engels’ scientific commentary, he writes
that, “In physics, bodies are treated as chemically unalterable or indifferent; we have to
do with changes of their molecular states and with the change of form of the motion
which in all cases, at least on one of the two sides, brings the molecule into play.” He
then observes, “every change is a transformation of quantity into quality” (Engels
Dialectics of Nature 29). The scientist observes changes in molecules, brought about
when critical mass yields a qualitative change. This is presented as an analogy to Marxist
dialectical materialism, based as it is around Marx’s use of the Hegelian aufhebung with
its three connotations: “to abolish, to preserve, to raise up” (footnote Giddens 7). As
Anthony Giddens summarises:

Marx speaks of the Aufhebung of capitalism; the historical tendency
towards the ‘abolition’ of the capitalist mode of production must not be
thought of as the wholesale destruction of capitalism, so that socialism has
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to ‘start anew’. On the contrary, the imminent trend of movement of the
capitalist system generates the social conditions which provide for its
dialectical transcendence […] The relative poverty of the mass of the
working class, the physical misery of the ‘reserve army’, and the rapid
diminution in wages and upsurge of unemployment which occur in crises,
all provide a growing reservoir of revolutionary potential. […] The selfconsciousness of the proletariat expands progressively along with the
undermining of the position of the entrepreneurial capitalist by the
centralisation and concentration of capital. The conjunction of these
circumstances makes possible the achievement of socialist society
(Giddens 59-60).

Just as physics observes molecules, so the science of history observes social change as a
qualitative change brought about by quantitative accumulation at times of crisis. As
Giddens says, this is characterised by Marx as an historical tendency that moves towards
the creation of a socialist state. In the same way that Adams could postulate historical
tendencies with mathematical certainty moving towards increased entropy, at the heart of
this formulation, too, is a teleological assumption: the dictatorship of the proletariat. This
bears to a large degree the influence of Hegel’s World-Spirit and it is precisely Hegel’s
teleology that characterises the relationship between history and Marxism in Zukofsky’s
early work. Along with this comes a strong element of humanism, since teleology was
contingent on the humanist conception of an expanding proletarian consciousness.
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Zukofsky understood the historical process from the humanist, teleological perspective
apparent in Marx and Engels. In his account of Adams he had isolated exactly this aspect
though without referring to it in directly Marxist terms. This is not the first time that
Zukofsky aligns the great American Adams family with Marx: in “A”-6 Zukofsky speaks
of John Adams and Lenin in the same breath:
Cite,
John Adams or cite Lenin:
I thought of workers and peasants:
It’s good nobody hears
Your national, psychological hypothesis
Or someone might say
‘The old man is flattered by country’ ("A" 90).
The ambiguity of this quote is deliberate – it may equally be attributed to Lenin or
Adams.23 It is not difficult to envisage how various members of the Adams family are
reconciled with Marxism in Zukofsky’s readings. Indeed, the scientific analogies of
Engels and Henry Adams do proceed in the same way: Zukofsky, paraphrasing Adams,
had said that, “There are three states of existence: one is solid, another is liquid, and the
other is gas.” Engels, providing evidence for the qualitative change brought about by
quantitative build-up, continues his analogy in similar terms to Adams’s: “every metal
has its temperature of incandescence and fusion, every liquid its definite freezing and
boiling point at a given pressure – in so far as our means allow us to produce the

23

It is in fact a quotation from Lenin.
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temperature required; finally also every gas has its critical point at which it can be
liquefied by pressure and cooling”24 (Engels Dialectics of Nature 30). Zukofsky seized

24

Zukofsky further implicates the poet in this process in “A” where he aligns this with
Spinoza:
Natura Naturans –
Nature as creator,
Natura Naturata –
Nature as created.
He who creates
Is a mode of theses inertial systems –
The flower – leaf around leaf wrapped
around the center leaf,
Environs – the sea,
The ears, doors;
The words –
Lost – visible.
Asked Albert who introduced relativity –
“And what is the formula for success?”
“X=work, y=play, Z=keep your mouth
shut.”
“What about Johann Sebastian? The same
formula” (23).
There is a tendency in Zukofsky to simultaneously conceive things as at once scientific,
naturalistic, Marxist, musical etc. These lines move from the ‘natural’ conception of the
poet’s act of creation to his archetypal reference to history, “the sea.” This makes a useful
means of inserting Zukofsky’s thought into a wider American practise of poetry.
Specifically, this quote is similar to Emerson who “[i]n developing his theory of organic
form, [drew] on Goethe’s theory of the Ur-Pflanze (recognition of the leaf form
throughout nature)” (Carlson xxxix). The coincidence between Emerson’s neo-Platonism
and Zukofsky does not end there: for example, the transition of the natural object in
Emerson through the perception of the ‘eye,’ “the simple perception of natural forms”
(Emerson 4) as it is ‘taken-up’ by man “[i]n proportion to the energy of his thought and
will” (6), finally to become “an object of the intellect” (7). Zukofsky says:
I wrote 500 pages about Shakespeare just to say one thing, the natural
human eye is OK, but it’s that erring brain that’s no good, and he says it
all the time. Of course, everybody says he says the opposite, but I don’t
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upon the categorisation of history in terms of these elemental shifts, and conceived
poetry as working by this schema: as he writes, “It’s the same with the materials of
poetry.” The terms solid, liquid and gas are here equated with image, music and the
intellect. Or, as he elsewhere puts it, “The test of poetry is the range of pleasure it affords
as sight, sound, and intellection. This is its purpose as art” (A Test of Poetry xi).
Elsewhere he describes “The Objects of Poetry” as “A. Image B. Sound C. Interplay of
Concepts (judgments of other words either abstract or sensible, or both at once)” ("A
Statement for Poetry" 21). Obviously, and as is widely noted, this formulation is taken
directly from Pound, who had defined the following three aspects of poetry:

MELOPŒIA, wherein the words are charged, over and above their plain
meaning, with some musical property, which directs the bearing or trend
of that meaning.
PHANOPŒIA, which is a casting of images upon the visual imagination.
LOGOPŒIA, ‘the dance of the intellect among words’, that is to say, it
employs words not only for their direct meaning, but it takes count in a
special way of habits of usage, of the context we expect to find with the

think they read him right: and he begins with Venus and Adonis. It pursued
him as if it were a mania and goes thru to The Tempest, the last play. You
remember Prospero,
all eyes! Be silent (“About the Gas Age” 170).
And, of course, there is the poem “I’s (pronounced eyes)” (also the name of a short
collection of his poems of 1937-1960) and the subsequent collection, “After I’s”.
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word, its usual concomitants, of its known acceptances, and of ironical
play (Pound "How to Read" 25).

Zukofsky furnished Pound’s definition with an unequivocal Marxist teleology (the same
teleology that resonates with his reading of Henry Adams): by ascribing each poetical
element to one of these historical ‘phases’ (solid, liquid and gas), poetry was implicated
in the same revolutionary process that Engels’ analogy describes. This intricate and at
times spurious combination of Adams, Marx and Engels, as well as Pound, allowed
Zukofsky to conceive of an historical poetical practise that functioned according to
revolutionary principles, as it moved between liquid, gas and solid states. Indeed it is
clear that “A” is intended to proceed exactly along these lines, as it moves from image,
through the intellect and to its musical end, an arrangement of Zukofsky’s works to
Handel’s harpsichord music (“A”-24). At the centre of all of this lies a concern for the
subject, the ‘human-person.’ The historical conception is both humanist and teleological
– that is, it requires the expansion of the proletarian consciousness (which privileges the
individual subject) to attain a socialist state (whose inevitability is guaranteed). Both
attributes are derived from Zukofsky’s early reading of Marxism in combination with
Adams.

ii.

Zukofsky’s early poetry and the Marxism it espoused established the individual subject in
a privileged relationship to history. Through the examination of the broader context that
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he created around him, the Objectivists movement, more general concerns of identity and
poetry emerge. Specifically, the importance to the early poetry of Zukofsky’s Jewish
heritage, with its tradition of displacement, comes to the fore.
The facts of the Objectivists movement are well documented: at the behest of Ezra
Pound, the young Zukofsky was granted editorial control by Harriet Monroe for a special
issue of Poetry magazine in February, 1931; the name “Objectivists” was the result of
Monroe’s wish to attach a label to the issue, its invention generally attributed to
Zukofsky; Zukofsky wrote an essay, “Program: ‘Objectivists’ 1931,” which took Charles
Reznikoff’s poetry as exemplary of the movement; featured in Poetry were poems by
Zukofsky, Charles Reznikoff, Carl Rakosi and George Oppen, who would later comprise
the core of the movement; The Objectivist Press was established in the following year,
and in 1932 published The “Objectivists” Anthology, in which appeared another of
Zukofsky’s essays, “‘Recencies’ in Poetry.” Equally well documented, as the haphazard
labelling of “Objectivists” would suggest, is the fact that all poets denied “the existence
of a unifying ideology, all had personal interpretations of Objectivism that gave shape to
their poetry” (Dembo "Introduction" 155). What is apparent, however, are the
commonalities that bind their identities biographically and ideologically: each of the
poets is Jewish, and all maintain some affiliation with the political left. This may seem
historically coincidental, and indeed there is no mention in the primary texts of these
being significant motivating factors in their association. However, it does suggest certain
common principles for these poets who are not otherwise connected by geography,
generation, or even literary taste. What emerges is a common commitment to humanist
politics and poetics, derived in equal parts from Judaism and activist Marxism.
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To understand how Zukofsky came to read Marx from a humanist perspective, it
is pertinent to begin by describing the type of Jewishness with which he and the
Objectivists identified. Charles Reznikoff, in “Inscriptions” (1959), writes: “My parents
were of a great company / that went together, hand in hand; / but I must make my way
alone / over waves and barren land” (Reznikoff 80). In a very similar declaration,
Zukofsky writes in “A”-4: “Wherever we put our hats is our home / Our aged heads are
our homes, / […] / We had a Speech, our children have / evolved a jargon” ("A" 12). Two
things are important here: there is a sense of generational separation between parent and
child; and Zukofsky frames this separation as a division of languages, the capitalised
‘Speech’ of the forefathers versus a reductive ‘jargon.’
Severing themselves from their parents, for both Reznikoff and Zukofsky, has all
to do with growing up as first generation sons of Jewish emigrants. Reznikoff puts it in
blunt terms – it is a problem of assimilation: “Even in early times,” he says, “many Jews
were attracted to cultures they thought to be superior, like Hellenism” (Reznikoff and
Dembo 199). He continues: “The tendency is, on the one hand, to be assimilated and, on
the other, to be yourself” (199). However, for Reznikoff and Zukofsky, it is not merely a
question of assimilation in a general sense, which, as they both variously acknowledge,
“has been […] common among Jews” (199). Rather, assimilation is experienced by both
poets through languages – not just because this is the medium through which their art
engages the world, but because questions of language are intrinsically bound to questions
of assimilation. Reznikoff complains that, “I wasn’t taught any Hebrew at all; I began
picking it up in my thirties” (199), and later that, “I’m missing a lot in not knowing
Hebrew” (200). The question of language, for him, is inherently one of individual and
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cultural identity. In terms of assimilation, language is both what unifies and separates
individuals and groups: as in “Inscriptions” and “A”-4, language divides the generations
(‘Speech’ and ‘jargon’), and isolates the young from rituals, as Reznikoff suggests; but it
also inducts them into the new culture, which ushers the young into the long Jewish
history of displacement and assimilation.
Language, then, is central to both poets’ acute sense of identity, though they
approach it in entirely different ways. For Reznikoff, the Hebrew language embodies a
nostalgia for ritual and tradition, a strong sense of belonging: “I have married and married
the speech of strangers; / none are like you, Shulamite” (Reznikoff 107). Zukofsky, on
the other hand, does not yearn for the Hebrew that is lost to him, but would rather wield
English as a weapon equally against his ancestors and his assimilators, as in “The”:

Assimilation is not hard,
And once the Faith’s askew
I might as well look Shagetz just as much
as Jew.
I’ll read their Donne as mine,
And Leopard in their spots
I’ll do what says their Coleridge,
Twist red hot pokers into knots.
The villainy they teach me I will execute
And it shall go hard with them,
For I’ll better the instruction,
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Having learned, so to speak, in their
Colleges (All 20).

While language may be well and truly polarised for both poets, their thought is obviously
situated in the conjunction of their faith and their art. In different ways an ethical
humanist code derived from Judaism is transcribed in their poetry. For Reznikoff, poetry
consists first of feeling, but not ‘feeling’ in a general sense: the Objectivist “does not
write directly about his feeling but about what he sees and hears; [he] is restricted almost
to the testimony of a witness in a court of law” (Reznikoff and Dembo 194). That is to
say, feeling draws perceptions and not conclusions: the poet does not testify to the whole
world, only to his own feelings. Like Zukofsky, Reznikoff goes on to distance his own
ideas from Symbolism: “[Objectivist poetics is] perhaps a far cry from what the
symbolists meant when they said, ‘To name is to destroy; to suggest is to create.’ I was
very much moved by that when I first read it, but my own belief is to name and to name
and to name – and to name in such a way that you have rhythm, since music (and I think
George Oppen would agree with me) is also part of the meaning” (193-194).
Paraphrasing Konstantin Stanislavsky, Reznikoff says, “art is love with technique.
Once you say there’s love, you’re in the realm of feeling. Technique, of course, isn’t, but
is an adjunct to express it” (196). Love, or feeling, seeks an outward manifestation in
perception, and poetry transcribes the union. Faith, too, works by a similar schema: “One
may not accept all aspects of that discipline [Judaism], but the one he must accept is that
he be himself, although he may conform to his environment in minor ways. These are the
Jews who survive as Jews” (200). Judaism and poetry both rely upon sincerely adhering
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to the self and the feelings with which it encounters the world. In this sense, their poetry
is implicitly tied to their Judaism.
Other Objectivists follow Zukofsky and Reznikoff in this sense of their own identity.
As Carl Rakosi describes his early life:

I was born in Berlin, Germany. My parents were Hungarian Jews who
happened to be living there at the time. When I was a year old, the family
moved back to Hungary and I lived in Baja, a small town in the south,
until I was six. And then my father, my brother, and I came to this country
– that was in 1910. We first came to Chicago, then moved to Gary,
Indiana, and finally wound up in Kenosha, Wisconsin. So Kenosha was
really my hometown. That’s where I was brought up and went to school.
Then I went to the University of Wisconsin and got a degree in English
and a master’s in educational psychology (Rakosi and Dembo 178).

Rakosi’s faith influences his poetry in much the same way as Reznikoff’s: feeling is an
essential characteristic of his compositional approach. L. S. Dembo proposes his method
to him in an interview as, “You begin with the raw data and then, being faithful to it, you
transform it into perception and feeling and then into something imaginative” (Rakosi
and Dembo 189). This is how Rakosi commits himself to the material world, as a
perceiving and feeling being. First and foremost is the raw data that the poet, in Rakosi’s
words, has an ‘authentic encounter’ with. Feeling, for Rakosi, is slightly is different than
for Reznikoff, however: whereas Reznikoff transferred his feelings through objects,
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Rakosi converts objects into feelings and then into imagination. Whatever the differences
in approach, the intention is the same: both Reznikoff and Rakosi “keep these objects as
intact as possible, to keep their integrity intact” while the “subject of the poem is not the
objects themselves [but] experiencing in their presence” (186). The Objectivist maintains
a dual commitment to the material existence of things and his authentic experience of
them – or, to both the individual and material reality. This carries with it an explicit
political and ethical position, which inevitably leads the Objectivists to Marxism.
Though Rakosi admits to an early and deep poetic fascination with the ‘language
world’ of association and imagination (which he identifies with the poet Wallace
Stevens25), he cannot escape social reality (182). Of America in the 1930s, he recalls,
“any young person with any integrity or intelligence had to become associated with some
left-wing organization. You just couldn’t live with yourself if you didn’t” (179). While he
cites taking literally Marxist social realism as a barrier to writing poetry early on, this was
resolved by the hidden ethic of Objectivist poetics. Political commitment is encompassed
in passive poetic perceptions that faithfully convert objects into what he refers to as ‘feltimages.’ Zukofsky, too, expresses precisely this when he describes ideas in poetry as
“The object unrelated to palpable or predatory intent” ("An Objective" 16).
The final Objectivist poet, and probably the figure most pertinent to any
discussion of political commitment and activity, is George Oppen: an avowed
Communist who helped bring political organisation to the unemployed, he actively
advocated riots and eventually fled the McCarthy trials through exile to Mexico from

25

Zukofsky, too, has a strained relationship to Stevens as evidenced in the essay “For
Wallace Stevens.”
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1950 to 1958 (Oppen and Dembo 176). Unlike the other Objectivists, however, Oppen
maintains that there is a gulf between writing poetry and political activism:

I didn’t believe in political poetry or poetry as being politically
efficacious. I don’t even believe in the honesty of a man saying, “well, I’m
a poet and I will make my contribution to the cause by writing poems
about it.” […] If you decide to do something politically, you do something
that has political efficacy. And if you decide to write poetry, then you
write poetry, not something that you hope, or deceive yourself into
believing, can save people who are suffering. That was the dilemma of the
’thirties (Oppen and Dembo 174).

Dividing poetry and politics does not remove the ethical responsibilities of genuinely
encountering and replicating reality in poetry, however. This ethics is of great importance
to Oppen’s poetry, serving as a test for the existence of humanity. He begins with what he
calls sincerity, a sincerity regarding feelings. As with the other Objectivists, feeling has
very much to do with approaching objects: “if we are talking about the nature of reality,
then we are not really talking about our comment about it; we are talking about the
apprehension of some thing, whether it is or not, whether one can make a thing of it or
not” (162). That is, the poet is having a genuine encounter and this encounter between
feeling and the object, testifies to the validity of thought itself. If the image and object
concur, the feeling is correct because the feeling both experienced the object and
generated the image, and the “virtue of the mind is that emotion which causes it to see”
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(173). Seemingly abstract thoughts – such as the concept of humanity, for example, upon
which ethical systems are built – can thus be tested. If they fail the test, the concepts are
proved to be nothing more than words (162). The gravity of this methodology is simple:
“Humanity [is] a concept without which we can’t live” (173). An ethics, then, is not
invented, but stems from a ‘genuine encounter’ with material conditions. As Oppen
remarks:

out of the same emotion, the same compulsion, one says what he thinks is
true, not because he would like it to be true, still less because he thinks it
would be good for the reader. I’m just reporting my experiences in life,
including the one that when they drop enough jellied gasoline on children,
you can’t stand it anymore. I’m just stating a fact about what you can and
cannot stand. If it didn’t bother one to burn children, why say it does?
(165)

If the poet cannot agree politically with something, the test of this will be in the image
that the feelings generate in the encounter. It is on this point that Oppen comes very close
to Zukofsky’s Marxist humanism. A good summary is contained in Oppen’s own
reference to Jacques Maritain’s idea that: “We wake in the same moment to ourselves and
to things” (169). In realising the object through image making, Oppen contends that the
poet is made aware of his own existence. Maritain’s idea is:
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in apprehending things in the objective world, the artist grasps himself in
his individuality, as an expansive, outgoing ego. Thus Maritain conceives
of the artistic process as resulting in a discovery of something which was
unknown prior to the occurrence of the process and which is not capable
of full specification by the intellect (Hausman 216).

This almost exactly matches Zukofsky’s early formulation of Spinoza and Marx. Quoting
Spinoza, Zukofsky writes, “Natura Naturans – / Nature as creator, / Natura Naturata – /
Nature as created. / He who creates / Is a mode of these inertial systems”26 ("A" 22-23).
In addition, Zukofsky makes this schema fit within a Marxist framework, noting in a later
passage, “Labor as creator, / Labor as creature” ("A" 43). Zukofsky makes Spinoza into
the theorist, par excellence, of a humanist theory of labour, based as this formulation is
around the following passage from Marx’s Capital:

Labour is, first of all, a process between man and nature, a process by
which man, through his own actions, mediates, regulates and controls the
metabolism between himself and nature. He confronts the materials of
nature as a force of nature. He sets in motion the natural forces which
belong to his own body, his arms, legs, head and hands, in order to
appropriate the materials of nature in a form adapted to his own needs.
Through this movement he acts upon external nature and changes it, and in

26

While this quote will is discussed at length throughout this thesis, for now it is enough
to say that Zukofsky is not alone amongst the Objectivists in saying this.
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this way he simultaneously changes his own nature […] At the end of
every labour process, a result emerges which had already been conceived
by the worker at the beginning, hence already existed ideally. Man not
only effects a change of form in the materials of nature; he also realizes
his own purpose in those materials (Capital 283-84).

The terms with which Oppen approaches the world and poetry are very close to
Zukofsky’s Marxist appropriation of Spinoza in his early work. What is immediately
clear is that they share a common humanist basis, where the labour of poetry is
simultaneously an affirmation of the individual, and a respectful gesture toward material
reality. While it is Zukofsky who puts this into explicitly Marxist terms in “A”, the entire
Objectivist undertaking was conducted on the basis of this humanist premise. To respect
the external, material origin in writing poetry, was to affirm the individual as a subject,
while committing to a materialist politics. For all the Objectivists, this manifested as a
commitment to Marxism. Added to this is the fact that this position was derived from an
engagement with Judaism at some level – though each came to it under different
auspices. The political commitment of the Objectivist poet begins with a Judaic-ethical
approach to the objects of the material world, which is then transferred into the use of
images to write poetry, and which confers a personal power of self-realisation on the
poet. The Objectivists do not inhabit a ‘language world’ but a real physical world. Their
poetry corresponds to a real, and not an imagined order.
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iii.

A humanist, teleological Marxism, then, forms the basis of Zukofsky’s and the
Objectivists’ early poetics. It can be characterised as privileging the human subject;
human labour brings about a heightened consciousness; and based on a belief that
capitalism will yield socialism. It is a Marxism tied to live processes, as in “Memory of
V. I. Ulianov,” the natura naturans and naturata of Spinoza, where labour is both creator
and creature, from Marx. Production is fairly centre stage. This conception of Marx
extends from Zukofsky’s early work (beginning with “Memory of V. I. Ulianov,” 1925)
until around “A”-9 First Half (1940), and includes many of his best known shorter
poems.
To begin with, there is the direct treatment of political matters in poems such as
“During the Passaic Strike of 1926,” “D.R.,” and “The Immediate Aim,” where the
political is reduced to what amounts to sloganeering for the proletariat. In the early
portions of “A”, Zukofsky has a somewhat more sophisticated engagement with Marx
and Marxist ideas – poetry exists between proletarian politics and bourgeois culture,
which equate with a notion of the economic basis (proletarian politics) forming a
foundation from which stem ideological and cultural superstructures (bourgeois culture).
This economic determinism is reflected in his formulation of poetry as the direction of
historical and contemporary particulars: economy and taste, as he further elaborates
them. This deterministic view of the economical and cultural relation carried, for
Zukofsky, a further implication: history was dialectical, invariably moving towards the
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end of capitalism and the dictatorship of the proletariat. To this end, he had conceived of
poetry as serving the proletarian revolution by being a repository of revolutionary thought
and reading, which would help bring about an expanded proletarian consciousness.
In these ways, there is a lot of Marxism literally inscribed within the poetry.
However, as discussed in the previous chapter, Zukofsky’s is a highly teleological and
humanist Marxism, and this manifests itself in a more subtle way: namely as a labourtheory of poetry that appears very similar to what Georg Lukács describes in the essay
“Reification and the Consciousness of the Proletariat.”
Burton Hatlen has traced the trajectory of the early movements of “A” towards a
conception of the poet-as-labourer, and the labour-defence of poetry. He begins from the
conclusion outlined above: Zukofsky’s major concerns are with history and identity (be it
individual identity or collective identity). Hatlen suggests that the project of the early
sections of “A” is “to make whole a broken world” (Hatlen "Art and/as Labor: Some
Dialectical Patterns In "A"-1 Through "A"-10" 208), which is simply to say that poetry
seeks to accrue significance for the poet and the proletariat against the flux of history.
Poetry, however, appears unable to control history: Zukofsky is faced with the
predicament that though art can shape, distort and engage history, it cannot master it. Not
until “A”-6, Hatlen suggests, does Zukofsky postulate a solution.
From the perspective of mastery, history cannot be controlled from outside. As
discussed earlier, Zukofsky had already attempted to lift his poetry above history: on the
one hand, poetry was made to stretch across periods, uniting disparate traditions; and on
the other hand, poetry could be put in the service of a teleological unfolding of something
like Hegel’s World-Spirit or Marx’s triumph of the proletarian class. However, this may
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have been Zukofsky’s initial misconception. What he had desired in the first five sections
of “A” and in his earliest poems, was a mastery that involved possessing history from
without in order to secure the conditions within. This is obviously problematic: tradition,
for example, in “A”-4, appears a self-defeating proposition by this schema:

Yehoash.
Song’s kinship,
The roots we strike.
“Heavier from day to day
Grow my limbs with sap of forests.”
“Deep roots hammer lower” ("A" 14).

Though there is an affirmation that links Zukofsky to “My father’s precursors” and “The
courses we tide from” (15), it is, nonetheless, adumbrated. It is not a clear line, as
Zukofsky would hope, but is rather steeped in severances, as was his own construction of
his Jewish heritage:

We had a Speech, our children have
evolved a jargon
[…]
Deafen us, God, deafen us to their music,
Our children have passed over to the ostracized,
They assail us –
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‘Religious, snarling monsters’ –
And have mouthed a jargon ("A" 12-13).

The method of gaining mastery outside of history is fraught with difficulty. Just as poetry
cannot here exorcise the difficulties of tradition and belonging, it cannot, in “A”-3,
resurrect the dead. As Hatlen argues, this is precisely what Zukofsky attempts in “A”-3 –
a dual resurrection of childhood friend, Ricky Chambers, and Jesus Christ. However, by
1946 he had well and truly given up on the powers of poetry to resurrect the dead. As he
says in the essay, “Poetry,” from that year: “Poetry if anything has a sense for everything.
Meaning: without poetry, life would have little present. To write poems is not enough if
they do not keep the life that has gone. To write poems may never seem enough when
they speak of a life that has gone” ("Poetry" 3). Poetry is defeated by time and restricted
to the historical present. In this way, many of the early conceptions are laid to rest.
This signals a significant reconfiguring of the problem of history. It is conducted,
Hatlen claims, in the introduction of the Spinoza/Marx equation in “A”-8 discussed
earlier. Hatlen says:

If natura is both naturans and naturata, both made and maker, the same is
true, it would appear, of labor; it makes the world, but it is in turn “made”
(constrained, conditioned, re- and mis-shaped) by the very world it has
created. This union of opposites within the act of labor offers Zukofsky a
way of drawing his “broken” world together into a whole – a whole which,
if it cannot be fully thought, is lived every time a human being expends
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his/her energy upon the world (Hatlen "Art and/as Labor: Some
Dialectical Patterns In "A"-1 Through "A"-10" 220).

Introducing Spinoza like this removes the problematic of trying to master history from a
position outside of history, because the new ontology is comprised of both passive and
active practises – the individual is contained within this ‘inertial’ (as Zukofsky calls it)
system, but the individual is likewise granted a power of creation. Labour serves to
situate the individual’s capacity for mastering history, inside of history. In fact, in this
formulation, being in history is a precondition for mastering it. Thus, a new conception of
the poet’s work has emerged: composing a poem from ‘historical and contemporary
particulars’ is the basic act of historical mastery. Further, as Zukofsky sees it (labour as
creator, labour as creature), this holds true for labour in general.
Not only does this align Zukofsky’s artistic labour (the poem) with the
proletariat’s labour – Zukofsky develops a new conception of art “not as a disembodied
essence that floats above history, but rather as one among many forms of human work”
(Hatlen "Art and/as Labor: Some Dialectical Patterns In "A"-1 Through "A"-10" 226) –
but more importantly, the proletariat is empowered by the very act of expending its
labour:

But the labor process –
Consider the labor process apart
From its particular form under particular
social conditions.
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What distinguishes any worker from the best
of the bees
Is that the worker builds a cell in his head
before he constructs it in wax.
The labor process ends in the creation of a thing,
Which when the process began
Already lived as the worker’s image.
And he realizes his own purpose
To which he gives up his will.
Nor does he give it up to the crick of
a second
But the less attractive he finds the work in itself,
The less it frees him body and mind –
The more is his care glued to the grind ("A" 61).

Zukofsky is here paraphrasing the earlier quoted passage from Marx’s Capital. This is a
complete assertion of the humanist discourse of alienation: while labour can restrain the
worker, labour can also liberate him, “free him body and mind,” and in so doing, allow
him to “realise his own purpose.” In Althusser’s definition, terms such as ‘freedom’, the
union of ‘body and mind,’ ‘purpose,’ ‘will’ and the like are classic hallmarks of a
humanist-Marxist discourse.
Georg Lukács provides a canonical articulation of the humanist-Marxist position,
with which Zukofsky was engaging throughout the early sections of “A” in his discussion
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of reification in “Reification and the Consciousness of the Proletariat.” He begins from
the point of Marx’s discussion of the fetish character of the commodity form. Marx had
written:

The mysterious character of the commodity-form consists therefore simply
in the fact that the commodity reflects the social characteristics of men’s
own labour as objective characteristics of the products of labour
themselves, as the socio-natural properties of these things. Hence it also
reflects the social relation of the producers to the sum total of labour as a
social relation between objects, a relation which exists apart from and
outside the producers (Marx Capital 164-65).

Lukács summarises this to mean that in the commodity form “a relation between people
takes on the character of a thing and thus acquires a ‘phantom objectivity’, an autonomy
that seems so strictly rational and all-embracing as to conceal every trace of its
fundamental nature: the relation between people” (Lukács 83). More simply, the
economic arrangement of society into classes appears to be an objective characteristic of
the commodity. In Marx, this led to what he called alienation; in Lukács it is referred to
as reification. Under capitalism, the commodity has risen to become the universal form,
thus alienation has become the universal condition. Further, and most importantly, in the
capitalist organisation of society, “a man’s own activity, his own labour becomes
something objective and independent of him, something that controls him by virtue of an
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autonomy alien to man” (Lukács 87). This is to say that a man’s own labour, in itself,
becomes a commodity.
While Lukács stresses that this is just as true a condition for the bourgeoisie as it
is for the proletariat, there remains a single difference between the two classes: the
bourgeoisie recognises, in the commodity form, itself, insofar as the bourgeois thinks that
the commodity form emanates from his own interests. This is propped up by the entire
tradition of bourgeois philosophy inherited from Immanuel Kant. The proletarian, on the
other hand, does not have the luxury of such illusions. For him, the split that exists
between himself and his labour is “preserved in the brutal form of what is in its whole
tendency a slavery without limits. He is therefore forced into becoming the object of the
process by which he is turned into a commodity and reduced to a mere quantity” (Lukács
166).
Dialectical materialism serves as the only means through which the proletariat can
come to understand the split that is preserved in the commodity form, as dialectical
materialism is the only theory of the whole of history. But the proletarian will not just
come to understand himself through this: rather, because he himself is a commodity,
knowledge of how his own labour is a commodity will necessarily reveal the hidden
characteristic of all commodities. Lukács writes:

when the worker knows himself as a commodity his knowledge is
practical. That is to say, this knowledge brings about an objective
structural change in the object of knowledge. In this consciousness and
through it the special objective character of labour as a commodity […]
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now awakens and becomes social reality […] Now that this core is
revealed it becomes possible to recognise the fetish character of every
commodity based on the commodity character of labour power: in every
case we find its core, the relation between men, entering into the evolution
of society (169).

As Paul Connerton has described it, therefore, the proletariat “is in possession of the sole
vantage-point from which the organizing principle of the whole society can for the first
time become intelligible – and that also means changeable” (Connerton 168).
In his essay “Dismantling ‘Mantis’: Reification and Objectivist Poetics,” Michael
Davidson argues that “[it] is this vantage that preoccupies Zukofsky in his early poems
and which becomes the focus of ‘Mantis’” (Davidson 523-24). The basic tendency he
identifies in the two “Mantis” poems is that they address “the alienation of life under
modern capitalism but [do] so by debating the ‘implications of a too regular form’” (52223). In essence he argues that Zukofsky uses “formalism not to aestheticize social
tensions but to return a degree of use-value to a poetry increasingly instrumentalized by
social agendas” (523). This occurs in two ways. First, he argues that Zukofsky’s practise
reveals that the object-status of the poem is illusory, and that history is actually a
“dynamic process” (522). Second, Davidson contends that the poem replicates the
conditions under which the proletariat’s particular, privileged vantage manifests itself.
As discussed earlier, one of the great preoccupations of Zukofsky’s early work,
and especially the early sections of “A”, was the search to unify and solidify the poet’s
identity against the tide of history, and thus to gain mastery over it. It is precisely out of
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this tension that Davidson identifies the development of the proletarian vantage point:

It is not that social reality is reproduced through the poem, but that by
describing the inability of poetry to remove barriers between individuals,
the poem generates a second vantage, ‘produced’ in the interstices
between formal accomplishment (the poem as made thing) and social
inadequacies (the absence of a unified proletarian consciousness)
(Davidson 524).

Again, out of the tensions that earlier could not ‘raise the dead’ nor engage tradition,
Zukofsky develops a new perspective. As before, it is the kind of mastery that Zukofsky
seeks that has changed. Instead of seeking mastery from without, it is from within history
that mastery is to be gained. This is a further development of that initial shift in this
direction, in which labour was conceived to have mastery from within history.
Davidson then moves his analysis on to “A”-9. He argues that, essentially, “A”-9
follows a similar course to the “Mantis” sequence:

the poem [“A”-9] dismantles a specific (interpretive) vantage from which
a single, isolated individual regards the world as so many discrete objects.
Within this logic, the poet's own poem becomes such an object, its
autonomy replicating the object status of all commodities. By dismantling
this vantage (and the autonomy thesis as well) the poem may, in
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Zukofsky's words, ‘fluoresce’ into the relations between production and
value (Davidson 531).

One of the main reasons that Zukofsky achieves this is that his “formalism halts rather
than enhances this kind of reification by creating a verbal surface as richly nuanced as it
is syntactically compact” (532). That is to say, the constant de-centered referential
framework of Zukofsky’s associative poetics, within which the poem is composed,
ensures that the poem is never subsumed within some easy network of relations. Its
object-status is always interrupted by its syntactical and referential difficulties. This
protects the poem from passing over into the realm of the commodity. Because the poem
is not an object, it cannot be made into a commodity, and the poet’s work, then, allows
for the privileged proletarian vantage to emerge. “Mantis,” Davidson argues, “concerns
the perspective from which material conditions become detached from an observer.” He
continues, “the poem uses its own status as an aesthetic object as a lens for viewing social
alienation” (524). Davidson need not go to such lengths to describe how similar Zukofsky
is to Lukács at this stage: the connection is clear in “A”-8 when Zukofsky, paraphrasing
Marx says: “Technology throws light on mental conceptions” ("A" 58) (58). At this stage
in his political development, the ideas of reification from Marx are inscribed in his poetry
– the fact that proletarian consciousness is formed by the labour process and results in
“‘intervals of gradualness’ / Quantity into quality” (58). In “Mantis”, “A”-8 and “A”-9,
Zukofsky’s humanist Marxism is at its height. What he had started in developing a
labour-theory of poetry, a shift toward an internal rather than external mastery of history,
he continued in these poems by inscribing within them the theory of alienation. He
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conceived the poem, eventually, as resistant to the forces of reification, by resisting
becoming an object, and thus resisting becoming a commodity. As Lukács had argued, if
the proletarian knew his own conditions as a commodity he would thus know all
commodity structures. For Zukofsky, if the poem could expose the process by which it
was made into a commodity, the reader would likewise thus know all commodity
structures.

Zukofsky’s early Marxism is complex and changing. It emerges, in the first instance,
from the secular humanism that he and the other Objectivists had constructed out of their
emigrant and Jewish heritages. This involved a dual commitment to individual experience
and material reality: this was to inform the entire Marxist project of Objectivist poetics in
its initial manifestations. In its earliest form, Marxism functioned as mere rhetoric and
propaganda for Zukofsky; accompanying this was a crude reading of Marx as an
economic-determinist. At around the same time, however, there was a competing and
more developed reading of Marx: Marxism maintained a teleological historical process,
and privileged the subject of history. This teleological approach to history was a relic
from Hegel, as was the preservation of the category of the subject. In Zukofsky’s early
poems, the practise of poetry is raised to a position outside of history, from where, it is
hoped, it can master history, Mastery, for the most part, involves ensuring that the poet is
not condemned to an eternity of obscurity. To raise poetry outside of history required the
Hegelian category of World-great men, and for the poet to attach his fate to the unfolding
of a teleological historical process, the end of which was a the triumph of the proletariat.
For this to happen, the proletarian consciousness had to expand sufficiently. For
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Zukofsky, poetry would have to be fitted into this schema. He introduced a labourdefence of poetry, in which poetry was conceived as fulfilling this role: labour reinstated
the individual’s creative power, and poetry was conceived as one among other forms of
labour. By introducing Spinoza, though, Zukofsky had to reconfigure the idea of
historical mastery – with Spinoza, mastery could only be attained from within history.
Thus, the theory of reification or alienation throughout this period: poetry refuses to
become a commodity by exposing the dynamic process of history, and along the way
exposes the mode by which the commodity is created – the mode by which social
relations are made objective characteristics of the commodity form. This enables all
commodity structures to be seen for what they are, and provides a vantage from which
revolutionary change may occur. Marxism is overtly humanist and teleological in
Zukofsky’s poems. However, the introduction of Spinoza into the formula heralds a new
stage in the development, toward what will ultimately become a scientific and immanent,
and not an ideological and teleological, Marxism.
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The Spinoza/Marx Connection in Context

i.

Louis Zukofsky’s understanding of Marx obviously changed over time: his first
engagement with Marx was hortatory; he then perceived in Marx a crude form of
economic determinism; a teleology of the proletarian revolution was introduced; finally, a
humanist will or spirit dominates his Marxism throughout the 1930s. These revisions
only foreshadow the dramatic metamorphosis that his Marxism would undergo: while
hard to put an exact date on, sometime between “A”-9 (1938-1950) and “A”-12 (1951), a
transformation begins that will continue to be refined right throughout “A”, finding its
final realisation in the very last portions of the poem written in the 1970s. What occurs is
a complete shift away from the characteristically humanist and teleological Marxism of
the 1930s, toward what can be best defined as a subject-less, scientific discourse. This is
brought about by one decisive factor: Zukofsky, like a small number of European 20th
Century Marxists, substitutes the Dutch philosopher, Benedict de Spinoza, for Hegel in
his reading of Marx. Rather than relying on an Hegelian teleology, the inevitable
unfolding of a World-historical-spirit, which seems in many ways at odds with a strictly
materialist philosophy (after all, how can a materialist philosophy have at its heart a
transcendental phenomenon), Spinoza provides a theoretical model of immanence to
fulfil the role that was hitherto provided by Hegel’s transcendence.
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As discussed in the preceding chapter, Zukofsky’s early Marxism is resolutely
concerned with the historical subject: whether it be attempts to master history, expending
labour, reified consciousness, will and spirit, or the commitment to have an authentic
encounter with the material world, the category of the subject lies at the heart of these
early poetic endeavours. Zukofsky’s ‘late’ Marxism27 recoils from precisely this aspect,
and the poetry, in turn, is deployed as a means of displacing the subject at every turn,
refusing, in Louis Althusser’s words, to interpellate the subject.
The contradictions of such a poetics have been spelled out in the Postmodern
approach to Zukofsky’s work: Zukofsky’s poetry is taken as the exemplar of a
Postmodern poetics that, by displacing the lyrical ‘I’ or the composing subject, opens the
poem to an endless realisation of both, a linguistic subject (the seeming infinite
interaction of signifiers on and off the page) and the subjectivity of the reader, which is
realised in the act of meaning-making. That is to say, the Postmodern approach requires
that the poem has no prescriptive meaning but only the potential to generate multiple
meanings. The premise of this approach is that Zukofsky excises Marx from the poem,
and replaces him with Spinoza, the philosopher of an infinite systemic disorder. Not only
is this a misrepresentation of Spinoza’s thought, it also undermines the complex
relationship that exists between Marx and Spinoza’s thought historically, and to which
Zukofsky significantly contributes. The Postmodern approach, then, mistakenly posits
that Zukofsky’s ‘late Marxism’ displays all the hallmarks of a Postmodern poetics that
explicitly rejects such meta-narratives of history as Marxism. What is required, is an
27

‘Late’ is used only as a point of reference, and not to designate a unique or new
poetical practise – the ‘late’ (scientific) Marxism evolves naturally from the inadequacies
found in the ‘early’ (humanist) Marxism.
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investigation into how Marx and Spinoza are related, and a reconstruction of how, in
Zukofsky, they are conflated. This will provide a more adequate critical framework in
which to read Zukofsky than the existing models.
The following chapter will discuss the conflation of Benedict Spinoza and Karl
Marx in its various manifestations in philosophical and political thought. It will
demonstrate that not only is this a decided possibility, a manoeuvre that greatly enriches
Marxism, but that more importantly for Zukofsky and others, it was inevitable to their
reading of Marx.
It is worthwhile beginning this chapter with a somewhat descriptive passage from
Pierre Macherey on Spinoza’s ‘actuality,’ something akin to the persistence of his
thought through time. Macherey says that it may be actual “to the extent that it is actually
read and worked on,” (Macherey 125) or, if “it constitutes an important source of
inspiration for other forms of philosophical thought, which are nourished by this
reference,” (125) or, if “its problems and some of its concepts […] in the absence of their
author continue to accompany other forms of thought which […] are not content to go
back to rediscover or reinvent what a philosopher like Spinoza would already have been
able to theorize, but propose to bring new developments to philosophical reflection”
(126). As Antonio Negri concisely states: “Spinoza not only poses and resolves several
problems of and in his own time; the very form of the Spinozian solution comprehends a
progressive problematic that reaches our time and inserts itself into our philosophical
horizon” (Negri xvii). This aptly describes the many roles Spinoza plays in Marxism – in
Marx’s own writings and in Engels’, and also in the work of later Marxists, including
Zukofsky. There are, then, different points from which the relationship between Spinoza
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and Marx must be explicated. The first is to account for the references to Spinoza in
Marx’s and Engels’ collected writings; there are enough direct references throughout
Marx’s and Engels’ work to determine him as a significant figure in their historical
reading of philosophy, an “important source of inspiration” for Marx’s own thought
which is inevitably “nourished by this reference.” Further, Spinoza is held in particular
esteem because of his latent materialism and recourse to the dialectic, a fact jointly
heralded by Marx and Engels. The second point is to deal with what appears to be Marx’s
eccentrically Spinozan readings of both Feuerbach and Hegel, what Macherey would
describe as a persistence of his “problems and some of its concepts.” This concerns
Marx’s early humanism, epitomised in the theory of alienation as it was garnered from
Feuerbach, but which itself seems derived from Spinoza’s Theologico-Political Treatise.
The third point must account for the prevalence of Spinoza in recent Marxist thought, the
reinvigoration of Marxist theory in the hands of Althusser, Balibar, Deleuze, Macherey,
Negri and Zukofsky, all of whom foreground their reading of Marx in Spinoza, and
demonstrate that Spinoza’s actuality has brought about “new developments to
philosophical reflection.” Situating Zukofsky in this lineage – not historically, because he
significantly predates much of the contemporary debate, but theoretically – will provide a
critical framework with which to deal with his ‘late Marxism,’ which conflates Marx and
Spinoza.
What is most compelling in figuring the Spinoza-Marx connection with reference
to Zukofsky is the similarity it bears to Louis Althusser’s own use of Spinoza, in what
Christopher Norris has discussed as the ‘Althusserian moment.’ The ‘Althusserian
moment,’ Norris contends, proposes Spinoza as the model for dialectical materialism, or
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a theory of scientific practise, instead of Hegel: more specifically, it proposes a “Marxist
theoretical ‘science’ as opposed to a subject-centred dialectics of class-consciousness,
alienation, ‘expressive-causality’ and other such Hegelian residues” (Norris 35).
Examining Althusser opens up a new critical paradigm in which to situate Zukofsky’s
own Marxist application of the Dutch philosopher. Most importantly, it does so in a way
that is entirely compatible with Zukofsky’s writings, and so Althusser provides a good
model for reading Zukofsky’s Marxism, compensating in many ways for the lack of a
complete and systematic definition by Zukofsky himself. Unlike the Postmodern
approach to Zukofsky, this thesis does not furnish Zukofsky with an ‘Althusserian’
significance. Rather, this significance is apparent in Zukofsky because he is developing
his ideas from the same sources as Althusser, and to strikingly similar ends. A close
reading of Althusser will be provided at the end of this chapter. However, it is sufficient
to demonstrate that Spinoza is to some small or large extent apparent in Marx’s writing,
and that the more familiar one is with Spinoza and Marx, the more conflating them
appears inevitable. From this basis Louis Zukofsky can be reassessed in an appropriate
theoretical framework, and not one that is entirely foreign to him. Louis Zukofsky’s
poetics conflates Spinoza and Marx and becomes, increasingly, a subject-less, scientific
discourse that refuses to interpellate concrete individuals as subjects to a greater degree
over time, exposing the trappings of ideology in doing so. This section will detail the
grounds upon which such a claim can be made.

ii.
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Marx, in figuring his theoretical activity, was, in Etienne Balibar’s words, led towards
“an at least potential plurality of doctrines” (Balibar 4). A lot of his writing is dedicated
to demarcating a clear lineage into which his work fits – for example, there are the Theses
on Feuerbach and the Critique of Hegel’s Doctrine of the State – situating himself, in
relation to the bourgeois philosophical tradition. While much time is given to discussing
and coming to terms with Hegel, Marx wrote a relatively small amount on Spinoza.
These encounters are by no means systematic or explicatory, but rather off-handed
references in substantiation of some other point, treating Spinoza’s thought like an
appendix. For example, Marx, in his doctoral dissertation of 1841 states, “Spinoza says
that ignorance is no argument. If one was to delete the passages in the ancients which he
does not understand, how quickly would we have a tabula rasa!” (Marx "Doctoral
Dissertation" 54); in an Afterword to Capital he comments in an aside that, “the good
Moses Mendelssohn treated Spinoza in Lessing’s time […] as a ‘dead dog’” (Capital
102); elsewhere in Capital he again invokes Spinoza, advising “[t]hese gentlemen would
do well to ponder occasionally over Spinoza’s ‘Determinatio est Negatio’” (fn 744). In
Engels’ work, too, Spinoza appears frequently, but with a limited critical commentary. In
1877, in Anti-Dühring, Engels says “Negation in dialectics does not mean simply saying
no, or declaring that something does not exist, or destroying it in any way one likes. Long
ago Spinoza said: Omnis determinatio est negatio – every limitation or determination is at
the same time a negation” (Engels Anti-Dühring 169); in 1883 in Dialectics of Nature,
“from Spinoza right to the great French materialists – it [philosophy] insisted on
explaining the world from the world itself” (Engels Dialectics of Nature 7).
While neither Marx nor Engels ever comprehensively takes account of Spinoza, in
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The Holy Family they set about rectifying what is, for them, the misallocation to Spinoza
of the tendencies of 18th Century deism and French materialism, in the hands of the
‘Young Hegelians’ (against whom they write). Marx and Engels draw a distinction
between the metaphysics of the 17th and 18th centuries:

In the seventeenth century metaphysics (cf. Descartes, Leibniz, and others)
still contained a positive, secular element. It made discoveries in
mathematics, physics and other exact sciences which seemed to come
within its scope. This semblance was done away with as early as the
beginning of the eighteenth century. The positive sciences broke away
from metaphysics and marked out their independent fields. The whole
wealth of metaphysics now consisted only of beings of thought and
heavenly things, at the very time when real beings and earthly things
began to be the centre of all interest. Metaphysics had become insipid
(Marx and Engels 126).

Spinoza belongs to an order of metaphysical philosophers who were, in the 17th Century,
firmly grounded in the physical sciences. Contemporary metaphysics (the Young
Hegelians), for Marx and Engels, are without this positive aspect. They had chosen
instead to discuss the inhuman and immaterial at the time of the burgeoning
Enlightenment. Spinoza, in spite of the claims of the Young Hegelians, belongs to the
materialist tradition, even though he writes about metaphysics. Indeed, the lineage that
Marx and Engels demarcate for themselves holds Spinoza in high esteem as among “the
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more intensive philosophers,” along with Aristotle and Hegel, whose “attitude itself had a
more general form, less steeped in empirical feeling” (Marx "Notebooks on Epicurean
Philosophy" 496). Spinoza, in other words, is always regarded as a pioneering early
materialist philosopher. Elsewhere in their works, Spinoza exists in yet another esteemed
group of philosophers who turned away from theology in their understanding of the state
and toward “reason and experience”: on this list are Campanella, Fichte, Grotius, Hegel,
Hobbes, Hugo, Machiavelli and Rousseau (Marx "The Leading Article in No. 179 of the
Kölnische Zeitung" 201). Thus, what redeems Spinoza’s metaphysics is his latent
materialism.
The admiration of Spinoza, however, does not stop with his materialist
foundations. At the core of his work, Engels and Marx identified dialectics. In Socialism:
Utopian and Scientific, Engels lauds Spinoza for being dialectical in the time of high
metaphysics:

[Hegel’s and the ‘new’ German philosophy’s] greatest merit was the
taking up again of dialectics as the highest form of reasoning. The old
Greek philosophers were all born natural dialecticians, and Aristotle, the
most encyclopaedic of them, had already analyzed the most essential
forms of dialectic thought. The newer philosophy, on the other hand,
although in it also dialectics had brilliant exponents (e.g. Descartes and
Spinoza), had, especially through English influence, become more and
more rigidly fixed in the so-called metaphysical mode of reasoning, by
which also the French of the 18th century were almost wholly dominated,
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at all events in their special philosophical work (Engels "Socialism:
Utopian and Scientific" 616).

Spinoza and Descartes mark the pinnacle of 17th Century dialectical thought – yet
Spinoza’s importance does not stop there; Spinoza’s method, Engels proposes, stands in
opposition to the deterministic and purposive “arrangements of nature” that dominated
natural science in the first parts of the 18th Century, “according to which cats were
created to eat mice, mice to be eaten by cats, and the whole of nature to testify to the
wisdom of the creator” (Engels Dialectics of Nature 7). Spinoza represents a different
philosophical trend, that “did not let itself be led astray by the restricted state of
contemporary natural knowledge, and that – from Spinoza right to the great French
materialists – it insisted on explaining the world from the world itself and left the
justification in detail to the natural science of the future” (7). The picture of Spinoza that
emerges is clear: Spinoza is a 17th Century dialectical materialist, who founded
metaphysics in its highest form. The Spinoza that Marx and Engels constructed – the
radical materialist, the future philosopher – is the same Spinoza that has, in recent years,
found his way back into Marxist thought.
As discussed earlier, according to Pierre Macherey, Spinoza persists because his
problems and his concepts persist, ‘nourishing’ new investigations. This was obviously
true for Marx and Engels, and remains so for contemporary Marxists. Like Macherey,
Antonio Negri addresses the relevance of Spinoza’s philosophy, citing three examples.
Fisrt, he contends that “Spinoza founds Modern materialism in its highest form,
determining the horizons of both Modern and contemporary philosophical speculation
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within an immanent and given philosophy of being and an atheism defined as the
negation of every presupposed ordering of either the constitution of being or human
behavior” (Negri xvii-xviii). Second, Spinoza “poses the problem of democracy on the
terrain of materialism and therefore as a critique of every juridical mystification of the
State. The materialist foundation of democratic constitutionalism in Spinoza is posed
within the problematic of production” (xviii). Finally, Negri contends, “Spinoza shows
that the history of metaphysics comprehends radical alternatives. Metaphysics, as the
highest form of the organization of Modern thought, is not a unitary whole. It
comprehends the alternatives that the history of class struggle produces” (xix). Echoing
Marx and Engels, Negri’s Spinoza “defines, in a radical form, an ‘other’ rationality
different from that of bourgeois metaphysics” (xxi-xxii).
This is the same Spinoza that one encounters in Marx and Engels. The
anomalous28 image persists through history, and it is this figure that Louis Zukofsky
incorporates into his poetics. Spinoza’s radical rationality is summed up by Zukofsky in
one sentence: “The wonderful thing about Spinoza’s philosophy to me is that out of 8
definitions and 7 axioms he builds the whole system. But that’s late, that’s very late in
philosophy, and to me it’s the end of philosophy” ("About the Gas Age" 170). Zukofsky
would elaborate on this in “A”, providing the following schema:

Eight definitions
Seven axioms

28

This term, borrowed from Negri, is the most appropriate description of Spinoza in
Marxist thought.
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Does not think:
Cause
Limit
Substance
Attribute
Mode
Absolute
Need
Eternity
Essence
Conception
Sequence
Knowledge
Identity
Idea
Negation ("A" 312-13).

Simply put, Spinoza represents the height of philosophical thought, after which,
Zukofsky asserts, it’s “just finding other terms for it” ("About the Gas Age" 170);
Spinoza is for Zukofsky, much as Negri adjudges him, the pinnacle of modern materialist
philosophy. Essentially, then, Zukofsky casts Spinoza in a similar role to that in which
contemporary Marxists cast Marx – as the father of a new mode of enquiry. As Etienne
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Balibar contends, after Marx “philosophy is no longer as it was before. An irreversible
event has occurred, one which is not comparable with the emergence of a new
philosophical point of view, because it not only obliges us to change our ideas or
methods, but to transform the practise of philosophy” (Balibar 4). For Zukofsky, it is
Spinoza and not Marx who holds this mantle, but the congruence between their thought
cannot be overlooked, especially in formulating Zukofsky’s poetics. In “A”-22, Zukofsky
makes, most explicitly, the connection between the two systems of thought of Marx and
Spinoza. Clearly putting Spinoza in opposition to Plato, he writes:

Do you come teaching from
your cave to destroy My
Earth’s Fullness, return to your
tomb, who leads must run
there. Remember, faith seed, four
seasons celebrate, strength your girl’s
summer her second time, her
wisdom given knowledge her purity.
How to write history, policy
an unteachable gift of nature:
farmer prophesies better than poet ("A" 525).

History, politics, the seasons, birth and rebirth – all are equally known through the same
system, and are the same order of knowledge. Zukofsky’s Spinoza, that is, provides a
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radical materialism, one that encompasses a mode of political thinking within a
metaphysical philosophy.
It is sufficient to say that Spinoza’s influence is apparent in Marx and Engels’
writings, and that it persists into current formulations of Marxist thought. It is clear that
Marx and Engels took Spinoza as exemplary of 17th Century metaphysics, grounded as he
was in materialism and dialectical thought. Because of these characteristics, his
metaphysics shone throughout the Enlightenment, as the highpoint of metaphysics.
Zukofsky, and a host of 20th Century Marxists, preserved this figure of Spinoza in their
reading of Marx.
However, if Marx and Engels never developed a Spinozan philosophy, and are
instead very much Hegelian, there is another level on which, in Macherey’s words,
Spinoza’s problems and concepts persist in Engels and Marx’s writing: first, Marx’s
theory of alienation and its associated humanist assumptions are constructed more or less
directly from the works of Ludwig Feuerbach, whose ideas on this subject appear to have
come directly from Spinoza. Moreover, reading through this connection, it becomes
apparent that the critiques of Judaism and Liberalism that Marx makes are uncannily like
Spinoza’s. Second, just as Marx’s first approach to Spinoza comes filtered through
Feuerbach, so too does his second discreet engagement with Spinoza come filtered
through Hegel. To trace the spectre of Spinoza in Marx involves understanding the ways
in which both Feuerbach and Hegel read and appropriated Spinoza as their own, and how
this filters into Marx’s writing. Dealing with the place of Spinoza in Feuerbach and
Hegel, respectively, and how it influences Marx is crucial because it identifies precisely
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what Zukofsky saw in common between Marx and Spinoza and provides the basis on
which he founded his poetics.
If the line from Spinoza to Marx is carefully traced, both Feuerbach and Hegel
mediate this relationship. The argument, in relation to Feuerbach, is as follows: alienation
is the at the centre of Marx’s theory of the commodity form; the idea of alienation came
from Feuerbach’s discussion of egoism as the basis for religious belief; egoism was an
idea imported from Spinoza, where it was called conatus. There are complex steps along
the way, but the premise is clear – conatus from Spinoza, egoism through Feuerbach,
becomes alienation in Marx.
Allan Arkush has documented how Marx came to echo Spinoza in his discussion
of the Jews, identifying the transition that Spinoza’s words in A Theologico-Political
Treatise take through Feuerbach’s The Essence of Christianity before finally arriving in
Marx’s essay, “On The Jewish Question.” His contention here is that, “When Marx,
borrowing Feuerbach’s language, derided Judaism as a religion rooted in egoism, he was
basically echoing Spinoza” (Arkush 212) because, “[i]n his understanding of religion in
general and Judaism in particular Feuerbach was, to a degree that he himself confessed
but has seldom been fully appreciated, a student of Spinoza” (211-12). Ludwig Feuerbach
made no secret of his indebtedness to Spinoza. In his Lectures on the Essence of
Religion, he describes Spinoza as follows:

He is the only modern philosopher to have provided the first elements of a
critique and explanation of religion and theology; the first to have offered
a positive opposition to theology; the first to have stated, in terms that
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have become classical, that the world cannot be regarded as the work or
product of a personal being acting in accordance with aims and purposes;
the first to have brought out the all-importance of nature for the
philosophy of religion. I was glad to express my unstinting admiration and
respect for him (Feuerbach).

In fact, Feuerbach is so enamored with Spinoza that the only criticism he makes is that
Spinoza posited man as the “summit and fulfillment” of the unconscious totality, rather
than one among other of its modes. Spinoza had described religion as being born from a
sense of self-preservation, or what he elsewhere refers to as conatus. In Ethics he defines
conatus thus: “Each thing in so far as it is in itself endeavours to persist in its own being”
(Spinoza Ethics 89) and as the “endeavour (conatus) wherewith a thing endeavours to
persist in its being is nothing else than the actual essence of that thing” (90). In A
Theologico-Political Treatise, he discusses its consequences thus: “Men would never be
superstitious, if they could govern all their circumstances by set rules, or if they were
always favoured by fortune: but being frequently driven into straits where rules are
useless, and being often kept fluctuating pitiably between hope and fear by the
uncertainty of fortune’s greedily coveted favours, they are consequently, for the most
part, very prone to credulity” (A Theologico-Politial Treatise and a Political Treatise 3).
That is, men are driven to religion because it is advantageous to their endeavour to persist
in their own being – or, religion is a manifestation of man’s conatus. In this way, the
natural world is granted to gods. As Spinoza attests, “if the Jews were at a loss to
understand any phenomenon, or were ignorant of its cause, they referred it to God” (21).
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The resonance with Feuerbach is clear. In the Lectures on the Essence of Religion
he admits that an earlier criticism of Leibniz “was Spinozan,” that he “drew a sharp
distinction between man’s theoretical and practical attitudes, identifying the former with
philosophy, the latter with theology and religion” (Feuerbach). In religion, that is, “man
relates things only to himself, to his own profit and advantage” (Feuerbach). This,
Feuerbach claims, was the stance taken toward religion by Spinoza in TheologicoPolitical Treatise. Arkush argues that Feuerbach’s term ‘egoism’ is meant in this sense:
egoism, not in the common sense, but in man’s self-assertion. “This,” Arkush argues, “is
the same thing […] as ‘the instinct of self-preservation’” (Arkush 215). Feuerbach had
preserved Spinoza’s idea of conatus in his discussion of the egoism that lies at the
foundation of religious belief. In both cases, religious belief is utilitarian, advantageous to
self-preservation.
As for both Spinoza and Feuerbach, so too for Marx, was religion “an illusion
rooted in man’s earthly needs” (Arkush 218). In the introduction to A Contribution to the
Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Law, Marx had famously declared:

For Germany, the criticism of religion is in the main complete, and
criticism of religion is the premise of all criticism. […] The basis of
irreligious criticism is: Man makes religion, religion does not make man.
Religion is the self-consciousness and self-esteem of man […] Religion is
the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless world, just as it
is the spirit of spiritiless conditions. It is the opium of the people (Marx
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"Introduction: Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law"
175).

The same characterisation of religion as stemming from man is apparent. What Marx
does, here and elsewhere, is endorse Feuerbach’s position on religion. This is then
transferred across a wider spectrum of his work. As Ben Brewster notes:

Marx derived the term [alienation] from Feuerbach’s anthropology where
it denoted the state of man and society where the essence of man is only
presented to him in the distorted form of a god, which, although man
created it in the image of his essence (the species-being), appears to him as
an external, pre-existing creator (Brewster 249).

More importantly, though, and generally not acknowledged, is the fact that what Marx is
really endorsing in Feuerbach is his Spinozism, which is then transposed into his own
work. Thus, there exists a direct line from Spinoza to Marx, mediated by Feuerbach:
Marx’s theory of alienation that forms the basis for his critique of commodity capitalism
is deeply rooted in Spinoza’s critique of religion.
The similarities between Spinoza’s and Marx’s positions on religion do not end
there, however: the question of religion connects the two in another, significant way.
Both Spinoza and Marx had characterised religion as essentially stemming from the selfinterest of men. This was true of religions in general. When, however, both come to talk
about Judaism specifically amongst the religions, they are more alike than anywhere else:
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both deem that Judaism is concerned with actions and not opinions (or practise and not
theory), and they both make use of a metaphorical parallel between Judaism and
liberalism. The two are so alike, as Joel Schwartz has observed, that Marx’s, “On The
Jewish Question” can be viewed as a “radicalized rejoinder” (Schwartz 61) to Spinoza’s
earlier Theologico-Political Treatise, which critiqued Judaism while defending liberalism.
As discussed above, Spinoza had drawn a distinction between religion, which was
concerned with men’s actions, and philosophy, which was concerned with their opinions.
The Jewish state, he contends, secured a balance between the two. He characterises it as
follows: in the Jewish state, men’s actions are controlled, while they may freely develop
their opinions. In appraising this model, Spinoza was a liberal, contending that while the
state could have extended powers, they should extend only so far as was demanded by the
public peace. In a state of peace, men could freely pursue philosophy. Philosophy aspired
to a “transpolitical end” (Schwartz 71). As Schwartz summarises:

‘True happiness’ was not achieved by the Jewish state, and (more
importantly) could be achieved by no state, because ‘our highest good’
consists wholly in ‘the knowledge of God,’ which no government can
teach us. ‘In regard to intellect and true virtue, every nation is on a par
with the rest.’ A state can do no more than enable ‘every member’ to ‘be
free,’ because true freedom connotes ‘living with free consent under the
entire guidance of reason.’ The state cannot free its subjects; only they can
free themselves. Freedom results from private, voluntary action; a man
‘may….be free’ only ‘if he will’ be free (Schwartz 71-72).
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A public regulation, curbing the rights of men to act freely, in order to ensure private
liberty, would allow men to pursue philosophical truth, and thus find the ‘highest good,’
which for Spinoza is always philosophical, and not political or religious. Thus, Spinoza’s
use of the Jewish state is two-fold: it is lauded for wholly concerning itself with the
legislation of men’s actions and not their opinions; it is therefore analogous to the liberal
state, which Spinoza advocates. It is important to remember that both the Jewish and
liberal states have only limited ends, though – it is for philosophy to transcend the state,
the state only ensuring a private space for philosophy to be pursued.
Marx, too, had envisioned the Jewish state like this. If, for one moment, his
passing over of liberalism in favour of communism is set aside, the similarities between
the two accounts can be examined. In “On The Jewish Question,” Marx, like Spinoza,
had associated Judaism with practise rather than theory, the foundations of which were
“Practical need, egoism” (Marx "On the Jewish Question" 350). Moreover, like Spinoza,
he too drew the analogy with liberalism, stating that practical need and egoism was also
the “principle of civil society” ("On the Jewish Question" 350). Finally, in Marx’s
account, he agrees with Spinoza that the ends of the liberal state were limited, “that it was
morally and intellectually essential for human beings to ask more of themselves than the
liberal state could ask of them, or in some way to transcend the limited goals of the
liberal state” (Schwartz 74). That is to say, like Spinoza, he proposed that necessarily
men had to transcend the liberal state. And this is the only point of contention between
the two (albeit a large one): while Spinoza had proposed a private pursuit of a transpolitical philosophy, Marx proposed a public pursuit of revolutionary action. Also, he had
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proposed the communist state as the transcendent end, which would be a synthesis of
public and private spheres, a synthesis of politics and philosophy. He says, “[a]s
philosophy finds its material weapons in the proletariat, so the proletariat finds its
spiritual weapons in philosophy,” and “[p]hilosophy cannot be made a reality without the
abolition of the proletariat, the proletariat cannot be abolished without philosophy being
made a reality” ("Introduction: Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of
Law" 187).
What is important is the fact that Marx’s response to Judaism is decidedly
Spinozist, that “Spinoza’s implicit program came to be the explicit program of Karl
Marx” (Schwartz 72). While it is more than likely that this developed, not from reading
Spinoza (though it is clear that Marx had read Spinoza) but from reading Feuerbach’s
Spinozism, these similarities lay the foundations for later Marxists’ re-readings of Marx,
via Spinoza. Conflating Marx and Spinoza, that is, is made all the easier because Marx is
very close to Spinoza in important ways.29 Via the filter of Feuerbach, a self-confessed
Spinozist, there is a direct line from Spinoza to Marx. This is indicative of a much greater
engagement of Spinoza by Marx than actual references to him suggest. Louis Zukofsky
has a very similar conception of Judaism is to these accounts. As Schwartz says, Spinoza
29

While Louis Zukofsky’s conflation of Marx and Spinoza has been touched on briefly,
and will be explicated further later, it is interesting to note at this moment how similar his
conception of Judaism is to these accounts. As Schwartz says, Spinoza and Marx came to
their conclusions as “non-Jewish Jews” (Schwartz 72). Zukofsky clearly situated himself
in this lineage. As discussed in Chapter 3, for Zukofsky and the Objectivists, Judaism had
predicated both a moral and ethical code, and a way of acting in the world. It emanated
very much from an individual, yet was a means of securing the transcendent ends of
philosophy, of pursuing knowledge of things, or philosophical truth. Obviously the
parallels do not need to be explained, suffice it to say that Zukofsky had identified with
this aspect – whether the position developed out of his reading or whether the two
coincided is irrelevant. The similarity is important.
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and Marx came to their conclusions as “non-Jewish Jews” (72). Zukofsky clearly situated
himself in this lineage. As discussed in Chapter 3, for Zukofsy and the Objectivists,
Judaism had predicated both a moral and ethical code, and a way of acting in the world. It
emanated very much from an individual, yet was a means of securing the transcendent
ends of philosophy, of pursuing knowledge of things, or philosophical truth. It is apparent
that Zukofsky identified with these aspects of both Spinoza and Marx.
This connection is central to the recent reconfigurations of Marxism – one
tendency that arose in the latter half of the 20th Century among certain Marxists was to
read Marx in relation to Spinoza, by substituting Spinoza for Hegel in their reading. How
such a substitution was able to arise is only partially explained by Marx’s Spinozism,
however. The other reason is more convoluted, but of grave importance to any
reconfiguration of a Spinoza-Marx connection: Marx read Spinoza against the reception
of Spinoza in Hegel. Throughout his work, Hegel presented a rather eccentric account of
Spinoza, more suited to his own needs than an accurate portrayal would have been. This
led to the possibility for Marx that to undo what he referred to as the “mystical shell” of
the Hegelian dialectic, undoing Hegel’s erroneous reading of Spinoza, may serve as a
useful starting point. As Hull puts it:

[t]he dissociation between the Hegelian Spinoza and the ‘atheistic’ one
grounds the possibility that part of why Marx read Spinoza was precisely
because he suspected that the Spinoza presented to him by orthodox
Hegelianism was not adequately understood, and that a better reading of
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Spinoza would be useful to his own work against Hegel. In other words,
perhaps Spinoza was excessive to Hegelian Spinozism (Hull 20).

In much the same way, that is, that recent Marxists including Zukofsky have sought to
displace the teleological Hegel with a radically materialist Spinoza, so too may Marx
have pursued this course. And thus, while Spinoza comes into Marx and Marxism firstly
through Feuerbach, so too does his work come filtered through Hegel. The current
discussion does not permit what would inevitably be a lengthy analysis of Hegel’s
reading of Spinoza, nor even of Marx’s reading of Hegel’s reading of Spinoza. It must
suffice here to make a brief inventory of some major themes that develop from the
encounter between Spinoza, Hegel and Marx to demonstrate that Hegel misreads
Spinoza, and that in some very conscious ways, Marx tries to rectify this error.
There is a significant encounter between Spinoza and Hegel: Hegel dedicated
extended space to the discussion of Spinoza in Science of Logic, Part 1 of Encyclopedia
of the Philosophical Sciences, and in his lectures on the philosophy of religion and on the
history of philosophy. In fact, Roger Scruton contends, the encounter between Hegel and
Spinoza is evident to such a large a degree that:

In Hegel’s system, indeed, the major arguments of the Ethics are
appropriated and transformed. The theory of the one substance becomes
that of the Absolute Idea – the single entity which is realized in and
through the attributes of nature, spirit, art, and history. The theory of
adequate ideas becomes the dialectic, according to which knowledge is a
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progressive advance from a confused and ‘abstract’ ‘positing’ of a
concept, to the ever completer, ever more ‘absolute’ conception of the
world. The theory of conatus becomes that of ‘self-realization’ through the
successive ‘objectifications’ of the spirit; the theory of political order
becomes that of the state as the realization of freedom, and the ‘march of
reason in the world’ (Scruton 116).

This, needless to say, is a gross overly simplification, and there are in fact very deep and
profound differences between Spinoza’s and Hegel’s systems. But Scruton highlights
Hegel’s deep involvement in the discourse of the earlier philosopher’s work. Further, he
does so with the following criticism: Hegel used Spinoza in combination with a series of
ideas to which he was diametrically opposed – namely, the subject as historically
determined and self-realising. That is to say, Hegel incorporated Spinoza into his larger
narrative of an historical, upwardly unfolding philosophical thought. It is in this
discrepancy between Spinoza, and Hegel’s account of Spinoza, that Marx and later
Marxists would seek to confront Hegel.
The similarities between Marx and Spinoza have already been delineated: for
both, thought is embodied, and reification and abstraction are problematic (Hull 24);
Spinoza’s thought also persists through his discussion of Judaism and liberalism.
However, to what degree was the reception of Spinoza by Marx ‘overdetermined’ by
Hegel, or at least Hegel’s version of him? (Hull 17)
G. H. R. Parkinson has argued that the fundamental mistake that Hegel makes is
to characterise Spinoza’s philosophy as acosmism, wherein individual things do not exist,
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and where everything is reducible to God. For Hegel, this comes from Spinoza’s
contention that, Omnis determinatio est negatio (Every determination is a negation);
though accepting this as a correct proposition, Hegel contends that Spinoza began from,
and returned to, a fixed point of infinite substance, and that individual things are mere
phenomena; Hegel contended, rather, that negation should be conceived as a fluid process
moving toward a condition of total rationality (Parkinson 450-52). Parkinson quickly
rebuts this representation: Spinoza does not hold a view that individual things
(‘attributes’ and ‘modes’ as he refers to them) are phenomenal and without an existence
or reality of their own. While they do belong to substance, they still have a basis in
reality. In Ethics Spinoza defined an ‘attribute’ as follows: “By Attribute I understand
that which the intellect perceives of substance as constituting its essence” (Ethics 3).
Drawing the parallel between ‘the intellect’ and Spinoza’s ‘reason’ and ‘intuitive
knowledge’ (Spinoza’s second and third kinds of knowledge, respectively, distinct from
the first kind, ‘imagination,’ which is necessarily false), which Spinoza says are
“necessarily true” (Ethics 69), Parkinson argues that because, “Thought is an attribute of
God, or, God is a thinking thing” (Ethics 39), then thought “really does constitute the
essence of substance” (Parkinson 454). That is to say, that attributes, insofar as they are
perceived as constituting the essence of substance, have a real existence; individual things
in Spinoza are not merely phenomenal, as Hegel would have them, but have a real basis.
Parkinson presents a further objection to Hegel’s representation of Spinoza: this
time it is in discussion of the ‘modes,’ which Hegel presents as another instance of
Spinoza’s acosmism, his denial of any reality for individual things. ‘Modes,’ as Spinoza
defined them in Ethics, are “the Modifications of a substance; or, that which is in
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something else through which it is also conceived” (Ethics 3). Far from having no
objective reality as Hegel contends, the ‘modes’ clearly stand in objective relation to that
‘something else’ they are conceived through. That is to say, they have an objective
reality, even if it is conceived only through something else. Examples of the ‘modes’’
objective reality abound throughout Ethics: “Particular things are nothing else than
modifications of attributes of God, or, modes by which attributes of God are expressed in
a certain and determinate manner” (Ethics 23); “by passive nature I understand all that
follows from the necessity of the nature of God, or, of any one of his attributes, that is, all
the modes of the attributes of God, in so far as they are considered as things which are in
God, and which cannot exist or be conceived without God” (Ethics 25). ‘Modes’ are
expressed in a ‘determinate’ way, and follow from the ‘necessity’ of God’s nature. This
semantic specificity, for Parkinson, clearly demonstrates that Spinoza conceived the
‘modes’ as having an objective reality all of their own. Further to this, Spinoza demands
that “Intellect, finite or infinite in actuality, must comprehend the attributes of God and
the modifications of God and nothing else” (Ethics 25): that is to say, because ‘modes’
are grasped by the intellect (the second and third kinds of knowledge), and because the
intellect grasps only true knowledge – because thought “really does constitute the essence
of substance” – then it follows that the ‘modes’ have an objective reality because they are
substance.
This demonstrates the discrepancy between Spinoza’s own work, and the
presentation of his work by Hegel. Essentially, Hegel described a metaphysical
philosopher, whose indiscretion was to make individual things phenomenal, and not
material realities. This, clearly, is not the case, as Spinoza is very careful to ensure that
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things always return to a material and objective reality. The young Marx, reading Spinoza
against Hegel’s presentation of him, may well have been confounded by this discrepancy.
Gordon Hull has argued that Marx read Spinoza with just this discrepancy in the forefront
of his mind: he reads Spinoza against the Hegelian Spinoza, and as a materialist who
contests the bourgeois philosophical tradition (Hull 17). Marx, for example, in The Holy
Family, had already identified that the Hegelian reception of Spinoza was difficult. He
says:

Herr Bauer read Hegel’s Geschichte der Philosophie as saying that French
materialism was the school of Spinoza. Then, as he found in another of
Hegel’s works that deism and materialism are two parties representing one
and the same basic principle, he concluded that Spinoza had two schools
which disputed over the meaning of his system (Marx and Engels 131-32).

Further, Hull relates, in 1841 Marx kept a notebook in which he copied passages from
Spinoza’s Theologico-Political Treatise and several of his letters (Hull 18). He proceeds
to demonstrate how these passages show that Marx’s early fascination with Spinoza was
based on lauding his materialism while contesting Hegel’s presentation of him. While a
lengthy analysis of this material is not warranted here, it is obvious that Marx, reading
Spinoza, may, in effect, have been reading against Hegel: at the very least, what the
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notebooks make clear, is that the Spinoza that Marx recorded, and who inevitably makes
his way into Marx’s thought, was quite distinct from the Spinoza presented by Hegel.30
Spinoza, then, is taken by Marx in many ways as an alternative to Hegel: the fact
that Hegel, deliberately or not, misrepresents his work as acosmism, when it is in fact
decidedly materialist, points to a critical deficiency in Hegel’s formulation. That is to say,
to reassess Spinoza in this context is to challenge the authority of Hegel’s version of
philosophy. This was a strategy that Marx obviously employed when composing the
notebooks of 1841, and his engagement with Spinoza must be understood in this way.
Spinoza mounted the highest metaphysical investigation because it remained radically
materialist: it is in this sense that Marxists including Zukofsky later received him in the
20th Century. Reading Spinoza as a radical alternative to Hegel, contemporary Marxism
has been able to evolve beyond many of its most problematic concepts, such as freedom,
the human person and alienation, that develop directly from the remnants of Marx’s
Hegelianism.

iii.

This approach underwrites the critical reception of Spinoza by 20th Century Marxists:
Spinoza posed a ‘progressive problematic’ that persisted because he elucidated modern
materialist philosophy in its ‘highest form.’ This involved resolving the questions of
metaphysics in materialist terms; it also involved formulating questions of materialism in
30

For a full account of the notebooks see Gordon Hull, “Marx’s Anomalous Reading of
Spinoza.”
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terms of the political state. For the small group of 20th Century Marxists who pursued
Spinoza in this manner, he provided a radical alternative to Hegel, whose substitution
alleviated the teleological and transcendent problems of Hegelian Marxism. The
precedents for such a turn away from Hegel toward Spinoza are to be found in Marx and
Engels’ writings, where Spinoza is characteristically dialectical and materialist in
method, and where Hegel’s reading of him is apparently contested. This list of
philosophers includes Louis Althusser, Etienne Balibar, Gilles Deleuze, Pierre Macherey
and Antonio Negri, and as this thesis contends, Louis Zukofsky may be counted amongst
their number. Christopher Norris in his account of Spinoza’s legacy for critical inquiry,
characterises his thought in the following terms:

The highest point of philosophical wisdom, for Spinoza, was to put such
troubling illusions [as free-will] aside and accept that we exist as creatures
of finite knowledge and experience within an all-embracing order of
causal relations whose nature – could we but grasp it – would finally lay
those illusions to rest. Only then might we attain to that state of tranquil
self-possession that results from acknowledging our place in the eternal
scheme of things and not striving after vain ideals of personal autonomy
and freedom (Norris 23).

This very much epitomises the reception of Spinoza by recent Marxists. Further
investigation must now be made into the particular case of Louis Althusser’s Spinozism.
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Althusser provides a fruitful model against which to read Louis Zukofsky’s
conflation of Spinoza and Marx. There are several reasons for this: both Althusser and
Zukofsky truly conflate Spinoza and Marx into a single, critical approach; Althusser
wants to break from an experiential and ideological, pre-reflective attitude to establish
knowledge “through a form of immanent or structural critique” (Norris 35) – so poetry,
for Zukofsky, must move past the experiential and found a structural (one might even say
relational) critique; Althusser contends that the ideological attitude rests upon making
subjects of concrete individuals, and thus, the category of the subject must be overcome –
as Zukofsky’s “A” progresses, the category of the subject is so untenable that it almost
entirely recedes. Simple as these parallels may sound, examining Zukofsky in this way
rectifies many problems that have arisen around his work. For example, approaching
Zukofsky through Althusser reframes many Postmodern critics’ conclusions about the
increasing difficulty of the language and displacement of the subject of the poem, while
remaining within the discourse of Marxism. Further, it rectifies the humanist-Marxist
apparent in Zukofsky’s early poetry by conceiving of humanism as a prelude to a later,
more materialist and less problematic Marxism that becomes apparent in “A”, rather than
passing politics entirely over for ethics. Althusser has said of his reception, the following:

If we never were structuralists, we can now explain why: why we seemed
to be, even though we were not, why there came about this strange
misunderstanding on the basis of which books were written. We were
guilty of an equally powerful and compromising passion: we were
Spinozists (Althusser Essays in Self-Criticism 132).
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Louis Zukofsky has suffered a similar fate, conducted with many of the same points of
reference. Reading him through Althusser may serve to rescue his legacy, and
contextualise and reconstruct his politics and poetics.
Probably more than any other philosopher, Althusser rigorously deployed
Spinoza’s thought. Spinoza’s was the system par excellence, for Althusser, that could
rescue Marxism from its destabilising humanist preoccupations. As Norris has argued,
“the entire project of Althusserian Marxism comes down to this issue of Spinoza versus
Hegel,” that is, a theoretical science versus a subject-centered dialectics (35). Althusser
conceived of ideology as Spinoza did of imagination (the ‘first kind’ of knowledge),
which means it is temporal, and if taken to be otherwise is illusory – it can only be
overcome by a theoretical, scientific, and therefore eternal knowledge, of the entire
system of causal relations. This may appear to entirely echo structuralism, however, for
Althusser, as for Zukofsky, these ideas are derived from Spinoza and not Saussure.
Instead of discussing structures, in the case of Althusser and Zukofsky it is more
appropriate to discuss relations.
For Louis Althusser, ideology and science31 are two distinct discourses. These
levels are proposed in “Marxism and Humanism” from For Marx: ideology, which is a
representation of society and the real conditions of history; and science, which provides a

31

As Luke Ferretter points out: “Althusser understands the materialist conception of
history as a science, that is, as a system of concepts which produce true knowledge of the
history of societies. […] Althusser uses the orthodox Communist term ‘historical
materialism’ to describe the materialist conception of history considered as the science of
history” (37). This thesis will maintain this distinction, and will refer to the scientific
discourse as historical materialism.
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true knowledge of society and real historical conditions. Althusser says, “ideology, as a
system of representations, is distinguished from science in that the practico-social
function is more important that the theoretical function (function as knowledge)” (For
Marx 231). Further, ideology is experienced “above all as structures […] They are
perceived-accepted-suffered cultural objects and they act functionally on men via a
process that escapes them” (For Marx 233). As Marx before him had said, that is, men
form their consciousness within and through their unconscious experience of ideology,
from which it is concluded that man’s consciousness is untrue insofar as it is mediated by
ideology. As Althusser states in “Ideology and the State”: “Ideology represents the
imaginary relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence” (Althusser
"Ideology and the State" 109). Althusser contends that there exist, therefore, two species
of knowledge, the one illusory (ideology), and the other true (science). While ideology
permeates every aspect of lived experience and masks real historical and material
conditions, science, on the other hand, reveals real historical and material conditions.
Althusser draws the following conclusions: ideology has a material existence,
which are the practises that constitute its function; ideology has no history, but is an
omni-present reality, that, because of its structure and function, always makes subjects of
concrete individuals. These propositions amend Marx’s earlier humanist, and wholly
negative perception, in The German Ideology, that ideologies have no history but are
illusory. Marx had contended that history was something external to ideology:

We set out from real, active men, and on the basis of their real life-process
we demonstrate the development of the ideological reflexes and echoes of
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this life-process. The phantoms formed in the human brain are also,
necessarily, sublimates of their material life-process, which is empirically
verifiable and bound to material premises. Morality, religion, metaphysics,
all the rest of ideology and their corresponding forms of consciousness,
thus no longer retain the semblance of independence. They have no
history, no development; but men, developing their material production
and their material intercourse, alter, along with this their real existence,
their thinking and the products of their thinking (Marx "The German
Ideology" 119).

This is a negative proposition: ideology does not exist, it is illusory; all that exists are
material individuals producing their material existence. In such a case, ideology is a false
representation men make to themselves of their real conditions. This is the humanist
tradition, with its concept of alienation – as apparent in, for example, “Mantis.”
Althusser’s contestation of this, quite simply, is that there appear no reasons why men
would deceive themselves in such a manner. Rather, Althusser maintains, “Ideology
represents the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence,”
(my emphasis "Ideology and the State" 109) and not their real conditions. This is because
the real conditions of existence, in Marxist analysis, stem from the relations of production
and the relations that follow from them. Thus, what men represent to themselves is their
own relationship to the relations of production. This is simply to say that men must think
themselves inside of the relations of production, and not apart from them, as the
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humanists contend – or, men must think themselves inside of ideology, and not apart
from it.
Althusser continues from this conclusion to propose his first thesis: ideology,
therefore, has a material existence. There are four aspects to this conclusion: ideology
works unconsciously through structures, which he calls Ideological State Apparatuses
(ISAs), that function by ideology32; ISAs do not function in an ideal sense alone, but are
realised in their corresponding practises; as such, the ISAs precede their realisation in
practise; ideology has a material existence, “material actions inserted into material
practises governed by material rituals which are themselves defined by the material
ideological apparatuses from which derived the ideas of that subject” ("Ideology and the
State" 114). Ideology, that is, has a material existence because of its transference into
action.
This system depends entirely upon the existence of a subject, who is acted upon,
and who thus gives ideology its material forms, in practise. Because ideology acts on men
at a subconscious level, the subject must consciously consider that they are acting
according to their own belief, or that they are, essentially, free. Otherwise, the whole
system would unravel. To put it another way, the subject must be made a subject
completely unawares, and thus act “in all consciousness according to his belief”(115).
This leads Althusser to his central thesis: “Ideology interpellates individuals as
subjects”(115).33 The first task of ideology is to create its subjects, who will then realise

32

These include religious, educational, legal, political, media, cultural and the family
structures, and are distinct from what he calls ‘Repressive State Apparatuses’ (RSAs),
that function by force, such as the police, Army and prisons.
33
Ferretter explains that much of the difficulty of this conceptual term comes from the
ambiguity of translating the French, interpeller, that Althusser uses: “It means firstly ‘to
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its material forms. Ideology at once confers the category of subject on an individual while
simultaneously subsuming that category within a prescribed framework of practise.
Ideology exists, then, to make subjects of individuals.
Althusser’s final proposition, then, is to contest Marx’s wholly negative
description of ‘ideology without history’: Marx had contended that history was external
to ideology because ideology did not exist in any material way. Althusser, however,
proposes that ‘ideology without history’ can be viewed in a wholly positive sense.
Because “ideology is endowed with a structure and functioning such as to make it a nonhistorical reality, i.e. an omni-historical reality,” ("Ideology and the State" 108) its
functioning and structure are not outside of history, but are “trans-historical and therefore
immutable in form throughout the extent of history” (109). Ideology is always present,
unchanging, as a function in the same form throughout. In this way, Althusser’s ‘ideology
without history’ is positive because ideology has a reality, which is the eternal presence
of its immutable functioning and structure. That is simply to say, ideology is not merely
imagined, as Marx had proposed, but real.
Finally, because it is omni-historical, ideology ensures that subjects are “always
already subjects” (117). The function of ideology to make subjects, and its materialisation
in actions, are simultaneous and interdependent: ideology needs subjects to have a
material existence, and subjects only exist insofar as they are interpellated by ideology.

call out to’ or ‘to shout at’ someone, and secondly ‘to question’ someone, especially in
the sense that the police question or ‘interrogate’ a suspect” (Ferreter 88). Althusser uses
this, presumably, to demonstrate the intimate connection between both the ISAs, of which
he is talking, and the RSAs which enforce them.
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Only because of this interdependent scheme, is ideology able to reproduce the relations of
production – individuals are always, already, interpellated as subjects.

iv.

As discussed in the previous section, ideology, in Althusser, constitutes only one of two
distinct discourses: the other is science. Science, he contends, first enunciated by Marx in
the Theses on Feuerbach and The German Ideology, is able to think through ideology and
contest its illusory truth in the same way that ‘reason’ and ‘intuitive knowledge’ in
Spinoza could think through ‘imagination.’ To this kind of knowledge Althusser applies
the term historical materialism. The name reflects his contention that “Marx has opened
up to scientific knowledge a new, third scientific continent34, the continent of History,”
("Lenin and Philosophy" 22) thus it is historical; it is materialist because of “the strict
attitude of the scientist to the reality of his object” (23). That is to say, historical
materialism is the science of history. Whereas ideology functioned to mask the real
conditions of existence, historical materialism, conversely, reveals them: “Science is then
the real itself, known by the action, which reveals it by destroying the ideologies that veil
it” (21). The formulation can be summarised as follows:

34

“If in fact we consider the great scientific discoveries of human history, it seems that
we might relate what we call the sciences, as a number of regional formations, to what I
shall call the great theoretical continents. […] before Marx, two continents only had been
opened to scientific knowledge by sustained epistemological breaks: the continent of
Mathematics with the Greeks (by Thales of those designated by that mythical name) and
the continent of Physics (by Galileo and his successors)” (“Lenin and Philosophy” 22).
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Marx and Engels had thought of society as a structure consisting of three
fundamental levels – the economic base, and the superstructure, consisting
of legal and political institutions on the one hand, and ideology on the
other. […] Althusser adds a fourth level to this concept of society, that of
science, first among which is the science of historical materialism. […] he
means that there are two fundamentally distinct forms of discourse at work
in capitalist societies – science, which provides us with real knowledge of
those societies, and ideology, which does not (Ferretter 76).

It must not be concluded from the above, however, that Althusser formulated his reading
of Marx solely against the terms of a mechanistic determinism (the formulation of an
economic base and an ideological superstructure). This is an oversimplification.
Althusser, rather, proposed the various modes of production in terms of a ‘structural
causality,’ as Norris points out, posed against the Hegelian ‘expressive causality’ (Norris
36) (the implications of which have already been spelled out in this thesis).
The structural causality that Althusser points towards is again taken directly from
Spinoza. In Reading Capital, Althusser and Balibar had proposed the following schema
by which structures can be known:

effects are not outside the structure, are not preexisting object, element or
space in which the structure arrives to imprint its mark; on the contrary,
the structure is immanent in its effects, a cause immanent in its effects in
the Spinozist sense of the term, that the whole existence of the structure
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consists in its effects, in short that the structure which is merely a specific
combination of its peculiar elements, is nothing outside of its effects
(Althusser and Balibar 188-89).

This is nothing more than reworking the definition of God that Spinoza provided. God is
a totality of relations that appear in various combinations, and which can only be known
through its effects. The implications of this for knowledge are important, and lay the
basis for Althusser’s distinction of ideology and science. Spinoza had said, “Whatever is,
is in God,” (Ethics 25) and that there was both an active nature (natura naturans, or God)
and a passive nature (natura naturata, or the modes and attributes of God). The intellect,
he continued, must come to an idea of the active nature, by comprehending the passive
nature, because:

A true idea must agree with that of which it is the idea, that is (as is self
evident), that which is contained in the intellect objectively must of
necessity exist in nature. But in nature, only one substance exists, and that
is God, and only such modifications exist as are in God and cannot exist or
be conceived without God. Therefore, intellect, finite or infinite in
actuality must comprehend the attributes and modifications of God and
nothing else (Spinoza Ethics 25-26).

In reality, then, a true idea, or an ‘adequate idea’ as he otherwise describes it, is a kind of
knowledge that perceives the infinite nature of God. In fact, he goes so far as to say that
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“It is of the nature of reason to perceive things under a certain species of eternity (sub
quadam æternitatis specie)” (Ethics 72). That is, when reason is brought to bear on the
imaginary succession of modes and attributes, which appear temporal, the knowledge
produced is of the eternal order, or outside of time. As Scruton summarises, for Spinoza
“our salvation consists in seeing the world sub specie aeternitatis, and in gaining thereby
freedom from the bondage of time” (Scruton 72).
In exactly the same manner as Spinoza’s adequate idea, in Althusser, science
offers the only way through the temporal enslavement imposed by ideology. When
Althusser had said that what differentiates ideology from science is that, in ideology, the
practico-social function dominates, and in science the theoretical function dominates,
this is precisely what he meant. Ideology is a form of illusory knowledge because it is
concerned entirely with practical, temporal matters. However, “through a labour of
rigorous conceptual critique,” (Norris 35) through reason, through the scientific
discourse, through historical materialism, ideology can be seen for the temporal
representation that it is. Science can perceive the limit of ideology, and transcend it to
perceive reality in its totality. As stated before, “Science is then the real itself, known by
the action, which reveals it by destroying the ideologies that veil it” (Althusser "Lenin
and Philosophy" 21). This is, indeed, a radical materialist conception – science comes to
eternal truths by thinking the rational limits of experience. Everything that exists belongs
to the material order that is experienced in time, but also to a totality of the material
order, that can only be rationally thought, and which is thus outside of time. These two
orders constitute the different levels of discourse that Althusser proposes, of ideology
and science.
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Louis Zukofsky belongs to a tradition of 20th Century Marxists who pursued Spinoza’s
thought as a radically materialist alternative to Hegel. Configuring Marx through the
Hegelian dialectic posed many problems, all tied to Hegel’s teleology (‘expressive
causality,’ ‘alienation’ etc.). Spinoza, a generation before Hegel, however, represented a
different, entirely materialist dialectic. Using Spinoza had the equal advantage of
avoiding mechanistic determinist formulations of Marxism, wherein an economic base
determines an ideological superstructure. The foundations for this return to Spinoza are
found in Marx’s own writings. Though neither he, nor Engels ever systematically
described Spinoza’s system, there are enough important references to it to deduce its
significance. These references are of a type that they demonstrate that both Marx and
Engels were well acquainted with Spinoza’s work. The portrait of Spinoza that emerges
is of a devoutly materialist and dialectical philosopher. This is the precedent for the
contemporary reception of Spinoza by Marxists, including Zukofsky. However, the trace
of Spinoza is more acute in Marx’s works than actual references to him: in both his work
on Feuerbach and Hegel, what draws Marx’s gaze to a significant degree is the figure of
Spinoza. Marx took from Feuerbach his utilitarian description of religion as egoism,
which would go on to serve as the basis for his formulation of alienation.
Unambiguously, Feuerbach had declared himself, in this respect, a student of Spinoza;
Feuerbach formulated egoism out of Spinoza’s conatus. Taking this engagement one step
further, Marx, echoing Spinoza, drew a parallel between Judaism and liberalism. As
Spinoza had done, he spoke of the limited ends of the liberal state that had to be
transcended. This came directly from Feuerbach's Spinozism. Marx’s other significant
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philosophical engagement – that with Hegel – also appears to come filtered through
Spinoza. Deliberately or not, Hegel had misrepresented Spinoza’s thought as acosmism
and resolutely anti-materialist. This was erroneous. In the notebooks he kept through
1841, Marx appears to have identified the discrepancy between Spinoza, and Hegel’s
presentation of him. The passages he copies from Spinoza into his notebooks seem to
contradict Hegel’s version of the history of philosophy. Again, this lays the ground for
what contemporary Marxists have done. Particularly significant among them is Louis
Althusser, who systematically applies Spinoza to a reading of Marx. There are two
central conclusions from Althusser’s work that this thesis will rely upon in reading Louis
Zukofsky’s poetry: two distinct discourses exist, ideology and science, that provide
illusory and real kinds of knowledge, respectively; ideology functions by interpellating
concrete individuals as subjects. These concepts are born directly from the conflation of
Spinoza and Marx. With these two critical parameters clearly established it is now
possible to re-approach Louis Zukofsky, particularly his later work, with a clear model of
what a Spinozist-Marxism is. Spinoza does not replace Marx in Zukofsky, but the two
are conflated into a single system, the model for which is found in Louis Althusser.
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A New Model For Reading Zukofsky: Development

i.

Louis Zukofsky’s poetry from the 1920s to the 1970s may be conceived as a progressive
turn against ideological discourse. This involves two distinct but entwined movements:
first, Zukofsky’s poetry moves toward being a scientific, and therefore ‘subject-less’
discourse; and second, his poetry deliberately turns away from the functioning of
ideology, which is “of ‘constituting’ concrete individuals as subjects” (Althusser
"Ideology and the State" 116). If Zukofsky’s poetry is to be understood as a scientific
discourse in Althusser’s use of the term, it must have produced a theoretical knowledge
that could think the limits of ideology. This would necessarily involve refusing to
interpellate individuals as subjects, because it is only through subjects that ideology can
function. While ideological discourse is built on a false conception of subjects, science by
contrast, is “the real itself, known by the action, which reveals it by destroying the
ideologies that veil it” ("Lenin and Philosophy" 21). The subject in poetry, then, is pivotal
to this formulation: it is simultaneously the problem to which poetry is addressed, and the
category against whose forces poetry is written. In other words, by refusing to interpellate
poetical subjects, Zukofsky was essentially revealing scientific discourse by destroying
ideological discourse.
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To delineate how Althusser’s concepts can be transferred into an account of
Zukofsky’s poetry, his description of how Leonardo Cremonini’s art functions according
to his schema of historical materialism will suffice as an analogy. Althusser defines that:

the aesthetics of consumption and the aesthetics of creation are merely one
and the same: they both depend on the same basic ideological categories:
(1) the category of the subject, whether creator or consumer (producer of a
‘work’, producer of an aesthetic judgement), endowed with the attributes
of subjectivity (freedom, project, act of creation and judgement; aesthetic
need, etc.); (2) the category of the object (the ‘object’ represented,
depicted in the work, the work as a produced or consumed object)
(Althusser "Cremonini: Painter of the Abstract" 158).

Althusser, speaking of the Italian artist Cremonini, describes his work as “radical antihumanism”, because, “We cannot ‘recognize’ ourselves (ideologically) in his pictures.
And it is because we cannot ‘recognize’ ourselves in them that we can know ourselves in
them”(165). He argues that, in Cremonini’s paintings, because the faces are “‘badly’
represented, hardly outlined” and “inexpressive” (164) they represent a rejection of the
humanist, human subject; but also they represent “the structural effects of the real
relations which govern them,” (164) because in his painting “a painted object does not
conform to its essence, is compared with an object other than itself” and because normal
connection “are inverted and dislocated” (162-63). Finally, he contends that Cremonini
cannot recognise himself as the ‘creator’ in this process, because “these pictures are the
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refutation in actu of the ideology of creation” (164). Thus, Cremonini paints in such a
way that he refuses to allow the (ideological) subject to be recognised – either as a
process whereby the spectator recognises himself, or by whereby the painter recognises
himself in the act of creation. In these ways Cremonini refuses the humanist subject; he
reveals the ideology that interpellates the subject; and he demonstrates the larger
relational structures that exist between objects and men – the real relations of production.
Cremonini makes a perfect example, in practise, of historical materialism. The
following chapter will examine how this is a viable and accurate description of what
Louis Zukofsky deliberately attempted in his poetry. It will provide an account of the
possibility for finding correlations between Zukofsky’s and Althusser’s politics, and how
Althusser provides a model for conceptually reconfiguring Zukofsky’s poetry, and in
particular, his ‘late poetry.’ The advantage of this is that it allows the ‘late poetry’ to
remain entirely within a Marxist discourse, rejecting Postmodern vocabularies that have
de-politicised what continued throughout Zukofsky’s entire career to be an overtly
Marxist poetry. There is a marked difference between Zukofsky having become
disillusioned with the reality of humanist and Soviet Marxism, and renouncing Marx
altogether. Althusser constructed his political philosophy from the same sources as
Zukofsky – both conflated Spinoza with Marx into a single theoretical position.
Furthermore, the conclusions he drew can be likened to those of Zukofsky, which form
the basis of his poetical practise. For these reasons Althusser offers a useful theoretical
parallel for Zukofsky’s poetry and poetics, which are at best only partially formulated in
essays, but which are precisely articulated in practise. The range of conceptual and
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technical concerns that make up the critical vocabulary of Althusserian criticism can be
reconfigured in terms of Zukofsky’s practise.
Key to Althusser’s definition of scientific discourse is that it is subject-less.
Ideology, as a discourse, interpellates concrete individuals as subjects as a pre-condition
of functioning. Science, then, must overcome this fundamental falsity upon which
ideology is based if it is to oppose ideology and be able to think its limits. Louis
Zukofsky, composing poetry according to an equivalent schema, necessarily contrived to
overcome the falsity of the lyrical subject in order to move towards a scientific poetic
discourse, based on Spinoza’s philosophy.
As discussed in chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, Louis Zukofsky’s early poetry
dealt self-consciously with ideological subjects. From Zukofsky’s earliest appearance in
the American poetry scene of the 1920s, it is obvious that the lyrical subject is central to
his thought. In the debates with his immediate forebears, Pound and Eliot, it was
explicitly the role and function of the subject that Zukofsky contested. Far from being
ideologically neutral, the early poetry is as dogmatic as it is obsessed with the existence
of composing and receiving poetical subjects. In most instances this has led critics to
dismiss the early work as “grandiloquence and soap-box bluster” (Scroggins "The
Revolutionary Word: Louis Zukofsky, New Masses, and Political Radicalism in the
1930s" 60), and still more to eschew, along with the overt Soviet propaganda that it
espouses, any semblance of a viable, rational Marxism. Instead, it is possible to conceive
of Zukofsky’s entire work, the total of his critical and poetical production, as a unified
and gradual move towards deploying a subject-less and scientific discourse, contained
within the parameters of a Marxism derived from Spinoza’s radical materialism. In this
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context, rather than being an aberration, the early poetry and its obsession with
ideological subjects demonstrates an early fascination with the problems of subjectcentred poetry, that was later to lead to the scientific discourse of historical materialism.
Zukofsky’s early poetry demonstrates that the lyrical subject is so problematic that it
must be superseded by the development of a new poetics that does not rely on poetical
subjects at all.
The definition of poetic subjects can be conceived according to three categories:
the poet-as-subject, the reader-as-subject and the poem-as-subject. These categories
define the subject according to the place where significance is believed to be produced –
the category of poet-as-subject implies that a poet produces poetical significance; the
reader-as-subject that the reader is the site of production; the poem-as-subject places the
onus of production on the poem. There have been many variations and twists upon these
categories, each one permeated by numerous subdivisions, but the poet, reader and the
text remain fundamental sites of significance.
Since Classical literary discourse, the role of the composing poet has been
central.35 It was not until Romanticism, however, that the composing subject of the poet
was thrust into the spotlight as the primary site of the production of poetical meaning.
With Wordsworth’s Dionysian declaration in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads that poetry is
“the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings,” (Wordsworth and Coleridge 237) a
privileged poet-subject emerged. Endowed with the ability to compose in “the real
language of men in a state of vivid sensation,” (233) poetry became, at the height of
Romantic philosophy, the art of “the art of conducting a business of the understanding as
35

The debate that develops between Aristotle in Poetics and Plato in Republic, is exactly
concerned with the freedom to alter reality in literature granted the composing poet.
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a free play of the imagination” (Kant 198). The poet perceived the attractions and
repulsions of nature and recreated them with a highly attuned sensibility. Endowed with
the best of imaginative resources, the poet could approximate nature in a stylised act of
creation. That is to say that the poet was a uniquely gifted subject, in whose hands the
significance of the world could firstly be known, and then rendered imaginatively as
poetry.
This figure of the gifted poet persisted until the Modernist period: even
Rimbaud’s famous declaration that “I is someone else,” (Rimbaud 7) is in many ways
nothing more than a negative affirmation of a privileged poet-subject. However, with the
advent of Modernism, the privileged role of the poet began to be challenged, as poets
such as Stéphane Mallarmé shifted the site of production of meaning from the poet to
language itself. Far from capturing the natural world, Mallarmé spoke of poetry as “the
miracle by which the natural object is almost made to disappear beneath the magic
waving wand of the written word,” whose purpose is “to divorce that object from the
direct and palpable, and so conjure its essence in all purity” (Mallarmé 42). The word
serves a dual function: it annihilates the physical form of objects while at the same time it
produces their essence. Language is not a medium to express the creative will of the poet,
it is the site where meaning is produced. Maurice Blanchot, commenting on Mallarmé,
says that the duty of his words “is to draw the gaze to themselves and turn it away from
the thing of which they speak” (Blanchot 32). Therefore, he continues, it is when words
are correctly used to divorce objects from their physical reality and conjure an object’s
essence, “where words rule according to the complex relationships they can entertain
[that] thought is accomplished and meaning achieved” (32).
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After the decline of Symbolism, the category of the poem-as-subject received a
further, more succinct declaration through Anglo-American critics. In “The Intentional
Fallacy” Wimsatt and Beardsley contend that this is because the poem is necessarily
dissociated from the poet:

The poem is not the critic’s own and not the author’s (it is detached from
the author at birth and goes about the world beyond his power to intend
about it or control it). The poem belongs to the public. It is embodied in
language, the peculiar possession of the public, and it is about the human
being, an object of public knowledge. What is said about the poem is
subject to the same scrutiny as any statement in linguistics or in the
general science of psychology (Wimsatt and Beardsley 5).

Much as Mallarmé had done, these critics took language to be the site of production
because the poem is the space in which language is ‘staged.’ To this end, the New
Criticism advocated a turning away from biographical and historical criticism of poetry.
The poem, rather than recounting the poet’s experience, was said to be itself an
experience: “The poem, if it be a true poem is a simulacrum of reality – in this sense, at
least, it is an ‘imitation’ – by being an experience rather than any mere statement about
experience or any mere abstraction from experience” (Brooks 213).
Interestingly, there is a large degree of emphasis placed on the poem’s reception
by the New Criticism, which points to a third category of the poetical subject: the readeras-subject. While the New Criticism never explicitly formulated a role for the reader, the
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forces of the poem were always seen to be directed towards them – it is the reader who
experiences the poem, and the reader who shares in the poem’s public language. In the
writings of post-war French critics, however, this category is firmly emphasised. Roland
Barthes’ distinction between ‘readerly’ and ‘writerly’ texts demonstrates perfectly how
the reader is made into a subject. Discussing the realism of the preceding century, Barthes
declared that novels were ‘readerly,’ which is to say that the reader was a passive
recipient:

This reader is thereby plunged into a kind of idleness - he is intransitive;
he is, in short, serious: instead of functioning himself, instead of gaining
access to the magic of the signifier, to the pleasure of writing, he is left
with no more than the poor freedom either to accept or reject the text:
reading is nothing more than a referendum (Barthes S/Z 4).

With the advent of Modernism, however (marked by the appearance of Mallarmé),
Barthes argues that there emerged a contrary mode of composition, less reliant upon an
authoritative writer. In this mode, significance was determined by its reception by an
active reader. Modernism, having directed attention toward the word rather than the
world, had passed on the onus of meaning to its audience. The ‘writerly’ text, as Barthes
referred to this mode, “is ourselves writing, before the infinite play of the world (the
world as function) is traversed, intersected, stopped, plasticized by some singular system
(Ideology, Genus, Criticism) which reduces the plurality of entrances, the opening of
networks, the infinity of languages” (S/Z 5). Rather than there existing one eternal and
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definitive meaning, the text becomes open to the possibility of multiple readings,
determined by its reception. A text would obviously be produced differently as it came
into contact with different historical and social contingencies. The accumulation of these
times and places could not possibly be anticipated by an author, but was, rather, located
in the reader. For Barthes, the reader becomes “the space on which all the quotations that
make up a writing are inscribed without any of them being lost.” As he says, “a text’s
unity lies not in its origin but in its destination” (Barthes "Death of the Author" 148). The
category of the reader-as-subject is apparent once the entire process of the production of
meaning is given over to the reader, who is constituted with his own historical
contingencies, and who constitutes the text according to them.
While there are obviously many different manifestations and variations of these
three categories, the subject is understood, in each instance, as a category upon which the
production of meaning is predicated, and without which there would be no meaning.
Essentially, as is the concept of ideology in Althusser, so too is literary meaning
predicated upon categories of the subject, be it the poet, text or reader. Each one forms a
basis from which the meaning of a poem is expounded, a repository of intention, will or
techniques that can be known. In order to compose a Spinozan poetics it is first and
foremost these categories that must be overcome, for they are the primary falsity by
which scientific knowledge is obscured.
The congruencies between Zukofsky’s explicit, demonstrated practise and
Althusser’s theoretical formulation can be demonstrated in many significant ways.
Central to this equivalence is the stance each takes towards empiricism as a mode of
knowledge. Essentially empiricism has to be overcome by a theoretical production of
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knowledge. There are several instances where Zukofsky is in coincidence with Althusser
in this respect, not least of which is through his poetic formulation of ‘an objective.’ The
practise of ‘an objective,’ the arrangement of particulars into their proper relations, seeks
to displace empirical knowledge to produce a purely theoretical knowledge – an adequate
idea, in Spinoza’s terms. The implications of Zukofsky’s practise can be demonstrated in
relation to wider concerns as derived from Althusser. It will be discussed in this chapter
how Zukofsky’s practise moves against the functioning as subject of all three of the
categories above – of the poet, the text and the reader. That is to say, Zukofsky refuses to
interpellate the subject by deliberately writing against the functions of these categories.
For Zukofsky meaning was produced in the realisation of the entire system of
structural relations that pertain to a Spinozan adequate idea. Poetry is a rigorous
intellectual discourse on the system of relations through which things are conceived as
existing, and from which the poet conceives of things as existing. This must be known in
direct relation to Marxism, for in all cases, as demonstrated by Althusser and intimated
by Zukofsky, Spinoza’s and Marx’s assumptions are one and the same thing. It has
already been discussed how, in “A”-6 and “A”-8, Spinoza and Marx are not only
compatible but are interchangeable: the lines,

Natura Naturans –
Nature as creator,

Natura Naturata –
Nature as created (22-23)
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from “A”-6 are transformed in “A”-8 into, “Labor as creator, / Labor as creature” (43). It
is fair to assume, therefore, that with the later poetry, it is not a question of Marx receding
from the work, but of the emergence of a new variant of Zukofsky’s Marxism. Derived
from reading Marx through Spinoza, this necessarily involves refusing to interpellate
individuals as subjects.
In general terms, there are two ways that Zukofsky achieved this in his poetical
practise. First, Zukofsky always moves towards a definition of the objects under
consideration in his poem, not as empirical encounters, but as phenomenal encounters
with an intellectual matrix. This points towards the entire system of relations that
Zukofsky was made aware of by his own theoretical production of knowledge. It also
meant that his poetry was always directing the attention of the reader away from his own
potential meaning-production and towards the objects and the rays of relation that
emanated from them. Second, Zukofsky problematised the traditional means by which
subjects were interpellated in poetry, essentially making subject-categories untenable.
This was an effect of his increasingly difficult language and the increasingly disjointed
positions that traditional poetical subjects are allowed to play in his compositions: the
poem is not composed by a poet but is arranged naturally by a poet’s theoretical analysis
and according to a concept of the whole system of relations (both natura naturans and
naturata). Historical contingencies are displaced in favour of logical orders of relations.
Essentially, as “A” progresses, it is increasingly unlikely that a reader would be able to
reconstruct the poem in any linguistic way and retrieve a meaning. Nor do the words
produce a connotative practise that coincides with a reader’s frames of experience.
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Rather, what remains is what lies beneath the surface of both the words of the poem and
the objects that they represent: this formulates a systemic arrangement of all the materials
of existence, which is a scientific, and necessarily subject-less discourse.
The poetic subject was the problematic that Zukofsky had to deal with – be that
the Modernist subject, as in “The,” or the humanist subject of “Mantis” and “A”-9. As
this chapter will demonstrate, Zukofsky overcomes the subject of the poet by defining his
poetry in relation to Spinoza’s Ethics, particularly the processes of nature and the
categorisation of natura naturans as distinct from natura naturata, as well as the final
twist of his long work “A”, in which his wife, Celia, arranged the final section to
Handel’s compositions for harpsichord. The category of the reader is overcome by
refusing to allow the reader to be the place of production of meaning: this is effected
through an ever-increasing difficulty of language, designed to draw attention explicitly
toward the objects of the poem. The poem, then, is an amalgam of these two conceptions
– a repository of structures of necessary linguistic arrangements. In so doing, his poetry
functioned increasingly less according to ideology and more according to a scientific
discourse of historical materialism.

ii.

In line with the third order of Spinoza’s knowledge – “(scientia intuitiva) [which]
proceeds from an adequate idea of the formal essence of certain attributes of God to the
adequate knowledge of the essence of things” (Spinoza Ethics 69) – Althusser demanded
that ideology must be overcome by a critical, theoretical and scientific knowledge;
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because ideology functions by interpellating individuals as subjects, scientific discourse
must think the limits of the category of the subject. If Zukofsky’s later poetry is to be
understood as Marxist, this means understanding and reading it with these political and
philosophical analogues in mind.
With reference to Zukofsky’s essay, “An Objective,” the ability of adequate ideas
to think the limits of ideology can be further explicated. Zukofsky proposed in the essay a
measurement for poetry to which he returns throughout his career: that of ‘sincerity.’ He
says,

In sincerity shapes appear concomitants of word combinations, precursors
of (if there is continuance) completed sound or structure, melody or form.
Writing occurs which is the detail, not mirage, of seeing, of thinking with
things as they exist, and of directing them along a line of melody. Shapes
suggest themselves, and the mind senses and receives awareness ("An
Objective" 12).

The first major implication is that the poet is not the origin of the poem; the poet arranges
materials in the poem into their appropriate structures. (This will be discussed later in this
chapter.) Above all, though, as discussed earlier, poetry is, “A desire to place everything
– everything aptly, perfectly” ("An Objective" 15). In words that are deliberately similar
to Spinoza’s description of the third, intuitive kind of knowledge, Zukofsky argues that
the mind ‘senses’ and ‘receives awareness.’ The poem, in other words, proceeds from the
poet’s ‘adequate’ idea, and demonstrates to what extent he is aware of the structure and
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relations of things. Later in the essay he further discusses sincerity and poetry, more
succinctly stating that “its character may be simply described as the arrangement, into
one apprehended unit, of minor units of sincerity” ("An Objective" 13). The poet’s
purpose is to realise the relations of an eternal order, and thus to demonstrate Spinoza’s
third kind of knowledge in the poem. As was the case with Althusser, this involves a
masterful conception of being at once within, but able to think the limits of, ideology.
Christopher Norris has stated the following about Althusser: “For Althusser – again
taking his cue from Spinoza – the only way through and beyond this dilemma is to grasp
both horns at once, so to speak, and acknowledge that we are always ‘in’ ideology, but
are capable of thinking its limits and internal contradictions through an exercise of reason
whose truth is in some sense its own guarantee” (Norris 39). So, too, does Zukofsky have
to arrange, from within the poem, that which is in excess of its empirical boundaries.
Most significant in connection with Althusser is that the “minor units of sincerity”
that Zukofsky describes are comprised strictly of “historic and contemporary particulars,”
or, more clearly, “a thing or things as well as an event or chain of events” ("An
Objective" 12). To exemplify this (perhaps obscurely) Zukofsky gives the following
example: “an Egyptian pulled-glass bottle in the shape of a fish or oak leaves, as well as
the performance of Bach’s Matthew Passion in Leipzig, and the rise of metallurgical
plants in Siberia” ("An Objective" 12). More precisely, being able to perceive the
relations between such diverse things as these, is the poet’s measure of success, and the
poet must resolve these units into the apprehended unit of the poem. The most telling
thing about historic and contemporary particulars, however, is that they are, as Zukofsky
defined them in “A”, nothing more than “the records of taste and economy of a /
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civilization” ("A" 26). Like Althusser, Zukofsky has borrowed from Engels the concept
of the economic being determinant, ‘in the last instance.’36 This idea is quite literally
enacted here, as the cultural and artistic (a “performance of Bach’s Matthew Passion” and
an “Egyptian pulled-glass bottle”) are referred to productive industrial and economical
forces (“rise of metallurgical plants in Siberia”). Zukofsky admits the relationship he saw
between Spinoza and Marx’s materialism, in a letter to Pound, dated March 20, 1928,
when he speaks of “the mentality which in these poems discovered for itself Marxian
economics is instinctively bound to Spinoza’s natura naturans” (Ahearn Correspondence
9). Zukofsky was working, that is, within explicitly the same formulation as Althusser of
historical materialism. Althusser summarises this as follows:

‘The various elements of the superstructure’ act and react on one another
to produce an infinity of effects. These effects can be assimilated to an
affinity of accidents (infinite in number and with an inner connexion so
remote and therefore so difficult to discover that it is negligible), amid
which ‘the economic movement’ asserts itself. These effects are accidents,
the economic movement is necessity, their necessity (118 For Marx).

In this same sense in Zukofsky, the citation of “Siberian metallurgical plants” asserts
itself as the necessity of the various effects produced by the other levels of the
superstructure. In “A”-19 Zukofsky is able to transform this idea into a general
conception of poetry. Rather than take the economic in the strictest sense of the word as
36

See Althusser, Appendix to “Contradiction and Overdetermination,” in For Marx and
the section, ‘Infrastructure and Superstructure’ in “Ideology and the State.”
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determinant, this poem demonstrates that materialism forms the basis of his poetic
practise. Such a stance accounts for ‘effects’ according to a strict attitude of materialism.
Essentially “A”-19 attempts to literally transform Stéphane Mallarmé and his
unpublished work, “Le Livre” – probably Mallarmé’s fullest attempt to transform the
world into word – from high metaphysics into material facts.
“A”-19 consists, for large parts, of a series of what can be described as
improvisations by Zukofsky on the poetry and thought of Mallarmé. Kenneth Cox has
identified that first seven strophes are almost entirely composed from Mallarmé’s works,
“in one sense or another” (Cox "Notes on Zukofsky's "A"-19" 239). The method that
Zukofsky uses to engage Mallarmé is wildly improvisational and varied: “The passage is
not simple translation or imitation or condensation or evocation or refabrication but
sometimes one, sometimes another. There are obscure lines where Mallarmé comes
through scarcely changed, clear lines where he is hard to recognize” (239). Zukofsky at
times preserves the sense of Mallarmé’s French, at other times the sound only; sometimes
he makes use of single words from across a range of Mallarmé’s works, at other times he
will transcribe an entire line almost untouched. While this is clearly another example of
how Zukofsky used other texts to write like a “palimpsest” (319), as Cox describes it, in
this encounter with Mallarmé it consists of a critical tone that bears witness to Zukofsky’s
scientific materialism.
In several ways, Zukofsky employs collage as a critical mode of thought with
which to engage an original text. In this instance, he uses it to criticise the poetic project
of Mallarmé, and metaphysics of poetry in general. This, in many ways, continues the
discourse that he began with the two “Mantis” poems: the materialist mode of the
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Objectivists is proposed in opposition to non-materialist poetries of European avantgardes. There are several steps to this critique: first, Zukofsky includes a summary of the
main points of Mallarmé’s poetics. He then criticises this in two ways; he counters it with
utilitarian definitions of poetry and language, and also treats Mallarmé’s words as
historical facts, by reducing them to equivalence with other historical facts in the poem.
Finally, he makes a case for the poet thus turning his attention away from the word, and
back to the material facts of the world.
In order to mount its criticism “A”-19 first describes Mallarmé’s poetics at length.
The first time Mallarmé is mentioned is not until the thirty-seventh of seventy-two
strophes, around the mid point of the poem, when Zukofsky is presented with a copy of
Mallarmé’s unfinished work, “Le Livre,” by his son:

son with
concert shoes
practical enough
poetic justice
that you
bring me
Le Livre
de Mallarmé ("A" 421-22).

However, there has been much discussed of Mallarmé before this moment albeit in the
aforementioned collage mode. While a reader intimately familiar with Mallarmé in both
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the original French and in English translation may have earlier recognised at least some
of the material that has already appeared, it is at this moment, when Mallarmé is named,
that many of the earlier references become apparent. These have mostly to do with
Mallarmé’s declaration that “all earthly existence must ultimately be contained within a
book” (Mallarmé 24), the “one book on earth, that […] is the law of the earth, the earth’s
true bible” (41). Or, as Zukofsky has quoted Jacques Scherer from his Foreword to Le
“Livre” de Mallarmé (Twitchel-Waas):

‘What book?
what book?
entire enough
perfect enough
to take
the place
of all
the books
and of
the world itself ("A" 423).

Mallarmé’s desire to turn away from the material world, and to replace it with the word,
explains the obsession throughout “A”-19 with dual realities: the “their impalpable /
conscionable double,” and “Two lives / unknown to / each other” (411). The nature of
this duality is not the only indication of Mallarmé’s presence throughout, however: he is
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also invoked more obviously with reference to the poem, “Un Coup de Dés,” which
Zukofsky cites through its major motif, chance. Initially, Zukfosky relates this to Paul
Zukofsky who (presumably) placed fourth in the ‘Paganini Prize.’ Zukofsky writes how
consider “4.th / a bit / of luck” (416) because “all / contests [are] decided / before the
outcome” (418). Chance develops as a central theme of the poem, referred to frequently
throughout: Zukofsky writes that, “ranging random / numbers (my / luck is /13)” (420),
and that “I / had no / patience with / another who forecast / me hungry"” (421); he
declares of himself and Mallarmé, that “both our / chances staked / from the / same root”
(422); of Pegasus and Medusa, he says, “tho his / century's dice / resigned to her
forecasting / mine” (422); and finally,

Intellect
resigned to
less is
susceptible at
least to
the range
of two
sides of
a coin
Some few
see its edges
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so increscent
to possibilities
flipping a
coin may
decide (429).

Chance is central to the poem, and it is through its invocation that he seeks to
differentiate his own poetics from Mallarmé’s: Zukofsky formulates a critique of the
transcendental nature of Mallarmé’s poetics, proposing instead a materialist poetics,
based firmly in the world.
Zukofsky contests the metaphysical elements of Mallarmé’s poetics by citing
alternate, utilitarian functions for language, as opposed to the high metaphysical
linguistics proposed by Mallarmé. The most obvious of these is:

The physician
Sextus Empiricus
anxious to
divorce metaphysics
from medicine
said that
‘the art
of letters by
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comprehension cures
a most
inactive disease
.. forgetfulness .. and
therefore has
its use
which the
conceited needlessly
inquisitive enfeeble’ (427-28).

Poetry could not have a more utilitarian, and deliberately less metaphysical definition
than as a cure to forgetfulness. Continuing to quote Empiricus, Zukofsky provides a
further example of the anti-metaphysical art of poetry:

[‘].. speech by
agreement plain
to those
who apprehend
its object .. reviving

what is
known’ (428).
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In its entirety, the passage quoted from Empiricus reads as follows:

while if it [speech] signifies, it signifies a thing either by nature or by
convention. But it does not signify by nature since all men do not
understand the speech of all [...] if it signifies by convention, it is plain
that those who have apprehended beforehand the objects to which the
terms are conventionally applied will also understand those terms, not that
they are taught by them what they did not know, but rather as reviving
what they did know (Empiricus 23).

In other words, far from eradicating the material world in the Mallarméan sense of poetry
– a complete anti-materialism – language ‘revives’ or recalls what is already known of
the material world. This then would render it impossible for Mallarmé to replace the
world with the word: because the word is only a referent of the world, its sole function is
to recall the world. As Zukofsky declares, “The revolutionary word if it must revolve
cannot escape having a reference” ("An Objective" 15-16). To this end, Zukofsky thus
advises Mallarmé to “look / away from / black letters” ("A" 425).m

‘The loan
from above
in favor
of all
the world
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restored to
the people’ (424).

In more direct terms Zukofsky appeals to Mallarmé thus: “Aseptic doctor / practice the /
cure for / forgetfulness” (430).
Zukofsky proposes an alternate definition of language to Mallarmé’s metaphysics,
based on reviving, and not on destroying, the world through the word. This, however,
does not entirely do away with Mallarmé’s program, and does not entirely vindicate the
materialist poetics that he aspires to compose. Thus Zukofsky performs a literal
transformation of Mallarmé’s words – in a similar way to how, in “Mantis,” he
transformed the Surrealist’s ‘lyrical object’ back into a material object, or historical fact.
The opening of “A”-19, as discussed, is concerned with a violin competition, the
Paganini Prize, in which Paul Zukofksy was competing. Strophes 10 through 21 are
composed entirely from the rules for the competition, detailing how, for example, the
competition is open to “Violinists / of any / nationality, which / have not / overcome the /
age of / 35” (412); or that first prize is “Lit. 2.000.000 / 4.th 200.000” (416), and other
such facts. These facts themselves are secondary to the radical transformation that they
perform on Mallarmé’s works, incorporating Mallarmé within a different context based
firmly in historicism and materialism. This has the effect of estranging Mallarmé’s
works, both from their original context, but also from a traditional program of referential
meaning. The opening strophe, for example, taken nearly entirely from Mallarmé in one
way or another reads as follows:
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No ill-luck
if bonding
tohu bohu
horsehair mends
azure

mane

flogs cold
races rut
shards the
perverse desolate
with pride
who curse
misfortune

Place

it futile range (409).

While there is a semblance or resonance of meaning – between ‘horsehair,’ ‘mane,’
‘flogs’ and ‘races,’ for example – meaning is, as is always the case with Zukofsky, less
literal than any of these associations suggest, incorporating ‘sight, sound and
intellection.’ Against this, there are eleven strophes outlining the rules of the competition.
Though the rules have been truncated by Zukofsky to fit the form of the poem (13-line
strophes, two words per line except the last which has three words), their meaning by no
means suffers as much as the material taken from Mallarmé. Inevitably the question is
why two sources – two historical and contemporary particulars – are treated in such
different ways. The effect this achieves seems to go a long way towards answering this
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question: juxtaposed as they are, the two parts appear radically different. This is the
point: Mallarmé is rearranged, construed through the matrix of Zukofsky’s poetic
practise, and appears nothing like himself. That is to say, his work has had all of its high
metaphysics stripped from it, and has been transformed back into what Zukofsky
contends are the tangible and material elements of poetry – ‘sight, sound and intellection’
are the only measures that remain. Neither image nor idea are anywhere in evidence.
Contrasting it with the very easy and literal transformation of competition rules into
poetry demonstrates how poetry differs from to historical and material events, governed
by very pragmatic and programmatic exigencies, such as running a violin competition.
All of this further implies the critique of Mallarméan poetics, based so much as they were
in considerations of chance and a turning away from the material and historical world.
This is extended by sandwiching the entire discourse on and from Mallarmé
between a very deliberate and material scene. “A”-19 opens with the following
description:

I

hear backstage the
stagehand’s late
the stage’s

moon his
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sufferance of
lights

footcandles

mind pines

at a
door snow
flakes drift
down up

thru and
past turn
over under
on froth

pine needles
frost tomorrow’s
sun (408).

The scene, whenever it may have been37 is evocative and visceral – much unlike
Zukofsky’s regular poetry. However, amongst the wordiness and ambiguity of “A” in
general, it provides a moment of seemingly earnest experience. After this moment, the
37

Twitchell-Waas contends that it may “recall another performance, possibly
P[aul]Z[ukofsky]’s second Carnegie Hall concert on 6 Feb. 1959, which took place
during a snow blizzard, as recounted in the final chapter of Little” (Twitchell-Waas
‘Notes to “A”-19’).
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poem enters immediately into the dizzying play upon Mallarmé’s poetry and ideas that
sustain the rest of the piece (save for the competition rules). This relents eventually in the
final three strophes, which dispense with the collage of others’ words (especially
Mallarmé’s) and returns to this tranquil scene:

snow on pineneedles

night snow
sounds rain
thru trees
morning snow
ploughs will
not hurry
a path (433).

Returning to the poem’s opening scene recalls the poem to the material and historical
world of the poet: a Mallarméan poetics of ‘the word’ is transformed back into ‘the
world.’ These two descriptions, and the continuity that they create, enclose the
metaphysical within the material world: there is a definite time and place at which the
things of the poem occurred, though the details may not be made explicit. No matter how
high Mallarmé’s thought and poetry may fly, it cannot ever exceed the limits of the
polestar that the initial and final scenes create.
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In the end, then, Mallarmé has been transformed back into an historical fact: as
Zukofsky says, he does not work with the symbolic function of language that Mallarmé
was exploiting in his poetry:

no symbol
literally Don
Quixote with
some shoes
come home (411).

His language is literal, denotative and not connotative. His is a materialist poetics, and
not “an anti-matter” (410) as he refers to Mallarmé’s; it is firmly rooted in the world, no
matter how much it is composed with the word. To this end Zukofsky declares: “I'd rather
not / preempt my / horse from / actual pavement” (422). After all, Zukofsky ironically
asks, if one was to write a book, as Mallarmé had proposed, to replace the entire world,
the question is, “what / one should / put in first” (425). As a final advisory to Mallarmé,
he remarks that “‘no one / is offended / at not / seeing everything’” (424). In the end,
Mallarmé’s proposal to transform the entire world seems preposterous when compared to
the rational and intuitive materialism that Zukofsky is proposing, wherein effects are
referred back to the most fundamental historical and material necessities.

iii.
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One of the biggest problems for critical readings of Zukofsky is the way that his
language, while appearing to perfectly illustrate a connotative practise – with both its
density and obscurity that suggest seemingly endless connotative potential – actually
functions in a different mode altogether. Infinite significance, in fact, must be considered
a possibility that the poetics negates. While it is true that Zukofsky’s language functions
according to different rules from ordinary language, this mode is not, as critics would
suggest, a mode of signification at all. It was rather because of, or in retreat from the
problem of signification, that Zukofsky formulated a scientific conception of poetry.
As discussed above, the mode of historical materialism, derived from Spinoza and
Marx, relied upon a scientific discourse for poetry. Zukofsky proposes this when he
discussed in the essay “Poetry,” that “poems measure by means of words,” by which he
meant “the poet’s susceptibilities involving a precise awareness of the differences, forms
and possibilities of existence – words with their own attractions included” ("Poetry" 7).
Precisely what Zukofsky proposed in his scientific linguistic measurement for poetry was
a suspension of the Structuralist assumption that “The linguistic sign is arbitrary”
(Saussure 67). The consequences of the Structuralist project for poets is dire, according to
Zukofsky: if the natural connection between word and object was not presumed, words
would cease to measure anything, and, as he says, “[t]he choice for science and poetry
when symbols or words stop measuring is to stop speaking” ("Poetry" 7). In “An
Objective,” he summarised his rejection of the Structuralist assumption, stating: “The
economy of presentation in writing is a reassertion of faith that the combined letters – the
words – are absolute symbols for objects, states, acts, interrelations, thoughts about them.
If not, why use words – new or old?” ("An Objective" 14).
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By passing over such Structuralist precepts, Zukofsky hoped to ensure that his
poems “always function with respect to some concept of exactness of utterance”
("Poetry" 7) – because, as in the case of science, “[t]he action that precedes and moves
towards utterance moves toward poetry” ("Poetry" 8). To put this in equivalent (and
strikingly similar) terms from Althusser is to assert that: science “is the real itself known
by the action, which reveals it by destroying the ideologies that veil it” ("Lenin and
Philosophy" 21). Scientific discourse is revealed by exposing ideologies in Althusser, and
the quest for “exactness of utterance” in Zukofsky does the same thing. By being precise
in his use of language in order to reveal a scientific practise for poetry, what Zukofsky
was essentially doing (in Althusser’s words) was destroying ideological discourse.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the later portions of “A” when Zukofsky
turns his attention towards the most minor units of language. The exactitude of his late
linguistic practise is demonstrated by the opening epigraph from “A”-22:

AN ERA
ANY TIME
OF YEAR (508).

This has exactly the semantic and visual suggestiveness that makes Zukofsky a seemingly
perfect example of Postmodern poetics, but which corresponds instead to his quest for a
scientific measure of words. First, there is the sound patterning of the passage: two words
per line, each line containing three vowels, composed with consonants that reflect and
refract the vowels – an era / any time / of year. This is Zukofsky’s typical arrangement of
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sound into minor units of phonic significance that the language will yield. Second, there
is the confusing interaction of temporal referents, of ‘an era’ and ‘a year’, both of which
seem more or less specific in their scope, as distinct from ‘any time,’ which is the timereferent that is most ambiguous. This makes a strange intellectual grouping, and, again, is
typical of Zukofsky’s late poetry. The last in Zukofsky’s triptych of ‘the range of
pleasure’ that poetry affords, is the measurement of sight, and this epigraph does not fail
on that account: as Leggott has extracted from Zukofsky’s notebooks, the physical layout
of the words on the page highlight both the Latin ‘anno’ (year) on the left margin and
‘aer’ (air) of the right margin, as well as recalling (across the first line) ‘aera’ (an item of
account) (Leggott 34-72). Obviously there is a lot happening in this small and seemingly
innocuous passage of six words, and this is indicative of how Zukofsky wrote his later
poetry. As Altieri has stated, the collage is an “objective notation [...] not dependent on
the interpretive will” for synthesis (Altieri 31). This is precisely the way that Zukofsky
envisaged his scientific poetry as functioning – as an objective dialectical measurement.
‘Exactness’ is accounted for by the sheer weight of reference that each word contains – as
‘sight, sound and intellection’: “exactness of utterance” implies, to use Leggott’s term,
condensation.
Zukofsky continues throughout his essays to develop his theories of poetry in
accordance with this scientific discourse: in the essay, “Poetry,” he stated that, “To think
clearly then about poetry it is necessary to point out that its aims and those of science are
not opposed or mutually exclusive” ("Poetry" 7). Poetry, for him, must be as precise a
measure of ‘what is’ as science is: according to his conception, both are confronted with
the same material. In fact, as early as “A”-8 he had observed:
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Or that science is an art.
Each art a science

“does not need any philosophy
towering above the other sciences.”
[…]
Quantity into quality.
Or sweetness: where there is more light than logic.
A full number of things in a very few words ("A" 58).

The scientific definition of poetry, and vice versa, contains all of the necessary elements:
the aims of science and art are not different; science does away with philosophy, as
Althusser had observed of Marx’s science of history; it harkens back to Engels’
formulation of revolutionary change through the scientific analogy; it involves an
exactness of utterance. As poetry, then, becomes more exact and able to deal with the
world with more precision, it becomes more scientific.
Yet certain differences exist between poetry and science: the poet is both the
“observer and instrument,” ("Poetry" 6) and, of course, “poets measure by means of
words” (7). The most problematic element of the scientific discourse of poetry, that is to
say, is the subjectivity of the poet: “No measurement of science,” Zukofsky said, “is so
accurate as not to allow a margin of error to both observer and instrument” (6). As in
other cases, this appears to be a very cautious statement, possibly to occlude the fact that
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the project at hand is difficult. However, in this semantically ambiguous and entirely
loaded statement, Zukofsky manages to validate the project of poetry by reflecting upon
the problem that the poetic-subject poses for science: if the problem of the subject exists
in science, then it is surely reasonable to assume that it also exists in poetry. What one
must do, rather, is ensure that every effort of the poem is an explicit effort to counter this
problem. This, then, is what Zukofsky’s poetry does – it is a constant struggle for
“exactness of utterance,” (7) for in the end he believes that “the poet can realize the
standards of a scientific definition of poetry” (my emphasis 7-8).
However, what such a definition might consist of is still elusive. The answer is
that a scientific definition of poetry consists of an integral relation between utterance and
object – where words are taken as ‘absolute’ symbols for objects. In fact, reduced to this
basic premise, it appears that it is science that follows poetry: the methods of the two are
the same (to be exact in describing their subject) but it is poetry whose sole domain is
language. This at least validates the claim made by Zukofsky that poetry can be a
scientific discourse.
What is perceived to be difficulty in reading Zukofsky’s writing, therefore, is in
fact a necessary ‘economy of presentation,’ or to be more explicit, a care for exactness of
utterance in pursuit of a scientific discourse. Zukofsky’s concern for exactness permeates
the most finite levels of language, wherein he conceived that that “the single word […] is
in itself a relation, an implied metaphor, an arrangement, a harmony or a dissonance,”
(“An Objective” 14). As he describes his scientific art, it is: “the isolation of each noun so
that in itself it is an image, the grouping of nouns so that they partake of the quality of
things being together without violence to their individual intact natures, simple sensory
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adjectives as necessary as the nouns” (13). The difficulty of his language is further
compounded by the fact that “the sound and pitch emphasis of a word are never apart
from its meaning” (17), and that, “the whole art may appear in one line of the poet or take
a whole life’s work in which to appear” (“Poetry” 9). It is little wonder, then, that the
language he uses becomes increasingly more difficult as it progresses over time – it is
intrinsically connected to representing an adequate idea, which pares down to the most
infinitesimal or precise unit of measurement. Furthermore, it is also not surprising that an
understanding of his historical materialism can be obscured by this practise. However, it
is precisely the fact that his poetry aspired to a scientific discourse that makes it Marxist –
poetry and scientific discourse were considered inseparable by Zukofsky; the scientific
discourse was equated with presenting an adequate idea; and as in Althusser, the
economic could be seen to be the determinant, ‘in the final instance’; the scientific
discourse depended upon the suspension of the category of the empirical subject. For
Zukofsky, to compose his poetry according to this scientific discourse was the same thing
as composing according to historical materialism. As he said, the “revolutionary word”
must have a reference ("An Objective" 15-16).
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A New Model For Reading Zukofsky: Application

i.

Althusser identifies the following definition of historical materialism from Marx: this was
the application of the scientific attitude (materialism) to the study of history, “to grasp
what Engels called ‘nature as it exists without any foreign admixture’” ("Lenin and
Philosophy" 23). For an Althusserian study of literature, the text under consideration
must be treated above all as a material phenomenon – as production of meaning. The
materialist assumption, or the scientific attitude, forms the basis for what has already
been discussed with regard to the philosophies of Spinoza, Marx and Althusser.
Beginning with Spinoza, it is clear that, for all three, the text was not at all exempt from
this attitude. Gordon Hull summarises the argument of Spinoza’s A Theologico-Political
Treatise as follows:

the Bible is not the work of one author; it contains various histories later
assembled by one or more compilers without regard to the concordance of
those histories with one another; miracles and prophecies occurred in such
a way as to impress the vulgar; and the superiority of the ancient Jews
over others confined itself to their form of government, which was all that
was revealed to them by God. God spoke to the prophets in a way
designed to impress them, which in turn means that the Bible cannot be
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taken literally, either as a report of miracles or of science. Prophecy was a
gift of a ‘lively imaginative faculty’, and not of intellect (Hull 19-20).

That is to say, the materiality of the text, in this case the Bible, is determined by how it
was produced and the ideologies of those involved in its production: in any textual study,
these elements must be of the utmost importance. For Marx, too, such questions are
central: as Hull demonstrates, when Marx speaks of texts in The Holy Family, their
meanings are explicitly tied and produced by ideologies working within them (Hull 19).
As an example, he cites Marx speaking of the transformation Herr Edgar performs on
Proudhon’s work in translating it. Marx says: “Proudhon’s work, therefore, is subjected
to a double attack by Herr Edgar – an unspoken one in his characterising translation and
an outspoken one in his Critical comments” (Marx and Engels 24). In this instance, the
question of a text’s materiality is framed in terms of reception and translation: how a text
was produced and who was involved in its production are essential elements to the
materialist approach. As discussed above, Althusser considers the text similarly as
materially and ideologically produced: so too, for Zukofsky, is the text first an ideological
and a material reality. In his most important statement of poetics, the essay “An
Objective,” he clearly speaks to the poem’s materiality and the ideology involved in its
production. For him, the poem must begin with a poet, and a context. He says:

A poem. A poem as object – And yet certainly it arose in the veins and
capillaries, if only in the intelligence – Experienced – (every word can’t be
overdefined) experienced as an object – Perfect rest – Or nature as creator,
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existing perfect, experience perfecting activity of existence, making it –
theologically, perhaps – like the Ineffable –
A poem. Also the materials which are outside (?) the veins and
capillaries – The context – The context necessarily dealing with a world
outside of it – The desire for what is objectively perfect, inextricably the
direction of historic and contemporary particulars – A desire to place
everything – everything aptly, perfectly, belonging within, one with, a
context ("An Objective" 15).

The poem is being discussed insofar as it is considered material, that is, as he puts it, “A
poem as object.” “A”-8 provides a literal example of this. In it, Zukofsky accrues
historical markers to his poem that ground it within a context, introduced in a flourish by
the phrase, ‘the time was’: “The time was – / By Mazola, on Riverside Drive – / The
heyday of revivals of western movies” ("A" 28); “And the time was: / The gun shoots –
go! / Glory of the Seas by Free Wash out of Tan Seamen, / vs. Temper Awake by
Splashed out of Sleep” (28); “The time was: / The same woman, cries the kid, / With the
same dog and / The same man!” (29); “The time was Arcy Bell: / A nigger / Had a city
and a country home / And a rabbit patch on which / he did ‘conveniently shoot them’”
(29); “The time was ‘heretical,’ / The church identified with aesthetics / […] / At the time
the Cross heaps were blasted in Moscow” (30); “The time was: / He had worked enough
in his pa’s wheatfields, / And gone to the State University, / And now participated with
the angels in Paris” (31); “The time was: / 12 years after Illytch’s statement / When the
collectivists / Raised the great metallurgical plants / In Siberia” (32). This poem is replete
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with such historical references, mostly bearing witness to events that took place in and
around 1930, the year that the poem was written. As Twitchell-Waas has identified the
sources of these quotations and references, for example, the large quotations from Ford
that are included in the poem are all from an interview he gave for the New York Times
in July, 1930; “The roving Red bands of South China” (35) refers to Mao’s establishment
of the Chinese Soviet Republic in south-eastern China through 1930; “Connie’s Hot
Chocolates” (37) was a 1929 Broadway musical. In addition to these, there are wider
historical references, such as those to Napoleon (25) and “Ludwig and Goethe of one
century” (22). The role that such historical markers play in the poem is clear: they draw
correspondences between diverse times – for example, Beethoven and Goethe, who died
respectively in 1827 and 1832, almost exactly a century before the poem was written –
and situate the poem within its own historical and cultural milieu. This kind of approach
to history is already very different from the humanist conception of history that was
apparent in “In Memory of V.I. Ulianov” as discussed in Chapter 3, which was
determined to lift the individual out of history.
“A”-17, an homage to Williams who had just died, also clearly functions to
foreground poetic practise within its historical context in this manner. Rather than the
early humanist conception, it displays an historical approach that is not averse to dates
and the mortality that they impose and bear witness to. The poem is traversed with dates
as Zukofsky reproduces fragments of his correspondence with Williams, each entry
tracing the development of both their relationship and their poetry. The first entry is dated
1928:
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1928

Not boiling to put pen to paper
Perhaps a few things to remember – …
I heard him agonizing,
I saw him inside” … (377).

The first two lines come from “A”-1, the second two lines from Williams’ “A Voyage to
Pagany,” both of which were written in 1928. The poem finishes in 1962, with a
reproduction of Zukofsky’s poem “Pretty,” from that year (“Pretty / Look down out how
pretty / the street’s trees’ evening green / with the day’s with them”); Williams’ quotation
from Catullus that begins Part II of “Patterson V” (“Ille mi par esse deo videtur”);
Zukofsky’s translation of it from his “Catullus” cycle of poems; and a facsimile
reproduction of the inscription by Williams in Zukofsky’s copy of Pictures from
Brueghel (388). What this achieves is to unite the two poets’ practises, almost making
them one, but to also adhere to the historical accuracy of their development. The dates
that poetry corresponds to are obviously very important to his conception of poetry, and
in this sense, his materialism can be seen to correspond to the materialist approach to
texts that Spinoza, Marx and Althusser all propose. The ideologies involved in poetry’s
production are twofold: there is a poet who is producing the poem, but he is contained
within specific historical times that affect his production.
This is echoed by “An Objective,” according to which the poem necessarily has
several origins, of which the poet is only one, with his “veins and capillaries”; there is a
context outside the poet, a world in which the present is connected to history through a
series of carefully placed “particulars.” Yet there is still another context, which is, as
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Zukofsky says, using Spinoza’s terms, “nature as creator,” or (as it has already been
discussed and clarified from Spinoza), the order of relations through which things are
conceived. The material reality of the poem is thus produced in three ascending levels or
contexts – a poet, who is contained within a world, which is itself conceived through an
eternal system of relations. In other words, Zukofsky writes his poetry according to the
same scheme from which Althusser developed his definition of historical materialism. To
be more exact, the poet is able to think the limits of the world from within the world
itself. This is exactly how Althusser’s scientific discourse functions to think the limits of
ideology from within ideology itself.
Such an approach to knowledge is evident in the attitude Zukofsky demonstrates
towards experience. In “An Objective,” experience at first appears to be firmly empirical:
as the essay defines it, the poem appears to be experienced “as an object,” and experience
perfects the activity of existence, which appears to imply that the poet experiences.
However, such a conception of experience and empiricism cannot be made to fit with
Spinoza’s view that experience is the lowest, most illusory form of knowledge, nor with
Althusser’s ideological knowledge that was said to be based on practical needs alone.
Rather, in both of these cases, experience was something that had to be overcome by a
rigorous, critical production of knowledge, or science. It is obvious, then, in what sense
Zukofsky uses the term experience: the poem as an ‘object’ exists only insofar as it is
conceived through the entire system of relations, and thus, experience is not a physical
encounter but an awareness of that systemic order of relations through which the poet is
thought and thinks, and through which the world is known. That is to say, experience is
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not an encounter of a subject and an object, but rather it encapsulates an ‘adequate idea,’
to use Spinoza’s terms.
Thus, Zukofsky’s materialism can be more accurately considered within the
context of what has already been defined as Althusser’s wider materialism – that is to
say, Zukofsky’s is a Marxist, historical materialism that has been reconfigured through
Spinoza. This can be further seen in the definition of “A poem as object,” from “An
Objective,” which has certain clauses attached to it that must be adhered to, and which
would distinguish it from other literary considerations of the ‘poem as object’ – such as
might be found in Structuralism and post-Structuralism. The main clause is that the poem
be “theologically […] like the ineffable” ("An Objective" 15). This suggests a significant
recourse to Spinoza in Zukofsky’s materialism. To recall Spinoza’s thought, the ineffable
(God, as he also refers to it) is the entire system of relations through which all things are
conceived. If a poem is an object, it is an object similar to this, and must therefore be
understood as this is understood; understanding the poem can mean no less than
comprehending the entire Spinozist system of relations by reason and intuition, and not
empirically. Zukofsky’s materialism, then, “the poem as object,” neither allows one to be
led to the physicality of the poem, nor to the completeness of the poem as a closed system
of significance: the former would privilege an empirical reality for the poem, the latter
would designate a disjunction between the poem and the world. Instead, it leads the
reader and the poet back to an adequate idea, which is the supra-reality of the ‘ineffable,’
and points the reader to outside of the poem.
A Spinozan materialism is evidently functioning in this manner throughout the
‘second-half’ of “A”. Zukofsky summarises this in “A”-12, when he states that, “The
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image / Is not sole object of knowledge. Nor is man / Whose knowledge comes from
outside him – / The mirrored image he is” (178). Knowledge, that is to say, is not the
product of empirical reflection, nor is it a product of man’s reason alone, but rather, it is
apparent only in the intuition of what resides outside of man, God, the ineffable, or that
system of relations to which man belongs and through which he both conceives and is
conceived.
The materialist definition of poetry has a dual function: first, it proposes a kind of
knowledge which is anti-empirical, and that aspires to be scientific because, just as
Althusser says, “the real itself [is] known by the action, which reveals it by destroying the
ideologies that veil it” ("Lenin and Philosophy" 21); at the same time this must reveal the
subject as ideological, and Zukofsky realises this in his designation of the role for the
poet as overcoming both his own empirical experience of the world and his own activity.
To better describe this it is worth examining Zukofsky’s short analogous
reflection on his own practise, a piece titled “Found Objects (1962-1926).” It reads as
follows: “With the years the personal prescriptions for one’s work recede, thankfully,
before an interest that nature as creator had more of a hand in it than one was aware. The
work then owns something of the look of found objects in late exhibits […] they appear
entirely natural” ("Found Objects (1962-1926)" 168). Apparently, the poet feels that he
has played only a minor role in the composition of his own poetry. The poems are
arranged by an acute awareness of necessity, but designated by a system of relations, or
as he puts it in Spinozan terms, “nature as creator.” The kind of found-objects that he
alludes to are less like Marcel Duchamp’s ‘ready-mades’ and more like, as he says in
“A”-12, Edward Weston’s photography, which he describes thus: “For all the untrained
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eyes / Have missed Weston’s joy / Of finding things / Already composed” ("A" 250-51).
In the same way that Weston finds his compositions in nature, so too does Zukofsky
capture the natural arrangement. Indeed, upon reading Zukofsky’s poetry, the degree of
awkwardness by which the poems proceed (visually, phonically and intellectually) point
to a sheer natural, and not poetic, necessity according to which things are arranged. Poem
“29” from Anew furnishes a perfect example of this aspect of Zukofsky’s materialism
because of its brevity, precision and complexity. It reads in full:

Glad they were there
Falling away
Flying not to
Lose sight of it
Not going far
In angles out
Of ovals of
Dances filled up
The field the green
With light above
With the one hand
In the other (All 102).

Anew provides the following appendices to this poem: from Dante’s “Paradiso,” Canto
XXIV, lines 10-12 and 16-18; from Marx’s Capital the section on “The Metamorphisis of
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Commodities”; from Henrik Anton Lorentz’s Theory of Electrons,” pp. 1, 2 and 133; a
small passage from Guido Cavalcanti’s “Madrigale.” Upon inspection, the poem, “29,” is
comprised of quotations and renderings from these appended sources. For example, the
first line is from Dante (“those joyful souls”) (Alighieri 454), the second and third from
Marx (“it is a contradiction to say that a body is continually falling towards another and is
at the same time continually flying away from it”), the fourth from Lorentz (“we never
lose site of it”),38 and so on to the poem’s conclusion.
This is typical of how Zukofsky writes his poetry, arranging “minor units of
sincerity” that pre-exist the poem “into one apprehended unit” ("An Objective" 15)
Difficult as the poem may be, it is important to note that the arrangement here is not
arbitrary. Upon examination, the appended texts from which “29” is composed are
connected by a fine line of congruencies. In “Paradiso,” Dante describes how the blessed
souls “become spheres moving on fixed poles” (Alighieri 454). Similarly, in the passage
quoted from Marx the movement of commodities is described as an ellipse, dependent
upon the attractions and repulsions of use values and exchange values. Lorentz’ magnetic
fields rotate by a force acting upon a pole. Finally, in Cavalcanti’s poem, love turns
towards a cycle of re-birth. Once the perceptible links are seen they reveal a wealth of
implicit significance.
L. S. Dembo, in his essay, “Louis Zukofsky: Objectivist Poetics and the Quest for
Form,” describes this poem: “As with Dante’s souls, Marx’s exchange and use values,
and Lorentz’s electrons, the source or inspiration of the motion is hidden and all that is
38

These are all from the versions included with the poem, except the Dante, which is
included in Italian by Zukofsky – but the English version is from C. H. Sisson’s
translation of The Divine Comedy.
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visible is the effect.” From this he concludes that the poem is “supposed to provide the
purely aesthetic effect of rotation” ("Louis Zukofsky: Objectivist Poetics and the Quest
for Form" 293). His account limits the significance of Zukofsky’s careful arrangement of
these materials to the level of a “purely aesthetic effect.” However, the connections of the
poem must run deeper: cast in Spinoza’s terms, poetry is supposed to present an adequate
idea, the highest form of rational knowledge, of an eternal system of relations, an
dispense with such empirical measurements as “aesthetic effect.” In other words, the
poem is not an aesthetic re-creation of a physical phenomenon; the poem is an intellectual
complex born of a critical reason applied to the material world, and resolved into the
proper structure by the poet. If the poem is ultimately about ‘rotation,’ it is not so as to
provide the effect of rotation, but rather to perceive the order of rotation apparent in all
these sources, which is not to comment on their rotated-ness but on their connectedness,
and thus to speak to the connectedness of everything that is. The poem, that is,
demonstrates an adequate idea by deploying a scientific discourse that deems ideology
false, because it displaces any trace of empirical knowledge that confirms the subject.
While Dembo argues that “the reader can penetrate no deeper than the movement
of words and images” ("Louis Zukofsky: Objectivist Poetics and the Quest for Form"
293), the inclusion of the notes with the poem actually demands the reader penetrate to
the complex critical level at which the poet perceived the relations. Including notes as
Zukofsky does here has two advantages (whether they were intended by Zukofsky to act
in this way or not): first, the adequacy of the arrangement can be assessed, because the
entire material is presented; second, the reader can reconstruct, or themselves bring
critical thought to bear on the material, and thus obtain an adequate idea. The superficial
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level is well and truly surpassed in either of these formulations, and the poem is more
than an aesthetic representation of the effect of rotation. The poem “29” is not the only
one to include aids to reading and function in this manner. The practise of reading-aids is
frequently found in Zukofsky’s works: “A”, for example, is appended with a twenty-page
index of citations, references and allusions that invites a reconstruction and appraisal of
the poet’s arrangement of materials. As discussed earlier, “Mantis” also receives its
explanation from the poem “‘Mantis’ an interpretation.” Such a practise is designed
exactly to change the interaction a reader has with the poem, and to assuage the
possibility of criticism. Zukofsky had said:

A poet finds the continuously present analysis of his work preferable to
criticism so-called. Yet what other criticism exclusive of his poem seems
permissible? In preference to the brands of circumlocution requisite to
ponderous journals, a ‘prose’ criticism whose analysis follows without
undue length of misinterpretation the more concise analysis of a
considered poem seems permissible, if the general good demands such a
prose. The direction of this prose, though it will be definition, will also be
poetry, arising from the same source or what to a third reader might seem
the same source as the poetry - a poetically charged mentality ("An
Objective" 15).

The aids to reading are a testament to the order of relations that things are contained
within and conceived through in the poem. Any appraisal of the poem must be an
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appraisal of the arrangement of the materials of the poem – it is a recreation of the
process of the poem’s composition, and therefore, is itself poetic. What is assessed is not
the aesthetic poem, but the adequate idea of the poem. As he describes his practise in
“‘Mantis’ an interpretation,” the poem carries “subconsciously / Many intellectual and
sensual properties of the / forgetting and remembering Head / One human’s intuitive
Head” (All 76). The poem produces, in other words, an intuitive and critical thought
whose own validity can be crosschecked against the materials that it has been brought to
bear upon, from which it is composed.
As discussed earlier, Zukofsky tended to think of his larger body of work, and that
of others’, with the same kind of connectedness or order that he brought to bear on the
materials of it; he conceived of works, not as single poems or plays, but examined bodies
of work as singular and connected. Zukofsky’s own writing also demands to be framed in
these terms. Doing so further illustrates that certain relations are necessary and not
arbitrary, as they appear and re-appear, are arranged and rearranged throughout his wider
work. There are several instances of this apparent in “29,” and they demonstrate how,
across diverse times, the poet continually attests to the correctness of his perceptions, by
arranging the same objects according to the same series of relations, seemingly further
evidencing what can only be an eternal order –an adequate idea.
All of the sources of “29” (the passages from Marx, Dante, Cavalcanti and
Lorentz) are included elsewhere in Zukofsky’s works. In “Song – 3/4 time,” from the
suite, 29 Songs, Zukofsky quotes, “Right out / of / Das Kapital / vol. I / chap. 3 / 2. / A”
(All 65) – ‘right out of,’ that is, “The Metamorphosis of Commodities” section of Capital.
This short poem juxtaposes two scenes: in the first scene, the speaker is (probably) drunk
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and (probably) in Spain where it is snowing on his friend’s birthday; the second scene is
Marx’s description of how the circulation of commodities is essentially different from
barter, because in money (in the transformation and exchange of commodities) is
preserved an entire network of social relations (Capital 206-08). It may well be that in
this paratactic passage, the network of relations between the friend39 and “a / girl,” exist
outside of the social relations precipitated by commodities, because they dance “–
without– / any money” (All 66). On the other hand, it may be that these characters cannot
escape this reification, because there is congruency between money, which “always
leaves behind a precipitate,” (Capital 208) and the snow which surrounds them (“snow /
for / my friend’s birthday,” “for the / snow / sparrows,” “the/ junk / heap / of snow”)
which will, literally, precipitate. Both these interpretations – the idealised vision of love
apparent in the former, or the tenuous wordplay (of the noun and the verb) of the latter –
would be adequate explanations that accord with various other elements of Zukofsky’s
poetry. However, what is under discussion here is not speculative in this sense: what is
apparent is that there are further implications for the poem “29.” Marx is connected with
a new set of relations (here, a seemingly biographical time and place), and so too, then,
are the other elements of that poem (Lorentz, Cavalcanti and Dante). Zukofsky has
arranged the minor units of sincerity into one apprehended unit, which is the poem. This
practise also extends to include the arrangement of larger units – the poems – into a larger

39

It may be a friend or the poet himself, it is ambiguous who the ‘He’ that Zukofsky here
refers to here is.
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apprehended unit – his entire body of work. They are all implicated in this description
because they are bound to it by what the poet has perceived are eternal relations.40
This is made abundantly clearer the more the lines connecting poem to poem, and
poems to essays, are pursued. The above quotation from Cavalcanti is a perfect example
of how Zukofsky’s desire for “an inclusive object” perceives and arranges matter
according to proper relations. Very humbly, Zukofsky annotated “29” with the following,
inconspicuous line from Guido Cavalcanti’s “Madrigale”: “…luce e sta verde”41 (All
114). In the text it is arranged in the lines, “The field the green / With light above.” At
first it is unclear what this may refer to. However, there are again several ways of
approaching these lines literally. It could be that Zukofsky is saying that because “only
the resultant effects produced by them [particles] are perceptible to our senses,” (All 114)
then we live, as Cavalcanti describes, in a “World gone blind and full of false deceits”
(Pound Sonnets and Ballate of Guido Cavalcanti 87). On the other hand, the ‘field’ may
be perceptible simply because it is transformed by the ‘green’ and ‘light’ of love. Such
questions are distractions that Zukofsky’s semantic reticence entails.
What is most apparent is how this line recurs in other of his works. Specifically, it
forms a catalyst for a series of reflections on the nature of love and perception in Bottom:
on Shakespeare. There, the idea that “the understanding that conceives a reason past sure
and erring eyes can only believe of love,” is epitomised in “Thoughtful tragic song,”
which moves away from “Sight […] the surest sense” towards love (Bottom: On
Shakespeare 134). Cavalcanti’s “Madrigale” is such an example. But the line serves a
40

Though the effect is of developing a cumulative knowledge, it must be remembered
that the process is, in fact, eternal, and any sense of linearity is due to the linearlimitations of the medium – language.
41
Literally, “…light and is green.”
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greater purpose, tying together a series of diverse thoughts: Dante’s “‘Verdi, come
fogliette pur mo nate (Green, like little leaves just born)’” (135) which leads to Gonzalo,
in The Tempest – “With an eye of green in’t” – and which is pitted against Blake’s
“weedy line: ‘All men have drawn outlines whenever they saw them; / Madmen see
outlines, and therefore they draw them’” (200). The significance does not stop there, for
this truncation of diverse thought sets in motion a series of other connections that range
across the entire canon of Western thought. What is most apparent if the succession of the
connections is set aside, is the mode by which things are conceived as being connected.
Again, when Zukofsky speaks of these things, he is ultimately speaking to their
connectedness, and above all to the connectedness of all things in the Spinozan sense.
While there may be specific, epistemological elements at play, such as the fact that
‘belief without love errs,’ these are only indicative of a higher level of materialism, an
ontology in which all that is, is conceived through God, which is nothing more than the
totality of material relations. As such, it is pointless to speculate as to the meaning of
certain coincidences and to allow the various connotations that emerge (or may just
appear to emerge) to dominate, because they only demonstrate this reality that transcends
them, but also contains them.
This is how Zukofsky wrote – by drawing seemingly diverse sources into direct
contact with one another, reducing them to minute elements that connect them, and
projecting an entire system of relations from them. Any one of his works cannot be fully
known in isolation from the others, for they combine to create a complex idea of the
universe as an eternal system of ever more finite relations. Further to this difficulty is the
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fact that such a project cannot be completed, in the sense of having a determinate
beginning and end, other than those that accord with his writing life.
By composing poetry, essays, and even fiction in this way, Zukofsky’s poetry
serves the same Marxism as Althusser’s scientific discourse – they are both the same
realisation of historical materialism. In his works, Zukofsky applies a critical, theoretical
knowledge to the material world: this involves arranging the material of his work into the
necessary order of their relations; the resultant work (a poem, the essay etc.) is an
adequate idea. The poem is produced by thinking, in Althusser’s terms, ‘the limits of
ideology,’ and in so doing stepping into a scientific and eternal discourse.
Thus, Zukofsky’s conception of the poem removes the role of the poet as a
creative and composing force, and with it, the subject, the basis for the function of
ideology. Instead, the poet is conceived within and through a system of relations, and he
uses the poem to arrange things into a necessary relational order. The measure of a poet is
strictly to what degree they have perceived and illuminated these relations within the
poem. This is firmly derived from Spinoza’s theory of adequate ideas.
Again in “A”-12, Zukofsky demonstrates this conclusion, drawing the congruence
between his arrangement and Spinoza’s materialism. Seemingly giving an insight into the
processes by which he composes, Zukofsky includes a list of the plural names for birds,
in list-form:

As trace
Of my object
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A serge of Herons
A spring of teals
A bevy of quails
A gaggle of geese
A covert of coots
A congregation of plovers
A wisp of snipes
A covey of partridges
A fall of woodcocks
A murmuration of starlings
A charm of goldfinches
A watch of nightingales
An exaltation of larks ("A" 245-46).

He then compares this to the following description of an author’s craft, which is “to paint
and set before our eyes / The lyvely image of the thought that in our stomaches ryse”
(246). Obviously this is not a sufficient description of Zukofsky’s purpose; as he notes,
“That does not convey all of a feast of birds, / Tho it may spell of the poet’s broken
ribbes of ships upon the shore” (246). In the following lines, though, Zukofsky describes
by what measure his poetry is instead composed: “What now avayles / My Spinoza I take
so often / to the country” (246). Spinoza avails him, not traditional poetic conceptions,
because Spinoza has even become, he says, a “descant” of Shakespeare (246). Spinoza’s
conception of relations, then, provides the basis for the poetry, and this is the same
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system that Althusser used. In both instances, it is the subject that must be revealed as
ideology.
Following on from this, Zukofsky prescribes the role that production plays in the
practise of poetry, and in doing so, displaces the role of the poet as a unique subject in
poetry. This, too, must be viewed in light of the matrix of Spinoza, Marx and Althusser.
Zukofsky’s description of activity, again from “An Objective,” is: “experience perfecting
activity of existence” (15). In Ethics, Spinoza had described how “Our mind acts and also
is passive” (Ethics 84). However, in speaking of activity, he was not referring to a
creative function. To the contrary, Spinoza argues that the mind, “in so far as it has
adequate ideas, thus far it necessarily acts” (Ethics 84). Zukofsky’s poetical activity must
be thought of as quite distinct from, for example, Sir Philip Sidney’s ‘poet,’ who is “lifted
up with the vigour of his own invention, [and who] doth grow in effect another nature, in
making things either better than nature bringeth forth, or, quote anew” (Sidney Sir Philip
Sidney: A Selection of His Finest Poems 105). For thinking through Spinoza, Zukofsky’s
activity is conceived only insofar as it expresses the entire system of structural relations –
or insofar as it has adequate ideas. Therefore, the first task of the poet composing with
sensitivity to Spinoza’s materialism must be to overcome the empirical aspects of poetic
practise. This is clear in the examples above from “A”-12 and “29,” in which Zukofsky
‘the poet’ is limited to the role of arranging units into an order that corresponds to a
Spinozan conception of relations. This was also the primary reason that Zukofsky
introduced the equivalent of the Spinozan discourse of naturans and naturata as early as
“A”-6 – as a limit to the powers of the poet as a subject. This was meant to act to
neutralise the poet as an experiencing subject and his poem as an instance of expressive
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will. Rather than compose the poem (in the traditional sense, deploying imagination or
receiving inspiration), the poet arranges the parts of the poem in what is a necessary and
eternal order of relations. This requires the explicit removal of any creative ego, which
was produced by an illusory, subject-centred knowledge. When Zukofsky declares in
“A”-22 that, “History’s best emptied of names” (511), he has emphatically changed his
mind about the role of the humanist subject that dominated the early poems such as “In
Memory of V.I. Ulianov.” In the early portions of “A” names were very important
historical markers, such as when in “A”-10 he records how “Henri Philippe Pétain and
Herr Hitler / have made peace / One name is spit / The other is hawked from the throat”
(114); or alternatively, the repeated imperative as late as “A”-12 that “You must name his
name” (132) and “Nay, you must name his name” (226). The transition to empty history
of its names has begun, however, by “A”-18 as the speaker makes the following request:
“forgive: I don’t recall names: rote” (390). Further, by the time of “A”-22, as Leggott
observes, “there are no names […] There are no names in “A”-22 & 23 though there is
history of some sort being recounted” (Leggott 52).
However, to ‘empty’ history of names must not be seen as a move towards
depoliticising poetry by annulling all individual responsibility and accountability. In fact,
it constitutes the opposite when considered in light of Spinoza and Marx. Rather than a
strategy for ignoring ideology, it demonstrates a precise awareness that the basis of
ideology is the category of the subject. In Zukofsky’s story “It was” the narrator speaks
of how removing names is not to disavow the work of its historical and materialist
(political) elements – that these remain intact:
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This story was a story of our time. And a writer’s attempts not to fathom
his time amount but to sounding his mind in it. I did not want to break up
my form by pointing to well-known place names and dates in the forty
years that I had lived – events familiar to most of us, to some more than
myself. I wanted our time to be the story, but like the thought of a place
passed once and recalled altogether: seen again as through a stereoscope
blending views a little way apart into a solid – defying touch. I was saying
something that had had a sequence, like the knowledge of taking a breath,
and hiding it, because one breathes without pointing to it before and after
("It Was" 183).

A poet must commit himself to history, or risk merely “sounding his mind in it.” To do
this does not require names because history itself is all that is required – the time and the
events that occurred in it. What Zukofsky means in emptying history of names is to let
the history speak without intervention. It is safe to take this description as evidence for
how Zukofsky conceived of his poetic practise, as this story appears in abridged form as
the, “Foreword to “A” 1-12,” wherein he summarises his practise, as discussed earlier.

ii.

Much of what has already been discussed demonstrates how Zukofsky conducted his
poetic practise and formulated a poetics to limit the function of the category of the poetas-subject: the activity of the poet is posited within a framework of necessary relations,
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determined by a natural order. The poet is implicated in Spinoza’s three-tier system – the
poet develops understanding from within a world that is conceived through an eternal
system of relations. All of the consequences that stem from this knowledge are involved
in denying the category of the poet-as-subject: at best the poet appears merely to arrange
the materials of existence according to an awareness of their relations, brought about by a
critical production of knowledge that can think the limits of itself as a subject. Finally,
this can be assigned, in the final instance, to real material and economic determinations.
As a scientific discourse it is precisely the function of poetry to expose the falsity of
ideological discourse, and thus to deny any claims the poet has to being a subject.
However, there are further consequences for praxis in refusing to interpellate subjects as
is to be found in “An Objective.” There, Zukofsky stated: “An Objective: (Optics) – The
lens bringing the rays from an object to a focus. That which is aimed at. (Use extended to
poetry) – Desire for what is objectively perfect, inextricably the direction of historic and
contemporary particulars” ("An Objective" 12).
The entire premise of the argument in the essay “An Objective” is predicated
upon the problem of the subject. “An Objective” advocates a turning away from the
category of the subject and toward, instead, the object under consideration and all of its
relations. These relations – an object’s “rays” – are nothing more than a movement of
force across history. There are obvious affinities with Zukofsky’s Modernist precursors
here, particularly the resemblance to Pound’s Imagism, for which he prescribed “Direct
treatment of the ‘thing’ whether subjective or objective” (Pound "A Retrospect" 3).
However, there are significant differences between the two, not least of which is that
Pound advocated that the poem necessarily reconstruct the object under scrutiny.
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Zukofsky diverged from this in two important ways: it was not by directly treating the
object that the object was preserved, but by controlling the “rays” that stem from the
object and through which the system that contain the object is known; it is not the object
that is important, therefore, but to a poetics based so heavily in Spinoza, it is the degree to
which the relational forces that pulse through it are perceived that is important, because
this is the measurement of an adequate idea.
Only by considering all of the rays that emanate from an object can that object be
known. That is to say (in terms familiar to Spinoza), an object cannot be known in and of
itself unless it is independent, and of this class of object there is only one, and that is
God: everything else must be considered as an expression of God’s will. Thus, it is
essential that the process of knowing any object in the poem begins from the relational
rays that extend from it, because this places that object within its real context, which is as
an expression of God. In pragmatic terms, this directs attention away from the category of
the poet, because it leads back to that order through which he knows, and through which
he is conceived – it reveals, in other words, that his own status as a subject is only an
ideological illusion. Like the object under consideration, the poet cannot be perceived
except in terms of a systemic and eternal order of relations of which he is a mere
expression. This denies any claim that the poet may make to being conceived as a subject,
except by ideology.
Again, to approach objects in this way suggests strong affinities with Pound’s
particular brand of Modernism, and indeed there are obvious affinities. However, it is not
with his canonical prescriptions for Imagism that this strikes a chord, but with his edited
volume of Ernest Fenollosa’s essay, “The Chinese Written Character as a Medium for
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Poetry.” In his essay, Fenollosa proposed a strikingly similar description of a relational
poetics: in nature the transference of force moves from an agent, via an act and to an
object; the English and Chinese languages mimic this transference because nature itself
has imposed this structure. Fenollosa demonstrates his meaning with the exemplary
phrase “farmer pounds rice” as an instance of this. By beginning with an assumption that
the basic unit of all speech is the verb – in this example, both the farmer and the rice are
considered “naturally” to be verbs, “[t]he farmer is one who tills the ground, and the rice
is a plant which grows in a special way” (Fenollosa 19) – he is able to demonstrate
transference at work. However, of greater consequence is that this principle can be seen
at work in the Chinese written form. The basic unit of the Chinese written character, and
the sentences they compose are, he says, “vivid shorthand pictures of actions and
processes in nature” (21). What is more, the Chinese character is based entirely upon
visual analogy or metaphor, by which it reveals those forces that cannot be seen: “the
primitive metaphors do not spring from arbitrary subjective processes. They are possible
only because they follow objective lines of relations in nature herself. Relations are more
real and more important than the things which they relate” (22). The English language,
too, he contends, functions by these principles. However, with the specific case of the
English language, the imposition of a grammar has abstracted this basic principle. The
implication is that the poet, whose chief tool is metaphor, is charged with the task of
“feeling back along the ancient lines of advance” (23) and to the concreteness of nature.
The similarities between Fenollosa’s and Zukofsky’s poetics are substantial,
particularly when Fenollosa continues, in words precisely echoed by Zukofsky, to
describe how, “[a]rt and poetry deal with the concrete of nature, not with rows of
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separate ‘particulars,’ for such rows do not exist” (23). Moreover, he further contends
that poetry is, “[v]alid scientific thought [that] consists of following as closely as may be
the actual and entangled line of forces as they pulse through things, thought deals not
with bloodless concepts but watches things move under its microscope” (12). As for
Zukofsky, the objects of nature are impressive for the degree to which they display the
transference of force, or in other words, the degree to which they are not composed of
substance but of relations, and these relations lead whoever perceives them back to the
authentic and ultimate quality of nature, which is that it is unitary and infinite. While the
kinds of knowledge Fenollosa and Zukofsky advocate may differ,42 what is clear is that
the poet is perceptive, and nature is connected – it is an entire system of relations that the
poet is made aware of – or, to use Althusser’s terms, it is not the relation between men
and their things that is important, but “between ‘things’ and their ‘men’” ("Cremonini:
Painter of the Abstract" 158). Again, the category of the poet as a subject is denied: these
poetics refuse to interpellate the poet as a subject because they posit his own practise in a
system that exceeds his limits as a subject.
Perhaps the ultimate instance of Zukofsky’s deliberate refusal to interpellate the
poet as a subject is the manner in which “A” concludes. In 1928 Zukofsky had spoken
somewhat humbly about “A”, explaining to Pound that: “So far I’ve planned 24
movements. I hope that will be all” (Ahearn Correspondence 24). However, by 1967 “A”
had become: “a poem of a life / – and a time. The poem will continue thru 24
movements, its last words still to be lived” ("Foreword To "A" 1-12" 228). However,
42

While Zukofsky clearly describes a model of historical materialism (critical reason, as
in Spinoza), Fenollosa says that “Poetry agrees with science and not with logic,”
(Fenollosa 28) and this distinction between science and critical thought that he makes is
probably their biggest difference.
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despite the fact that it was the ‘poem of a life,’ and moreover the poem of Zukofsky’s life,
the final section of the poem, “A”-24, was not written by Zukofsky but by his wife,
Celia: Celia arranged “A”-24, titled “L. Z. Masque,” in 1968 and presented it to him for
his birthday. As described in its introductory notes, it is “a five-part score – music,
thought, drama, story, poem. Handel’s ‘Harpsichord Pieces’ are one voice. The other
four voices are arrangements of Louis Zukofsky’s writings” ("A" 564) and are as
follows: ‘thought’ corresponds to Prepositions; drama to ‘Arise, Arise’; story to It was;
and poem to “A” (564). In quite literal terms, the final section of Zukofsky’s life’s work
is a perfect instance of how the category of the poet-as-subject is entirely given over to
the resolution of words and their ideation into the structure of the poem, arranged
according to (musical) relations. As far as this refuses the category of the poet as a
subject, “A” can be viewed as an adequate idea in the Spinozan sense. In other words,
“A” finally manages to surpass the limits of ideology that confirm the poet as a subject.
In this sense, it is clear in what way it remains a Marxist poem, as it fully realises the
implications of a historical materialism, derived in equal parts from Marx and Spinoza.
“An Objective” advocates a kind of turning away from the subject of the poet, and
toward instead the rays of relations that course through objects. Again, the purpose is
explicitly tied to a concept of an adequate idea, or the awareness of the relations that are
eternal.

iii.
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While it is obvious in what manner Zukofsky refused to interpellate the poet as a subject,
it is more difficult to discern the ways in which he limited the function of producing
significance in the text. This is complicated by the fact that in the many critical accounts
detailing his work, Zukofsky’s poems are described as objects of significance that are
encountered empirically, just as all objects are. When the poems are discussed in this
sense, it is primarily with reference to their potential to release the subjectivity of the
reader. However, this definition depends upon an integral notion of a poem as a site in
which a seeming auto-generative significance is concealed: the facets of Zukofsky’s
poetry that can release a reader’s subjectivity are inscribed in the poem as potential
generative forces. The poem’s congruencies, semblances of congruencies and
incongruities are essential features of the text, and therefore it is in the language and the
structures of the poem that significance is produced – so the argument goes. The
language, that is, stages the significance: in this way, his poems have been argued to
reside within a wider category of the poem-as-subject.
There can be no disputing that Zukofsky inscribed significance in his poetry
through its language and structures. The linguistic and structural elements of Zukofsky’s
work convey the relational structures of a Spinozist order, and this is not in question.
However, taking the poem as a subject (as the place where significance is produced) is
generally done as a mediatory step to shifting the onus of production from the poet to the
reader – that is, conceiving of the poem as a productive object is a basic ideological
falsehood that serves to interpellate the reader as a subject. In shifting critical attention to
Zukofsky’s language as a productive force, and thus speaking of the poem as a subject,
the poem is severed-off from the material world, limiting significance to the generative
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capacity of the physical poem. This thus destabilises the role of the poet as a subject and
opens a space in which the reader may assume control of the production of significance.
There are several problems with this account, not least of which is that it significantly
contradicts the function that objects are assigned in Zukofsky’s philosophical system:
there, objects were not empirically encountered, but their relations are perceived as
demonstrating an eternal order that contained them. Objects, in other words, highlight the
fact that the experiencing, empirical subject is only a limited ideological function.
However, despite this there is still a tendency to approach Zukofsky’s poetry as though it
were itself an object empirically encountered.
To a large degree, this problem stems from the language in which Zukofsky wrote
his theoretical essays, which tends to sound ambiguous and as though concepts were up
for negotiation. The following lines from “An Objective” are particularly responsible in
this sense: speaking of sincerity Zukofsky says, “[t]his rested totality may be called
objectification – the apprehension satisfied completely as to the appearance of the art
form as an object” ("An Objective" 13). He later reiterates this by defining the poem as
“A poem. A poem as object […] experienced as an object – Perfect rest” ("An Objective"
15) as previously discussed. The eccentric punctuation, the mixture of scientific tone and
abstract concepts and the vastly assumed knowledge required to fully integrate this
statement into his larger, Spinozan derived historical materialism, all contribute to the
ambiguity of such statements.
It is clear from previous discussion that his poems cannot be objects that are
experienced empirically without having reference to an external context or processes,
because this would be irreconcilable with a Spinozan definition. However, critics argue
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that this is especially true of the later portions of “A” (as outlined in Chapter 1), which it
is claimed both retreats into the philosophy of Spinoza as a remedy for the poem’s early
and explicit Marxism and comes to resemble more and more an object. These two ideas
are at the very least contradictory, and such opposing claims cannot be sustained. In all of
its guises, it is precisely the category of the subject that is disputed by Spinoza and also in
Zukofsky’s Spinozan poetics. To more clearly understand what Zukofsky meant in using
the term ‘object,’ it is necessary to figure it within explicit Spinozan language. Charles
Bernstein’s account comes closest to doing this: he states that Zukofsky’s essays “are
neither theories nor theorems but ‘steps’ in a process sounded as ‘stoops’ on an organ:
recursive, recombinant, resourceful, even relentless. ‘Rested totality’ is not the final stage
at the top of the stairs but the process cast as ‘thing’” (Bernstein ix). Later, discussing
‘sincerity,’ he continues in this vein, stating in terms familiar from Kant that, “neither
sincerity nor objectification pertains to the thing itself, rather, they are means of grappling
with the structures and conditions through which things came into perception and by
means of which we come into contact with them and live alongside them” (x). This is a
fair summation of the poetry and essays; the work is never complete because the point is,
“not to fathom time but literally to sound it as on an instrument,” but, as Zukofsky
continues, “the story must exist in each word or it cannot go on […] the words written
down […] must live, not seem merely to glance at a watch” ("Foreword To "A" 1-12"
228). In other words, the poem (in Spinoza’s term) is sub specie aeternitatis; the poem is
an eternal knowledge or an adequate idea. Any categorisation of the poem as the place of
meaning production must be dispensed with for the poem to adhere in this way to
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Spinoza. The poem is always already meaningful even before being written, because it
relates an eternal meaning.
With this in mind, Bernstein’s conclusion that, the “image of the lens [from the
essay “An Objective”] remains virtual or immanent, available for use,” and that,
“Zukofsky’s poetics, like his poems, invite the reader’s projection or introjection, to fill
in the blanks” (viii) is open to question. This suggests that Zukofsky suspends the subject
category of the poet and the poem in order to promulgate an alternate subject, the reader.
Further, Bernstein contends, Zukofsky does this through his partial formulations, his
casting the poem beyond time, which undermines the authority of the poem – very much
according to Barthes’ logic, meaning lies in this account, in a text’s destination not its
origin. As mentioned before, such contradictory conclusions are possibly the result of the
ambiguity that Zukofsky’s disruptive syntax creates: the precision of Zukofsky’s use of
punctuation and language pushes his writing towards ambiguity by traditional measures.
Further, to have composed his poetry according to strict cadences of relations
(intellectual, visual, sonorant etc.) makes the language appear entirely unfamiliar to the
reader used to understanding according to traditional rules of grammar. Grammar, in fact,
in the scientific discourse that Zukofsky employs, has a significantly different function:
“grammar which springs from [common speech] is but a ‘secondary speech’; - those like
us, son, ‘to whom the world is our native country’ […] will declare […] with Dante
writing of the common speech, that ‘the exercise of discernment as to words involves by
no means the smallest labor of our reason’” ("Poetry" 9). The adequate idea that
Zukofsky constructs has a very different function to familiar linguistic constructions, and
in many ways, it is the acuteness of the perception and the precision of its representation
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in language that clouds the poem’s clarity. As Bob Perelman has suggested, “[s]yntactic
possibility, semantic suggestiveness, and realised form are so prominent that it is easy to
focus on the richness of meaning that the writing provides – as if ambiguities and
multiple possibilities automatically accrued some ideal readerly account” (Perelman 184).
As discussed, this difficulty of the writing is necessary to the scientific definition
wherein, “the more precise the writing, the purer the poetry” ("An Objective" 15); it is an
‘economy of presentation’ or to be more explicit, a ‘care to exactness of utterance’ that
sustains a scientific definition for poetry.
Moreover, the increasing difficulty of the language also serves another purpose
against the category of the subject – it further displaces the subject by refusing to
interpellate the reader who is constantly confronted with the bare facts of the object under
consideration – “aimed at.” The process of reading Zukofsky should be that it portrays
only the rays of relation that emanate from an object and between objects, and that these
are not so much experienced by a reader but are rather perceived. The first demand of the
reader that Zukofsky makes is that they, like him, suspend their own subject-status in
reading his poetry so that they too can attain the adequate idea therein presented. The fact
that his language functions not according to the conventional rules of language but rather
by necessary relations helps in achieving this.
The first chapter of this thesis discussed the tendency of critics to formulate the
reader as a subject by first displacing the poet, and then directing attention toward the
poem itself, as a precursor to unleashing the reader’s interpretative capacity. However,
because Zukofsky is composing a scientific poetry based in Marx and Spinoza, and
because, as Althusser says, the first function of ideology is to interpellate subjects, it is
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impossible that Zukofsky inscribed the category of the reader-as-subject in his poetry. As
with the other categories of the subject any conception of the subject, except as
something that is negated, cannot be made compatible with the theoretical formulation
that Zukofsky was working with. To this end the poetics outlined in “An Objective”
draws attention away from the subject of the poet, and toward, first the object, but then
toward the lines of relation that emanate from objects. That is to say, the poetics refuses
to make either the reader or the poem a subject. This further prevents two distinct
possibilities: the possibility of the reader encountering the objects in the poem, and the
possibility of the reader encountering the poem as an object.
The first of these implications is easy to discern because the category of the reader
cannot have any encounter with the objects of the poem, except as they direct his gaze
toward the Spinozan system that they (and he) are contained within and conceived
through. That is to say, in the same moment that the poet diverts his own attention from
the object and toward the rays that emanate from it, so too does the reader. The
possibility for such an encounter between the reader-as-subject and the objects in the
poem simply does not exist. In other words, the poem is not a post-Structuralist text that
engages the reader’s own established, referential frames, but deliberately directs him
away from them. This circumvents, as Zukofsky describes it, “the mind [that] tends to
supply, in further suggestion, which does not attain rested totality, the totality not always
found in sincerity and necessary only for perfect rest, complete appreciation” ("An
Objective" 13). This goes a long way toward occluding the possibility for the reader to be
established as a subject, as there are no objects beneath his gaze to be experienced or
encountered and to thus confirm him as a subject. The reader is not directed by the poem
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back to his own self-awareness, that is, by an encounter with an object that affirms his
own existence by engaging his referential experiences in a connotative way. Rather, the
entire process is construed so as to destroy any self-awareness that does not lead to the
awareness of being contained within, and thus conceived and conceiving through the
Spinozan conception of a totality of relations. The poem does not present a series of
affirmations for the reader’s subjectivity brought about by its coincidence with the
external world of objects, but, precisely, a series of negations of that subject. What is real
is known by revealing the ideology that makes subjects.
It has been established that Zukofsky uses his language according to a different
mode than the ordinary practises of signification. As “A” continues, particularly in its
later sections, the highly refined linguistic arrangements of this practise serve to further
displace and estrange the reader from his own connotative frames, and refuse to
interpellate him as a subject. The linguistic system that Zukofsky proposed deems that
words stand in absolute relation to objects that are defined by the relational structures in
which they are contained. This means that the attractions and repulsions – the lines of
connections that a word has – are included as the integral nature of that word. The way
that Zukofsky achieved this was by bringing a word’s relational scope to bear in his
linguistic arrangement of the objects he “aimed at.” He refined the relations of his
language to correspond to the relations between things, which are definite and subtle. The
relations between linguistic units that he contrived to replicate the Spinozan, eternal
order, are based in all aspects of their materiality: their sounds, appearance, the ideas that
they convey, and those ideas, sounds etc. that relate to them. Zukofsky tries, in other
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words, to account for all of the relations that stem from a particular object’s particular
linguistic representation, insofar as it contributes to their definition.
Looking at “A”-19 again provides an excellent example of the various levels at
which language functions simultaneously according to the phonetic, visual and
intellectual units of measurement. The poem, first, consists of a regular arrangement of
words:

“A”-19 is composed of a prelude of eight quatrains and a chaconne of 72
strophes each of 13 lines except the last, which has 12. Apart from
occasional irregularities there are two words a line in both prelude and
piece except that the last line of each strophe has three.
The prelude provides occasion. It sets the scene, establishes mood,
introduces motifs […] The setting is clear: a performance, outside it is
snowing (Cox "Notes on Zukofsky's "A"-19" 235-36).

The formal structure is not coincidental; this form corresponds directly to the musical
composition being played throughout the poem: Cox argues that the “two words [per line]
are produced by the down-stroke and the up-stroke of the violinist’s bow with an extra
down stroke at the end of each strophe,” ("Notes on Zukofsky's "A"-19" 236-37), and that
the irregular one-word lines are rests, while the longer spacing, apparent between some of
the two-word lines, are either two down strokes or two up strokes. While Mark Scroggins
has pointed out that such a reading may be overly ambitious given Zukofsky’s self-
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confessed modest musical knowledge43 (Louis Zukofsky and the Poetry of Knowledge
180), literal, formal congruencies like this are harboured in the poem and appear justified
by other observations. For example, Cox attributes the chaconne, “No ill-luck / if
bonding / tohu bohu” ("Notes on Zukofsky's "A"-19" 238) as a ward against the
superstition associated with the 13 line strophes of the poem, and thus contends that this
is connected to the third line, “tohu bohu” – Hebrew for the state of things in Genesis,
and used by the French to signify disorder. He draws the conclusion that, “[t]wo being
given as principle of formation, the structure of the poem becomes intelligible as number
as well as perceptible as music for violin” (238). In other words, it is clear that
significance fluoresces in the poem, and is not restricted by any nominal definition.
Rather, significance is restricted by acutely perceived, necessary relations that encompass
every aspect of the poem’s composition as per the scientific definition. The poem, in
other words, presents an adequate idea of the eternal order, and rather than confer
subjectivity onto the reader, it acts against it by deliberately directing their gaze toward
the various rational and intuitive relations, and thus toward the realisation of Spinoza’s
relational system in general wherein subjects are a primary falsehood – where they are a
ideological function.
The fact that Cox may, in fact, get carried away with the discoveries that he
makes and exceed Zukofsky’s perceptions, does not, however, belie the fact that what he
observed in the poem are the beliefs according to which the poetry functions: it is not
traditional signification. It constitutes a deliberate act against signification and how it
43

Talking of “A” he says: “intuitively I have done something in poetry very much akin to
good music. (Intuitively – i.e. as far as notes are concerned I can see or hear when they go
up or down, & linger or proceed)” (Ahearn 111).
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confirms the reader as a unique subject, and towards instead a more scientific measure.
There are countless other examples of this in Zukofsky’s poetry: in fact, as his poetry
becomes more accomplished – as he realises his poetics in the later portions of “A” – it
more greatly displays this characteristic. There are several epitomic examples in “A”-9
and “A”-15 that demonstrate this clearly.
“A”-9 is often cited as the crowning moment of Zukofsky’s formal achievement,
encompassing the collage mode of composition that dominates his work, and
demonstrating a mathematical concern that underlies much of his poetry. There are many
levels at which the formal structures of “A”-9 work. In the first instance, “A”-9 is a
translation of Guido Cavalcanti’s canzone, “Donna mi priegha.” Zukofsky’s version,
though, is impressive for two reasons: it maintains the intricate Italian rhyme scheme of
the original, but does so while substituting quotation from, first Marx’s Capital and then
Spinoza’s Ethics, as the content of the poem. The poem’s formal element is further
complicated by Zukofsky’s decision to distribute the ‘n’ and ‘r’ sounds of the poem
according to the formula of a conic section. Davidson describes this process:

Zukofsky divides the 75 lines of the first half of “A”-9 into five points or
sections (corresponding to the five strophes plus coda), each one of which
represents 90 degrees of a circle. Within each of these five groups, words
containing the letters n and r are chosen according to a formula that
measures the ratio between the diagonal of a circle and a point moving
around its circumference (Davidson 533).
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This, then, makes for an elaborate underlying structure upon which the poem is
composed. It is, to say the least, difficult to read through the syntax of the poem, and the
two sources are often awkwardly pushed into the form. It is not Zukofsky’s most lyrical
poetry:

Dissemble – pledging complexions so guarded –
Cast of plied error leaves such error asserted
But stand obverted, men sight us things joined to
Change itself edging the full light discarded –
In machines’ terror a use there averted ("A" 108).

Davidson, however, proposes a case in which this formalism is explained. The sections
from Marx, the path through a conic section, the Spinoza, the Cavalcanti itself, all
demonstrate an idea of ‘action’ that ultimately speaks to the transformation of production
into value (in keeping with the humanism apparent in Zukofsky’s early work). It is for
this reason, according to Davidson, that Zukofsky chose the difficult underlying structure:
diverse as its elements are, they are connected in his perception of the world through and
within the Spinozan order. The composition of this poem much more intricately binds
and revolves around the apparent relations than the earlier example of “29,” and
demonstrates how far he had moved in this direction as early as 1938. (However, it must
be noted that this poem is still firmly concerned with the human subject, and far from the
full scientific discourse of poetry that the later poetry implemented.)
The mechanics of reading such a poem are, to say the least, very difficult. This is
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exacerbated by Zukofsky’s original presentation of the first half of “A”-9, which included
the quoted sources (much as the poem “29” had). As he explained to Pound:

my intention is to get out a brochure entitled First Half of “A”-9 to include
(in the following order): your text of Donna Mi Prega; Extracts from Marx
– Capital Chap. 1-13 & Value, Price & Profit; several notes from modern
physicists; your two translations of Guido’s canzone; my undergraduate
version, part of which you’ve seen, & Jerry[Reisman]’s; a note on the
mathematical analogy to the form of the poem; the canzone as enclosed, &
a prose restatement about the same length as the canzone (Ahearn
Correspondence 203).

Reading the poem, then, becomes a search for an appropriate measure for determining the
connections that are apparent, but not obvious. Particularly difficult is the fact that
reading is interrupted in a multitude of ways: the syntax of the poem is extraordinary,
made up as it is from so many paraphrases of quotations; the eccentric underlying
structure destabilises much of the content by forcing it to adhere to its formula; while the
original material that the poem is composed from is provided, it disrupts as much as it
elaborates by casting its shadow from start to finish over the process of reading; the
Cavalcanti poem is provided in translation in several different versions, each of which
presumably demonstrates some unique aspect of the original Italian. The poem is a
remarkable feat of technical mastery, but as Davidson says, it “imposes an extraordinary
series of limitations upon its own readability” (Davidson 531).
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In his foreword to the edition, Zukofsky describes how the sources of the poem’s
composition are given to the reader “in the foregoing order, the poem last, so that if the
intention to have it fluoresce as it were in the light of seven centuries of interrelated
thought has at all been realized the poem will explain itself. In any case the aids may
forestall exegesis” (qtd in Davidson 530). The poem is included as the final document, to
“forestall exegesis,” to refuse to elaborate the subject of the reader. As was the case with
the “Mantis” poems and poem “29,” this material cannot be considered supplementary:
the reader’s experience of the poem is prescribed by this material because it limits the
poem’s (and reader’s) frames of reference. By exposing the fundamental mechanisms of
the poem to the reader, the poem is open, not to interpretation, but scrutiny. The entire
point of this exercise is quite clearly to limit the category of the reader-as-subject by
disavailing them of their exegetic power. The intention is instead to have the poem
“fluoresce” against “seven centuries of interrelated thought,” as Zukofsky says. What it
does is to exclude the reader’s own critical paradigms. The poem presented like this will
not interpellate the reader as a subject, but will present them with an adequate idea, and
thus relieve them of that activity that bestows on them the category of subject. The poem,
in other words, acts against the function of ideology. While Davidson concludes that,
“Zukofsky is interested less in the perfection of formal method than in the way that it
defamiliarizes and rematerializes” (Davidson 534), such a description requires the
following qualification: it does not do this to retain a use value nor to demonstrate its own
materiality as Davidson concludes, but it is done exclusively to refuse the subject, and is
connected to the desire to develop a scientific poetics. That is, this method is not
particular to the themes of this poem, but form the basis of Zukofsky’s wider poetic
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practise: the poem refuses to interpellate individuals as subjects, which is to think the
limits of ideological discourse and create a scientific discourse of poetry.
The experience of reading Zukofsky, then, is based upon a process in which
language alienates the reader from conventional linguistic codes as well as conventional
perception, leaving them with only the presentation of the eternal and adequate idea – the
Spinozan order of things. Zukofsky has suspended the categories of the ‘subject,’ and
perceived relations in all of their detail, and he expects that the reader will do the same
when confronted with his poetry. After all, it is supposed to “fluoresce […] in the light of
seven centuries of interrelated thought,” or whatever other relations the poet has grasped.
It is within this context that he can declare that: “Poetry if anything has a sense for
everything. Meaning: without poetry life would have little present” ("Poetry" 3).
In many ways, then, it would be erroneous to say that the poem is made difficult
by its apparent obscurity and richness. It is certainly not the case, as in Barthes’
description, that poetry “clouds the language, increases as much as it can the abstractness
of the concept and the arbitrariness of the sign” (Barthes Mythologies 133): firstly, the
linguistic sign is not arbitrary in Zukofsky’s case; secondly, the language was not
designed to be difficult, but rather to clarify what is naturally a difficult, intellectual
realisation. Indeed, once the peculiarities of reading Zukofsky are apparent, the process
becomes much simpler. It is generally the case, as Guy Davenport has said, that “[w]hat
Zukofsky is about in his poetry is always reasonably obvious, often so obvious that we
reject what we can see and look for matters which we suppose to be wonderfully hidden”
(Davenport 134).
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“A”-9, however (both “first” and “second” halves), is composed within that
period where Zukofsky was broadly concerned with humanist Marxism. This period is
only a prelude to the radical scientific materialism that unfolds in later poems. As
demonstrated, “A”-17, “A”-19 and “A”-22 are exclusively concerned with refusing
various categories of the subject in pursuit of a scientific discourse, born of the conflation
of Marx and Spinoza. The later poetry, in fact, leaves a poem such as “A”-9 looking
decidedly run-of-the-mill by comparison. Probably the most impressive in this regard are
Zukofsky’s later works of translation in poems such as “A”-15, the Catullus poems, and
“A”-23. In these works Zukofsky implemented his poetics in two distinct and impressive
ways: first by displacing the reader more so than anywhere else, creating poems that truly
suspend referential frameworks; second, these poems use language as an acute
measurement by reducing it more and more to its graphic, phonic and intellectual
elements more than any others.
Guy Davenport summarises the content of “A”-15 as follows:

“A”-15 reaches back to the earlier portions of “A” in which Lenin and
Gibbon are allowed to debate the condition of man; here arising from the
anguish of the Kennedy assassination, Gibbon’s Roman sanity would
seem to have the better of the argument, but we must remember that we
are reading an unfinshed poem (Davenport 134-35).

Simple as this theme may appear to Davenport, as was the case with both “A”-9 and “A”19, “A”-15 is built upon a unique and eccentric underlying structure, and composed in a
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language unfamiliar to any reader. The interpretative space that a reader could inhabit is
filled, instead, with the relational structures that fluoresce against each other. The first
two stanzas of “A”-15 are as follows:

An
hinny
by
stallion
out of
she-ass

He neigh ha lie low h’who y’he gall mood
So roar cruel hire
Lo to achieve an eye leer rot off
Mass th’lo low o loam echo
How deal me many coeval yammer
Naked on face of white rock – sea.
Then I said: Liveforever my nest
Is arable hymn
Shore she root to water
Dew anew to branch ("A" 359).
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There is very little here by way of syntax and grammar that can be comprehended by a
reader. Probably the most conventional line with respect to syntax here is, “Then I said:
Liveforever my nest,” but this is obviously incomprehensible semantically. As far as it is
possible to understand these lines conventionally, there is the resolutely literal reference
to “An hinny” – “n. offspring of stallion and she-ass” or “v.i. to neigh” ("Collins New
English Dictionary"). However, the preceding article (‘an’) and the following preposition
(‘by’) destroy this semantic clarity by calling into question whether the word is being
used as noun, verb or both. Nevertheless, this is the extent of the familiar linguistic
constructions apparent in these stanzas. While this may appear to open the poem up to the
speculation of a reader – in Bernstein’s words, to “invite the reader’s projection or
introjection, to fill in the blanks” (Bernstein viii) – the stanza is written so that its
relational structures fluoresce, if only dully for the uninitiated reader.
“A”-15 has an underlying relational structure that ensures the particulars of the
poem, the objects and their rays under consideration (remembering that Zukofsky had
declared that these could be “a thing or things as well as an event or a chain of events”
("An Objective" 12) are always presented as an adequate idea. This works at many levels.
The first is apparent within “A”, itself; examining this first stanza a series of relations of
this poem to the wider work of “A”, of which it is only a part, are obvious. “A”-15 opens
with, ‘An,’ a trope that was begun in the previous section, “A”-14, which had the subtitle, “beginning An,” and opened with the line “An / orange / our sun fire pulp” (my
italics "A" 314). ‘An’ continues to begin each section of the poem up until and including
“A”-23, that begins with, “An unforseen delight” (my italics "A" 536). Immediately, then,
there is context and continuity which limits a reader’s referential scope; this poem
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corresponds to that portion of “A” in which all the sections begin with the article, ‘An.’
All of the poems from the ‘An’ portion of “A” have the further designation of being
songs, as “A”-14 notes itself to be the “First of / eleven songs / beginning An” ("A" 315).
Further, this section has significant resonance with Zukofsky’s wider work, which is the
inclusion of “Liveforever” in line 13. This enigmatic figure crops up throughout much of
Zukofsky’s work: in “A” alone it can be found on pp. 4, 7, 40, 41, 237 and 359 as well as
forming the basis for the poem “#4 Liveforever” in 80 Flowers.44 Scroggins has claimed
that the development of patterns such as this throughout the poem is all with which the
reader is left. As he states:

It is to such continuities and variations that we learn to attend to in reading
“A”, for the poem as a whole presents not a narrative or a continuously
developed argument but a series of formal structures, interlinked one with
the other and proceeding out of a common “fugal” impulse – structures
that Zukofsky has instantiated with materials from all realms of his life
(Louis Zukofsky and the Poetry of Knowledge 31).

These linguistic congruencies (and at times incongruence) act to disrupt the conventional
act of reading, and direct attention towards the relational structures that they construct,
and to which they correspond. The language is difficult, but the Spinozan order that it
conveys is natural. Perhaps the best demonstration of this can be made in relation to
Twitchell-Waas’ analysis of the first four stanzas of “A”-15 which he definitively proves

44

See Michele Leggott, Reading Zukofsky’s 80 Flowers pp.141-64.
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are “homophonic renditions from the Hebrew version of the Book of Job.” He notes that
“‘homophonic’ must be understood flexibly, and L[ouis]Z[ukofsky] mixes in other
strategies as well, including working from the King James Version.” (Notes to "A"-15
Twitchell-Waas). Zukofsky, that is, at every level of his linguistic practise, inscribes a
precise system of relations into his work that wards off the subject of the reader, and
diverts their gaze, instead, to Spinoza’s order. Again, this is done to the effect of exposing
ideological discourse (denying the subject) by the construction of a scientific discourse.
To understand how such a practise functions, the following lines are arranged in order of
Zukofsky’s rendition in “A”-15 followed by the anglicised, transliterated version of the
Hebrew from the “Book of Job” (as Twitchell-Waas has recorded it):

He neigh ha lie low h’who y’he gall mood
(hine halaila hahu yehi galmud al-tavo renana vo)

So roar cruel hire
Lo to achieve an eye leer rot off
(zekhor ki-ruakh khayai lo-tashuv eini lirot tov)

Mass th’lo low o loam echo
How deal me many coeval yammer
(maasti lo-leolam ekhye khadal mimeni ki-hevel yamai) (Twicthell-Waas).
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It would appear that what Zukofsky has done is to remove the significance of the original
Hebrew from his poem. However, this is only on a strictly visual level; because he has
maintained the sound patterns of the original Hebrew, the sounds of the original – and
thus its significance – reemerges when the lines are read aloud. In effect, then, the
relational structures appear to be functioning at the level of the phoneme alone. However,
there are many more ways in which these relations fluoresce throughout the remainder of
“A”-15. Indeed, the entire story of Job that is recounted in these lines resonates back and
forth across the entire poem, from the opening image of the beast of burden – the “sheass” – right through to what Davenport had identified as the poem’s central theme: the
Kennedy assassination. Rather than being about Job, Kennedy or she-asses, then, what
the poem is about is the way that these ‘particulars’ are related, one to the other. The
poem’s sole purpose is to demonstrate a belief in the relational structures at work across
an entire historical span that stretches between the Old Testament and the USA of the
1960s, to develop an adequate idea. The poem doesn’t direct the reader’s gaze to Job or
Kennedy, nor does it direct attention to how a reader might be able to make sense of these
particulars; nor, least of all, how a reader might be able to develop their own subjective
response to them. Rather, the poem emphasises the fact that these particulars are related,
which indicates that there is a system that traverses history, religion, politics etc. through
which these things are conceived and known to be related. In light of this, the phonetic
practise that Zukofsky has employed here seems less concerned with making language
difficult, and more to do with necessity and making clear the radical materialist discourse
that he had developed. Far from opening up a space for the subject of the reader to enter
the poem, the linguistic structures limit this possibility by restricting the referential
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capacity of language: a word, a sound, a letter, is so loaded with deliberate, relational
forces that for a reader to deploy their own subjectivity would eradicate its sense
altogether. There is a marked difference between a reader not grasping the poem in all of
its complexity, and a reader imbuing it with extra significance: the former merely
indicates the lack of an adequate idea in the reader, while the latter would destroy any
semblance of an adequate idea in the poem. Zukofsky does this by using a language that
has been so refined as to be impossibly precise in its reference – he has made his
language a scientific measurement. What remains are the rays that emanate from objects,
fluoresce between them, and the system in which they are contained and known.
This was not the only time that Zukofsky did this kind of translation based on the
sounds of languages. In fact two later poems that use this method provide even more
pronounced examples of how the late poetic practise refused to engage the reader as a
subject, and instead, diverted his gaze to the relations that are contained in the poetry:
they are the Catullus translations and the final section of “A” that Zukofsky himself
wrote, “A”-23.
Most famously Zufkosky used the same mode of translation as “A”-15 when he
composed his sequence of poems from Catullus with wife Celia. Again, in this project, it
was, according to Zukofsky, a translation of the “sound, rhythm, and syntax of his
[Catullus’] Latin” that still tried to “breathe the ‘literal’ meaning with him” (The
Complete Short Poems 243). However, rather than simply a substitution of English
sounds for Latin sounds, there is a care for the meaning of the pieces, too. As he says of
these translations: “What I did for Guido Cavalcanti’s Italian in English or American, I
want to do for the Latin” (L. Zukofsky "Soundtrack for Netv Film in the USA Poetry
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Series"). Louis and Celia Zukofsky tread a fine line between the literal and the sounded
translation, opting, at times for the best sound, while at others for the best sense.
Translation is a very unique experience with Zukofsky that seeks to push sound and
syntax to the fore, and through these, to maintain an original meaning. This is
understandable for the poet who declared that: “poetry may be defined as an order of
words that as movement and tone (rhythm and pitch) approaches in varying degrees the
wordless art of music as a kind of mathematical limit. Poetry is derived obviously from
everyday existence (real or ideal)” ("A Statement for Poetry" 19). In “A”-8, this is
summarised in the mathematical integer:

I'll tell you
About my poetics -

music

∫speech
An integral
Lower limit speech
Upper limit music ("A" 138).

It was his belief that music provided “an order that might be communicated to all men”
("Poetry" 4). Moreover he believed that speech could be divorced from “all graphical
elements” to “become a movement of sounds” ("A Statement for Poetry" 20) – poetry as
music, wherein words, reduced to sounds, can be divorced from the reader as an active
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subject by transcending the connotative limits of language. This is precisely the feature
that is unique to his translations. As he says, it is this ability of language to elevate to a
musical level that

permits anybody who does not know Greek to listen and get something out
of the poetry of Homer: to ‘tune in’ to the human tradition, to its voice
which has developed among the sounds of natural things, and thus escape
the confines of a time and place [...] In this sense poetry is international
(20).

This is the premise under which he undertakes his translation projects, however, it must
be noted that this is not a practise that privileges sound over sense in any way. Rather, it
is based upon a firm belief that sense is produced to a large degree by sound. There is an
intimate link between what a word means and the sounds that produce it. The human
voice, he contends, possesses an innate knowledge about the order of things because it
has “developed among the sounds of natural things” – voice, that is, is a part of the
natural order. Again, it is worth comparing the translated poems with their originals to
see the full implications of this process: “Catullus 70” will suffice. Below, the original
Latin is followed by Zukofsky’s homophonic translation, and then by George Lamb’s
English translation:

Nulli se dicit mulier mea nubere malle
quam mihi, non si se Iuppiter ipse petat.
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dicit: sed mulier cupido quod dicit amanti,
in uento et rapida scribere opotet aqua.

Newly say dickered my love air my own would marry me all
whom but me, none see say Jupiter if she petted.
Dickered: said my love air could be o could dickered a man too
in wind o wet rapid a scribble reported in water (Zukofsky and
Zukofsky np).

My Fair says, she no spouse but me
Would wed, though Jove himself were he.
She says it: But I deem
That what the fair to lovers swear
Should be inscribed upon the air,
Or in the running stream (Haig Gaisser 122).

In the above arrangement, it is clear that there is a complex interplay between sound and
sense, much more complex than merely the former displacing the latter in the transition
from Latin to English. Indeed, it reveals a far more sophisticated approach than “A”-15,
which merely sounded – transliterated – the Hebrew. While Zukofsky’s poem is
significantly different to Catullus’, it does have many striking similarities to that poem’s
referents; both poems are clearly spoken by a man reporting how his lover has declared
that she will marry him. Zukofsky deals with this by using the strangely logical line, “my
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own would marry me all / whom but me.” Also, in this respect, both maintain that the
nature of a lover's promise is fickle with the image of a declaration that is ‘written in
wind and in water’. What’s more, Zukofsky has managed to add to the original sense of
the poem in his repeated translation of the Latin, ‘dicit,’ into the English, ‘dickered,’ a
somewhat difficult and obscure verb synonymous with ‘to barter, to haggle and to
quibble’ (Collins New English Dictionary).
To compensate for the fact that he therefore loses the sense of ‘dicit’ (literally ‘to
say’), Zukofsky has exploited the fortunate coincidence that in two of the three instances
where this word occurs, it is in one case preceded and in the other followed, by a word
that is phonically very similar to a conjugation of say – ‘se dicit’ is transformed to ‘say
dickered,’ and ‘dicit: sed’ is translated into ‘Dickered: said.’ The poem, that is, maintains
the patterns of meaning of the original, while rendering its sound into English
equivalence. Nowhere is this more evident than in the final word of “Catullus 70,” which
has not received a homophonic translation at all, but has instead been translated literally
as, ‘water’ (‘aqua’ from the Latin version). This is clearly a decision taken to preserve
sense over sound. Speaking flippantly about the use of the translated English word in the
final line Zukofsky comments: “Of course you cannot get the aqua, but then I've got the
scribere” ("Soundtrack for Netv Film in the USA Poetry Series"). This admits, therefore,
that the balance between sound and sense is crucial. Though the poem is composed as a
musical order, there is a clear care to the meaning of the original against which the poem
fluoresces. Again, however, the poem is composed in this manner to restrict the breadth
of reference that the reader can draw upon, and thus to deny them as an active participant
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in the construction of meaning of the poem. The sounds of the poem are strictly tied to
specific sense, and the poem draws the relations out.
However, as discussed, this is only one way in which Zukofsky has translated the
original. Zukofsky has also reinvented the Latin as closely as can be expected, and this
further acts to suspend the subject of the reader by involving them in a very strict practise
of translation. As has been described, this was done with a keen attention to preserving
the original meaning. Taking the first line as an example, it is clear that Zukofsky has
maintained many of the original prosodic elements of the Latin. First, there is the syllabic
adherence, which is maintained throughout, with each English line according to the
syllabic count of the Latin (in the case of the first line, both have fifteen syllables).
Second, there is the metre: the Latin first-line is an elegiac couplet (spondee, dactyl,
spondee, dactyl, dactyl, trochee), and, impressively, Zukofsky has managed to fit his
poem into similar English feet by using a slightly skewed dactylic pentameter. However,
probably more impressive is the virtuosity of his alternating, substituting and subtle
rearranging of the sound combinations. For example, the distinct sounds of the Latin,
‘mea nubere malle,’ are rendered by Zukofsky as combined phonemes (‘my own would
marry me all’) that encompasses the sound made between the ‘-ea’ and ‘nu-‘ in the sound
of ‘own’, the ‘-ere’ sound is carried over by Zukofsky into the following sound of
‘marry,’ which predicts the next sound of the Latin, ‘malle.’ The sounds are reconfigured
into a new and different order that maintains the necessity of those particular sounds, but
combined in an order that flows syntactically in English.
One final aspect of the translation to note is the physical, graphical aspect. This is
particularly apparent in the final translation of this line, of ‘malle’ into ‘me all’: the two
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are anagrammatic, but only in a visual sense. In terms of the phonic sense, they have
similar consonant sounds, in that they both emphasise the ‘m’ and ‘l’ sounds. Aside from
that, however, they are very different indeed, especially in the vowel sounds (the ‘a’ of
all and the ‘e’ of ‘me’ are very different from the ‘a’ of ‘ma-‘ and the ‘e’ of ‘-alle’). In
terms of the literal sense, too, they are very far apart from each other – in Latin, it literally
refers to the ‘prefer,’ which is a far cry from the ‘me all’ in English. However, they are
linked in the visual sense of the anagram, and this is another level on which Zukofsky's
translation of Catullus must be considered. Again referring back to the introduction to A
Test of Poetry he states: “The test of poetry is the range of pleasure it affords as sight,
sound, and intellection. This is its purpose as art” (A Test of Poetry vii). It is clear from
the above example of “Catullus 70” that all three of these concerns are present to varying
degrees throughout the translation. The compromises that he made, in choosing to focus
on ‘sight’ in the final instance, rather than ‘sound’ or ‘intellection,’ for example, is due to
what he describes as the desire to suffer “no loss of value to any word at the expense of
the movement” ("A Statement for Poetry" 22). As Hatlen suggests, the introduction to the
translations of Catullus is very precise in its description of its processes – the poetry tries
to “breathe the ‘literal’ meaning” (Hatlen "Zukofsky as Translator" 348). Again, the very
precision of the language evidenced in the Catullus translations is gauged as a response to
the demands of composing a scientific measure, and a scientific measure explicitly
reveals the subject as ideology and suspends its function.
The mechanics of this practise are made even more explicit in Zukofsky’s poem,
‘The Translation,’ from the collection, After I's (1961-64). This poem continues from
“Catullus 70,” taking the word ‘mulier’ from that poem and demonstrating all of the
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significance the translation invested in the word; the poem provides a kind of inventory
of the significance of the ‘mulier’ as it appears in “Catullus 70”. To this end, Zukofsky
identifies the sources for his work: “Lewis and Short” and “Liddell and Scott”,,references
to Latin and Greek dictionaries respectively (All 236-38). Proceeding from this, he
accounts for the word’s Latin meaning, “woman,” but soon reveals that it also has a
homonymic meaning, “my / love / air” (235), which is its translation into “Catullus 70.”
The poem proceeds in this fashion, opposing “mule- / ier” (a comparative adjective to do
with ‘mule-ness’ or stubbornness) with the etymological term for ‘mulier,’ ‘mollior,’
which has the connotations of “easily moveable, pliant, flexible, supple [etc]” (TwitchelWaas). This has obvious resonances with “Catullus 70” insofar as it summarises the
nature of the argument that the two lovers are having. “The Translation” continues in this
fashion, making homonymic puns, identifying shared and diverse meanings between
languages, and exploring etymologies. The poem concludes in summary with Italian,
Latin and English senses, all tied back to what is presumably a description of Celia
Zukofsky. It reads:

“a
cura
della

moglie
del
poeta,
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che

ha
trato
poesie”
who

has
picked
poetry
from

mensmoglie
that
would

be
mulier
that
would

be
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wife
that
would

be
softa
sleeping

breath
softtt (239-240).

The reader is directed towards the “entirety of the single word” ("An Objective" 14) in
which “each word in itself is an arrangement” (13), every word “a relation, an implied
metaphor, an arrangement, a harmony or a dissonance” (14). The reader’s activity is
wholly conceived within the Spinozan sense of having an adequate idea; the active
process is trying to understand the complex relations that the language of the poem
presents, and how the various elements of the phonic, graphical, and intellectual aspects
combine to create this. The poetry further enacts a Spinozan order that refuses to admit of
subjects by virtue of the fact that it is a work of translation, and thus establishes a
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network that is projected beyond time and space and that enables the musicality of
language.
As Zukofsky continued to write, his practise became more focused on this kind of
work. “A”-23 provides a final example of this. In at least two separate instances
Zukofsky deploys this mode of translation. The first is Zukofsky’s translation of an
Arapaho, Native American song (Notes to "A"-23 Twitchell-Waas):

ye no wi ci hay
yo wi hay
wi ci hay
yo wi ci no
wi ci ni

(repeat from start)

wi ni wi ci hay
yo wi hay
wi ci hay
yo wi ci ni hay
yo wi ci ni hay
yo wi how
wi ci hay
yo wi ci no
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wi ni no wa (Twitchell-Waas).

Zukofsky has the following:

Ye nó we see hay
io we hay we see
hay io we seé no
we see knee (windsong bis)
we knee we see hay
io we hay we see
hay io we see knee
hay io wé see knee
hay io we hów we
see hay io we see,
no wee knee no wa– ("A" 539)

Each unit, though it appears just to be a sound used to equate the original, is deliberately
a word in English (down to Io – from Greek mythology – and Wa – a people of the
border of Burma and China). Moreover, he has translated the repetition in the musical
term, ‘bis.’ This section recurs when Zukfosky tackles the translation of “Beowulf”: the
section he reproduces is from lines 86-100 (from the Anglo-Saxon version of Frederick
Klaeber): “Dragged thole / load – sea-dark bided, day urged / […] / so that men life don /
heartily” (556). They, too, follow this pattern of applying a scientific exactitude in such a
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way that the subject of the reader is displaced. Leggott argues that by this point in “A”
there are two types of translation apparent: “Sensical transliteration by and large
continues the compression of material into Zukofskian lyric molds […] Anti-sensical
transliteration, by contrast, affords some fine opportunities for stretching the limits of
etymological credulity” (Leggott 61). While there may be two distinct aspects, they are
both, however, very much effects of the same impulse, which is much more than just
translation: the quest for a scientific, subject-less discourse. Indeed, it is not just
translated material that comes in for such treatment here: this practise carries over into
the composition of lines in more robust English. The poem proceeds in stops and starts
like this: “For the .. song ended. Night / round Day on: post qualm / phoebe-phoenix:
scent: too frigid dims. / Vagabond “stars” hale old windjammer” (553). The same
principle that is at work in the translation has seeped by this stage into every aspect of
Zukfosky’s composition.
Adding to the effect of displacement is the fact that the quotation and collage,
prominent throughout “A” since its beginning, now appears to have become the method
by which every word is composed. In the following passage of fifteen lines, TwitchellWaas has deciphered twelve quoted sources:

gar them hear draw ear
brute dea úp-on a rouncy
aske nomore .. go. Clear honor
liquid element, dull th’arroyo, codas –
rising: repeated, sun’s a comet
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to string a kit with
(sheep feint a bee hue-new
pulverable enamour’d) ‘one body’s resurrection
not half so great as
one flown grain uprising wheat’ –
‘seek gloss hours fáre on’
‘structure a winding stair at
two removes,’ oneself, all selves:
frond then tagging silvers – increate
garden only first hour thatch (561).45

The referential density of the piece stretches over six thousand years (Leggott 55), and is
so great that, unlike earlier poems, it is almost impossible to recreate. The poetics by
“A”-23 has finished evolving: the exactitude of sound and the breadth of relations the
poet has captured, refuse to interpellate the reader, who is left with “the entirety of the
single word,” which demonstrates the order to which it belongs, and through which it is
conceived as belonging.

45

The references are to: Robert Burns, “The Author’s Earnest Cry and Prayer”; Geoffrey
Chaucer, “General Prologue” to The Canterbury Tales; Edmund Spenser, The Shepeardes
Calender; Luis de Góngora “¡Oh claro honor!”: Luis de Góngora; “De la brevedad
enganosa de la vida”: John Beaumont and Francis Fletcher, Philaster Or Love Lies ABleeding; Lope de Vega, Fuente Ovejuna; Francisco de Quevedo “Letrilla: Don Dinero”;
Robert Herrick, “The Resurrection possible, and probable”; Pedro Calderón De La Barca
“Éstas que fueron pompas y alegría”; George Herbert ( “Jordan (I)”; Sir Thomas Browne,
The Garden of Cyrus. See Twitchell-Waas.
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This thesis began by proposing that what needs to be accounted for, when discussing
“A”, is the radical transformation that the poem undergoes in twenty-four movements. As
that poem progresses, it appears to become more and more fragmented, functioning
according to rules of chance and disorder, enabling the free-play of a reader’s
imagination. It is clear, however, from what has been discussed, that if the poem appears
to have these characteristics, then it is probably functioning according to the precise,
relational structures that underlie Zukofsky’s application of Spinoza’s philosophy:
Zukofsky’s poetry begins to resemble to a greater extent the scientific discourse that he
desired. As his ability to write according to the measures of science becomes more acute,
it is not surprising that his poetry becomes more obtuse by traditional standards. A mode
of conceiving of this, as well as the trajectory that this development follows, have been
developed throughout Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Zukofsky refused to incorporate
traditional poetical subjects: as was the case with Althusser, the realisation of the
prominence of the subject to politics was brought about by reading Marx and Spinoza.
Further, Zukofsky, since his earliest arguments with Eliot and Pound, had disputed the
role of the subject, explicitly on grounds of its ideological significance. This, too, can be
seen to be what Althusser had concluded. In this respect, it is clear that what Zukofsky
attempted over the course of his life was to formulate a practise that refused to
interpellate individuals as subjects. For poetry, this meant refusing to manifest three
different categories of subjects. First, there was the category of the poet as a subject;
second, the category of the poem-as-subject; and third, the category of the reader-assubject. Zukofsky offset these categories in many ways: he conceived his poetical
practise within the discourse of Spinoza’s natura naturans and natura naturata and from
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this formulation he considered his practise to be the arrangement of particulars more than
as an act of expressive creation. As with Althusser, the arrangement of these particulars
was, in the final instance, determined by economic forces. Further, this implied a resolute
anti-empiricism: Zukofsky’s knowledge was based entirely within the production of
critical knowledge. The way that the poems are thus arranged by the poet is testament not
to his creativity, but to the degree to which he has produced an adequate idea. This
consists of having demonstrated the connectedness of things. Thus, Zukofsky developed a
poetics wherein it was the rays of relation, rather than the object itself that were
important. The poem is arranged in a necessary order, brought about by the poet’s
theoretical production. However, this order corresponds to an order greater than the poet
– “an order,” Zukofsky says, “that may be communicated to all men” ("Poetry" 4). By
directing attention towards an object’s rays, Zukofsky in effect directed attention away
from the potential development of the poet-as-subject, the reader-as-subject. Zukofsky,
therefore, formulated a poetical practise that moved against what Althusser had identified
as the primary function of ideological discourse – interpellating individuals as subjects.
Having done so, it was possible for him to then formulate what he hoped would be a
scientific discourse of poetry. For, as Althusser contends, it is through the action of
exposing ideology as ideology that the scientific discourse emerges.
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Conclusion

This thesis has proposed and applied a new critical model and associated critical
vocabulary to the poetry of Louis Zukofsky. It has attempted to prove that, while
Zukofsky’s critical writings are reticent and erudite and give few clear directives, it is not
necessary to defer to external critical frameworks derived from post-Structuralism and
Postmodernism to understand his complex and sophisticated poetic practise. Instead, it is
clear that Zukofsky’s poetry and poetics amount to a protracted Marxist practise. The
terms of this engagement changed throughout his writing life – beginning, as it did,
steeped in humanism before the discovery and implementation of a scientific discourse of
Marxism.
Each of the tendencies identified by critics as post-Structuralist or Postmodern in
Zukofsky’s work are explicable with reference to a scientific and subject-less Marxism:
his recalcitrant language does not make a perfect example of Barthes’ ‘writerly’ text, but
refuses to interpellate the subject of the reader; and the fact that the authoritative poetic
‘I’ retires from the work does not invite the subjectivity of the reader to substitute it, but
refuses to interpellate the subject of the poet. To understand Zukofsky’s entire critical and
poetic output as a development of a scientific Marxist discourse offers a new approach:
this thesis has detailed a description of the problem that it addresses, formulated the terms
of its response, and provided an extended application of this response.
Chapter 1 outlined the current critical discourse that surrounds Zukofsky. This
involves critics deploying ideas and vocabularies derived from post-Structuralism and
Postmodernism to explain his poetry. The possibility of this is due at least in part to the
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difficulty of accessing the ideas that Zukofsky developed through his poetry alone. The
following observation from Kenneth Cox is indicative: “Neither the Poundian and
Marxist concepts which dominated his notes to the anthology A Test of Poetry nor the
ideas he struggled to expound in his critical essays are much in evidence in the poetry he
wrote himself. The blind logic of personal discovery appears to have led him step by step
towards a distant view dimly visualised, never formulated” (Cox Collected Studies in the
Use of English 245).
Zukofsky’s poetry is complex, and the later in his life it was written, the more
complex it is. However, this does not vindicate the current approach of critics. Rather, it
demonstrates the difficulties associated with reading his work: without undertaking the
task of reconstructing the poetics from within, it is inevitable that understanding will be
sought from sources outside the poetry. This is evident in the current range of approaches
as discussed in Chapter 1, each of which belies an underlying, and awkward, critical
paradigm. Reinforcing Cox’s idea of a gulf between poetics and practise, and allowing
such critical frames to be deployed, are historical contingencies that accompany the
writing of a long poem: it had to be published and conceived and reconceived in various
divisions. The idea of divisions has inevitably added to the current reception of the “A”
as comprised of distinct ‘first’ and ‘second’ halves.
As this thesis contends, a concentration on the Postmodern discourses that
infiltrate the work’s apparent divisions seems to misrepresent Zukofsky and simplify his
approach, because he was always a Modernist, albeit of a second generation to Pound and
Eliot. As Chapter 2 discussed, the difference between Zukofsky and his forebears is not a
question of practise: Zukofsky worked throughout his life in a mode with reference
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especially to Pound. Rather, what distinguishes his poetry is its politics, and the fact that
he was a young leftist, and son of Jewish emigrants who made claim to Anglo-American
Modernism. There is a clear schism between the earlier generation and Zukofsky only in
this respect. This is evident in “Poem beginning ‘The,’” which mimics the form of Eliot’s
“The Waste Land” derisively yet faithfully, and aligns its techniques with the values of a
new identity. Chapter 2 demonstrated that Zukofsky’s earliest proclamations in poetry
were resolutely Modernist.
However, this does not affiliate his work with European avant-gardes vaguely of
the political left: in fact, he goes to great lengths to distinguish his work from both
Surrealism and its Symbolist precursor. He does this with particular reference to the role
of ‘taste’ as a bourgeois measure, and the involvement of these movements with ideas of
transcendental beauty, both of which seem at odds with the proletariat. For Zukofsky
their practise utilised the symbolic, and not the historical, function of language.
Yet there is a sense in which Zukofsky was himself pursuing ideas of
transcendentalism in his poetry throughout the 1930s and 1940s. The fact that the site of
his conflict with the preceding generation of Anglo-American Modernists was on grounds
of personal identity is a telling indicator of how his Marxism developed: it commenced as
a teleological humanism primarily concerned with the human subject, free will, and the
dialectical triumph of the proletariat. Chapter 3 demonstrated how in his early poetry
Zukofsky was writing in a Marxist mode that still bore to a large degree the traces of
Hegel. This is particularly apparent in the poem “Mantis,” which utilised the idea that the
alienation of the proletariat will inevitably lead to the ascension of a proletarian
dictatorship. This reading of Marx is still involved with ideas such as the aufhebung and
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the geist. In other poems, such as “In Memory of V. I. Ulianov,” the Hegelian belief in
‘great historical men’ is clearly in evidence.
His characteristically early humanist Marxism is a highly ideological discourse:
that is, it is developed out of a belief in the subject in history, both as individual and as
collective subjects. However, it is at this time (between “A”-6 and “A”-8) that Spinoza is
introduced into his Marxism, in a system in which nature and labour are equivalent. This
marks the beginning of a transition away from teleological and ideological discourse, and
towards an immanent and scientific discourse in his Marxism that continues throughout
the remainder of his writing career. Chapter 4 began by demonstrating how it is possible
to substitute Spinoza for Hegel in reading Marx. For both Marx and Engels Spinoza
figured as a significant proponent of dialectical materialism. In two of Marx’s most
central contentions, the theory of alienation and his critique of liberalism, Spinoza is the
clear influence, albeit Spinoza as derived from Feuerbach. Further, in his 1841 notebooks
it is apparent that Marx himself conceives of Spinoza in some ways as an alternative
tradition to Hegel, as he illuminates a discrepancy between Spinoza and Hegel’s
erroneous description of him. With these historical contingencies as entry points, several
prominent Marxists in the 20th Century reappraised Marx through Spinoza and vice versa:
Louis Zukofsky must count among their number.
While there are many examples, it is Louis Althusser amongst 20th Century
Marxist philosophers who most closely resembles Zukofsky’s practise. Althusser
systematically substitutes Spinoza for Hegel in reading Marx, with the following distinct
conclusions: there are two kinds of discourse, ideology and science; ideology functions
by making subjects of concrete individuals. These two concepts form the parameters of
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the current thesis and its explanation of Zukofsky’s poetry: increasingly his poetry
functions as a scientific and not an ideological discourse; it must therefore increasingly
refuse various categories of the subject. These are the key characteristics of Zukofsky’s
later Marxism, and the central contention of this thesis is that there are not two distinct
periods to Zukofsky’s poetry, be they political and ethical, Marxist and Spinozist,
Modernist and Postmodern. Instead his Marxism evolves in two distinct periods, one an
ideological discourse and the other a scientific discourse. An Althusserian critical
vocabulary therefore offers a significant departure from the existent commentary, which
maintains that the Marxism of his early work (if it is apparent there at all) is omitted from
the later work. Further, this is a substantially divergent approach because it does not
apply an external critical framework to Zukofsky’s writings. Instead, the new framework
reconstructs his ideas from Althusser, who underwent a similar rereading of Spinoza and
Marx to near identical conclusions; this thesis does not defer to Althusser to understand
the poetry, but finds his vocabulary adequate to classify many of Zukofsky’s conclusions,
which were never fully formulated in a readily accessible manner.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 applied this in a reading of the later portions of “A” and
with reference to other late poems by Zukofsky. It demonstrated that his practise
increasingly deployed a scientific discourse that refused to interpellate individuals as
subjects. The subject in poetic practise is embodied in three categories of the poet, the
poem and the reader, that have developed historically in poetics. These are envisaged as
sites where the production of meaning occurs, and Zukofsky systematically wrote against
the potentiality of each of these categories manifesting.
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Zukofsky limited the function of the category of the poet in the following way: to
enclose his practise inside the limits of Spinoza’s natura naturans and natura naturata
restricted the creative will of the poet; he thus describes his role as arranging ‘particulars’
into necessary relational structures; he also constantly refers to the analogy of ‘foundobjects’ to describe his practise, and this is why he maintained a collage mode
throughout. He also limited the function of the category of the poem: Zukofsky derived
the notion of adequate ideas from Spinoza; this was an anti-empirical form of knowing
brought about by a critical and intuitive reason; the poems display this, and therefore
cannot refer to their own status as objects, which would be empirical, but direct a reader’s
attention towards the system of relations through which the poems are known, and
through which they know; this is what he refers to as the ‘rays’ of the object that are
brought to a focus. At the same time, he limited the function of the category of the reader:
Zukofsky’s poetry uses language to measure what is, scientifically; he equates precision
in measurement with precision in language, and thus his language measures in the
smallest units of sight, sound and intellection; the finiteness of his language limits the
subjectivity of the reader by removing familiar rules of language, and by providing the
Spinozan order as the referent rather than the reader’s own frames of reference; the
increasing difficulty of his language over time is testament to its success as an ‘adequate
idea’ of what is, which is the totality of the Spinozan order.
The hallmarks of his work that have hitherto been explained by critics as postStructuralist or Postmodern are thus better explained in terms of a Marxist scientific
discourse derived from the conflation of Spinoza and Marx. The terms taken from
Althusser that this thesis employs accurately articulate how Louis Zukofsky’s poetry
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functions according to this impulse. Like Althusser, Zukofsky is mistaken for a
Structuralist because he is Spinozist: in actuality for both, this is the same as being a
Marxist.
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